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This report is intended as an introduction and a guide to the unification process 
and its implementation. The program we use is a modified version of Steve 
Bossie's [McKeown 82]. We describe the major functions in the program, noting 
modifications we have made. Note that this report does not duplicate information 
presented in [Kay 791 and [McKeown 82]. 
The appendices contain the following: 
- A simple grammar used in the examples. 
- A glossary of symbols used in the unifier. 
- A list of files left by TjoeLiong Kwee with a description of their 
contents. 
- A trace 0{ the unification process of a simple input and the grammar 
shown in Appendix I. The input used in this trace is a completely 
specified input. 
- A trace of the unification process of another input and the grammar 
shown in Appendix I. The input is simplified (not completely· specified) to 
demonstrate of the handling of unattached constituents). 
- An example of one of the problems encountered. 
- How to use the unifier. 
1. General Introduction to the Unineation proeess 
There are two steps in generating an English sentence: unification with the 
grammar, and linearization of the resulting structure. The input to the unification 
process is a deep structure of the sentence to be generated (see [McKeown 82]) It 
does not contain all the syntactic information necessary to generate the sentence. 
The unifier unifies the input with the grammar to enrich the input With all the 
necessary syntactic information. The linearizer then takes this ennched input and 
produces a flat list, the English sentence. The grammar is a functional grammar, 
as described by Kay, and the input is in the same form as the grammar. 
Introductions to functional grammars and the unification process can be found In 
[Kay 79] and [McKeown 821. 
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Exampll u.ing thl .imple grammar of Applndi% ~ 
Input: 
«cat S) (vlrb «v === Caire •• ») (prot «cat np) ( article «le% def») 
nnp «n === diaphr~»») 
(goal «cat np) ( nuabtr plur) 
article «le~ def») 
up «adJ === .ul1) 
(up «n === granull»»»») 
Notl that the input dOl. not 'pecify the vlrb Toice, the nuaber 
~rel.ent of the vlrb. ItC. 
Such inforaation will be addld by thl unification. 
The input only indicatl' thl action. the actor (i.l. thl 
prot). and thl obj let of thl action Ci. I. thl gotJ/). 
Enriched .tructurl aftlr unifyinl ~ input with thl gra.aar: 
( ( «GOAL «JfIP «lIP «I (CLEX GRAIULE) (CAT lOUI») (CSET (I» 
!PATl'ERI (M POUID» (TAn. NONE) (PP 101E) ADJ NOlIE) (CAT UP») . (ADJ ( LEX SMAll) (CAT ADJ» I (CSET. (ADJ NIP» 
(PA'M'F.RI (AJ)J NIfP» (CAT lIP » 
ARTICLE «LEX DEF) (CAT ARTICLE» 
CSET (ARTICLE NlfP» 
PATI'ERJI (DOTS ARTICLE lIP DOTS» (CAT lIP) 
NUWBER PLUR») 
(VERB ( V «LEX COMPRESSl (CAT VERB») (CSET (V» (PP NONE) 
PAlTERN (V DOTS) (VOICE ACTIVE) (JflJWBER NONE) 
CAT VERB-GROUP» 
(PROT ( NMP (IN «LEX DIAPHRAGW) (CAT NOUN») (CSET (N» 
PA'M'ERN (N POUND» (TAIL NONE) (PP NONE) 
ADJ NONE) (CAT NMP») 
!ARTICLE «LEX DEF) (CAT ARTICLE») CSET (ARTICLE NMP» PA1TERN (DOTS ARTICLE lIP DOTS» (CAT NP») 
ICSET (PROT VERB GOAL» (PA1TERN (PROT VERB GOAL POUND» CAT S» ( TAIL NOlIE) (Pp NONE) (AJ)J NOlIE) (1MmER PLUR»» 
Output aftlr linlarization: 
(THE DIAPHRAGM COMPRESSES mE SUALL GRAIIULF.S! . ) 1 
The unification process unifies each functional dt8cription in the input with the 
grammar (or with the appropriate sub-part of the grammar). 
To unify a functional description, a unifier considers each attribute-value pair in the 
1 All punctuation marks are special characters in PSL. They are thus printed 
with a preceeding exclamation mark. Note furthermore the parenthesis: the output 
of the uDlfier is a list containing the generated sentence. 
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grammar and unIfies its value part with that of the correspondIng attrIbute In the 
mput If present 
If an attribute occurs in the grammar but not in the input, the input is enrIched 
with the attribute-value pair from the grammar. (That is, the resultlDg structure IS 
the union of the input and the grammar.) The grammar is thus used to enrIch 
the input wIth all the syntactic information necessary to produce a sentence. The 
value any, which may appear in the grammar, is treated as a special case: if ANY 
IS specIfied, the unification will succeed if and onlS! if the correspondlDg attribute 
is present in the input. 
If the input and the grammar have the attribute in common, then: 
- If the value in the grammar is ANY, it automatically matches the other 
value, whatever it may be, provided that there i3 one. 
, d _ 
- If either value is a symbol, the unification suc·ce~ds when the values are 
equal. 
If both values are functional descriptions, they are unified lD turn and 
success depends on this further unification. 
- Unification fails in all other cases. 
If the grammar has alternatives, these are all tried in turn. Our unifier returns 
either the first or all successful results, depending on the value of the variable 
one-result (True or False). 
A functional description may contain one or more constituents that need to be 
UnIfied in turn. In our input example above, the first functional description to be 
UnIfied with the grammar will be (CAT S). Once (CAT S) is unified, its 
constituents verb , prot and goal have to be unified. 
The following is a summary of the algorithm used to unify one functional 
description from the input with the grammar: 
(a) 
(b) 
Choo.e the appropriate .ub-gr~r fro. the gra.mar. 
Repeat (i) through (iii) until EITHER there are no 
attribute-.alu. pair. in the Ira.aar OR unification of 
two pair. fail •. 
i. - Tat. the n.xt attribut'-Talu. pair fro. the graaaar 
ii. - Look for a corre.pondina attribute in the input 
iii.- If th.re il on.: unifI the two .alue. 
If th.re i. non.: enr ch the input with attribute-
value pair fro. the .ub-gra.aar 
If Ca) failed. return. 
Otherwi.e. if there are aDy con.tituent. left in the input. 
repeat th1. unification proce •• recur.ively tor each con.tituent. 
-
) 
2. Trace or the unincatlon process 
This traces the umhcatlon of a simple input with the grammar given In 
Appendix I. This trace Illustrates only the umfication process and not the functIOn 
caUs2. For simplicity only the beginning of the trace is shown. 
In~~: (5 X2 
, «CAT NP) (ARTICLE = DEF) 
(NIP «ADJ = SMALL) 
(NIP «ADJ = NEI) 
(NIP «ADJ = LIGHT) (lIP «I === GRAJU[JO»»»»» 
Input aftlr UNIFY h .. Inrichld thl llxical itl .. 3: 
Lit I bl thl input and G thl gra.aar with which the input will bl unified. 
I and G arl argu.lnt. to thl unifi.r. 
(~Ai NP) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») 
(NNP (~COJ ~ ~ffi ~!LEX) i,h) » 
~HIP ( ADJ «LEX LIGHT») NMP «N «LEX GRAJU[JO»»»»»» 
G = the whole gra.aar, .. found in Appendix t.4 
The "top-leyel" AtT in the grammar ( ••• App'ndis t) indicate. there are 
alternatiY" in the gr..-ar. 
Tht appropriatt alternatiYt i. cho.en b .. td on CAT in the input. 
if po •• ible. In thi. ca.t. (CAT NP) i. the appropriatt alternatiY •. 
Tht unification proc •••• tart. now with thi. cattgory .. tht .ub-gra.mar: 
(SETQ G 
, «ALT «!ARTICLE NONE) (PA1iERN (DOTS NWP DOTS») 
( ARTICLE AMY) (ARTICLE «CAT ARTICLE) (LEX ANY») 
PATI'ERN (DOTS ARTICLE NIP DOTS»») 
(NIP «CAT NNP»») 
G hal alternatiTe. again. 
It i. not pOI.ible any.ort to choo.e the appropriate alternatiT' ba •• d 
on the category indicated in tht input. So each alternatiY' i. tri.d in 
turn: 
Firlt alttrnatiTt: 
(SETQ G • «(AlTICLE MOlE) (PATrERI (DOTS IfIIP DOTS» (NIP «CAT NJIP»») 
Stcond altara.tiTt: 
(SETQ G 
, «ARTIa.E AIT) (ARTICLE «CAT ARTICLE) (LEX AIT)) 
(PA1iERI (DOTS ARTICLE NIP DOTS» (UP «CAT UP»») 
2 A complete trace for the same example is shown in Appendix VI 
3See the explanation of the top-level function unIfY in the next section. 
4Th is is a short hand for (SETQ G '((alt (((cat S) (alt ( ... ). 
\0. 
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1- First alternative: 
(SETQ G • «ARTICLE NONE) (PATTERN (DOTS NNP DOTS» (NNP «CAT NNP»») 
••••••• first Attribute-value pair from the grammar: (ARTICLE NOKE) 
Now, we try to unify the input with thil pair. 
An attribute-value p~ir with the .&ae attribute i. found in the input: 
(ARTICLE «LEX DEF») 
The value fro. the input and that fro. the gr .... r are unified. 
The unification process start. &gain: 
I = «LEX"" OEF) ) 
G = NONE 
Unification faill, as "NONEt. can b. unified IUCCII.fully only 
with "NIL" 
--) Alternative fail. 
2- Next alternative: 
(SETQ G 
• «ARTICLE AllY) (ARnCLE «CAT ARTICLE) (LEX AIIY)) 
(PATIERK (DOTS ARTICLE NMP OOTS» (IXP «CAT OP»») 
••••••• Fir.t Attribut.-value pair fro. the gr .... r: (ARTICLE AllY) 
The input i. unified with thi. pair: 
Attribute-value~air with correlponding attribute found in the input: 
(ARTICLE «LEX DEF») 
The 2 value I are unified: 
I = «LEX DEF» 
G = ANY 
Unification lucceed •... 
•••••• Next Attribute-valueJP~irfro. the gra.mar: 
(ARTICLE «CAT ARTICLE) (LEX AIY»J 
The iput i. unified with thi. pair: 
Attribute-value pair found in the input: (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») 
The 2 value. are unified: 
I = «LEX DEF» 
G = «CAT ARTICLE) (LEX AllY») 
G i. i t.elf a funeiional deacription. 
Unification .tare. again: 
•• Fir.t attribute yalue pair: (CAT ARTICLE) 
It i. unifi.d with the input I = «LEX DEY» 
No pair with attribute ARTICLE i. found in the input. 
The input i. enriched with the attribute-Yalue paIr 
fro. the grammar. 
Enriched in~ut: 
I = nCAT ARTICLE) (LEX DEY» 
-I 
This enriched input i8 now unified with the next 
attribute value pair from the gramaar 
•• lext attribute value pair: «LEX ANY» 
Pair found in thl input with attributl LEX: (LEX DEF) 
-- The 2 valul are unified: DEF ud All 
Unification luccled •. 
Unification with «CAT ARTICLE) (LEX All» succI,d.; 
The input ha. alr,ady bleD enriched with (CAT ARTICLE) 
Thl new (enriched) input i.: 
(S1!~iICLE «(LEX DEF) !CAT ARTICLE») 
(CAT MP) (NIP «ADJ !LEX SMAll») 
(NIP ADJ (!LEX NEI») 
lIP ( AJ)J «LEX LIGHT)) 
NIP «I «LEX GRAIUllO»»»»»» 
••••••• Next Attribute-valueJP~ir fro. the Ira.aar: 
(PATI'EIUI (DOTS ARTICLE !lIP DOTS» 
The pattlrn i. added to the input. 
lew input: 
(SETQ I 
, (!PA1'TF.1UI (DOTS ARTICLE lIP DObB:~ ARTICLE «LEX DEF) (CAT ARTI ) ) 
CAT MP) 
HMP «ADJ (!LEX SMAll») 
(HMP ( ADJ (!LEX JfEI») 
HMP ( ADJ «LEX LIGHT») 
NMP «N «LEX GRANULE»»»»»») 
••••••• Hext Attribute-value pair fro. the gr..aar: 
(HMP «CAT IMP»)) 
Pair from the inlut with thl corresponding attributl: 
(HMP (~~ ~ ffi ~) lJ:.) ) ) 
IMP (~~ ~~~(tii~»»»»» 
Thl 2 yalul' arl unifild: 
I = (~ ~ ~ffi F!LEX) lJ:.) ) ) 
~1fIP ( ADJ «LEX LIGHT») 
IMP «I «(LEX GRAIUllO»»»») 
G = «CAT lIP») 
~ thlre i. no attribute yalue pair in thl i~t with 
attributl 'CAT, thl input i. enriched with (CAT lIP): 
H,w Input: 
I = «lIP (!CAT lIP) 
ADJ LEX SMALL») 
HIP ~ ~ ADJ (!LEX JfEI») ~HIP (ADJ LEX LIGHT)) 
lIP ~~N «LEX GRAIUllO»»»»» 
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~
PA TI'ERN (DOTS ARTICLE NMP DOTS» 
ARTICLE «LEX DEF) (CAT ARTICLE») 
CAT MP» 
(SETQ G • NIL) 
Alternativ •• ucceed.d 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Th. top level con.titu.nt (cat Nf) i. proc.I •• d . ...... ~ ............................... ~ ...................... . 
Now the inlid. con.titu.nt. art proc •••• d: 1) ARTICLE and 2) NHP 
1) ARTICLE constituent 
I = «LEX DEF) (CAT ARTICLE» 
G = the whole grammar 
Again the grammar ha. alternative •. 
Tit appropriatt alternativt i. cho.tn baled on CAT ia tht input: 
(CAT ARTICLE) 
Unification procttd. with thi. category a. tht .ub-gr .... r: 
G = «AL T « (LEX INDEF» «LEX DEF»») 
Thtrt are alttrnative •• but w. are at the It%ical Ilvtl. Tht 
alt.rnativt with tht corrtct It%ical choici i. tatla. 
G = «LEX DEF» 
Alternative succeed •... 
••••••••••••••••••• 
2) NMP conltituent: 
I = «CAT NMP) (ADJ (~LEX SllALL») 
(NMP ( ADJ (1LEX MEl») 
liMP ( ADJ «LEX LIGHT») 
NMP «(N «LEX GRANULE»»»»») 
G = the whole gra.aar 
The grammar has alttrnative •. 
Th. appropriatt alttrnativt i. cho.tn baltd oa CAT in tht input: 
(CAT 1OfP) 




«CAT NJIP) (ADJ «LEX SllALL») 
(NIP «ADJ (1LEX MEl») 
(lIP (ADJ LEX LIGHT») 
NIP ~~N «LEX GRANU[lO»»»»» 
«ALT « (ADJ NOlIE) (PP lONE) (TAIL NONE) (PA'M'ERIf (II POUIfD» 
(N «CAT NOUN) (LEX All»» 
«ALT « (ADJ AIY) (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX AJfY») 
(PAiI'ERII (ADJ NJIP») 
«Pp All) (PP «CAT PP») (PA'M'ERIf (NIP PP»») 
(NJIP «CAT IIXP»»») 
1- First alternativ.: 
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G = «ADJ NONE) (PP NONE) (TAIL NONE) (PATTERH (N POUND» 
(H «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»» 
••••••• Fir.t pair fro. the grammar: (ADJ NONE) 
corr"Ponding pair in the input: (ADJ «LEX SMALL») 
Th. 2 valu ••. SMALL and NONE ar. unifi.d. Unification fail •. 
Alternative !!! failed 
2- Next alt.rnativ.: 
G = «ALT « (ADJ AIY) (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX AIY») (PAnEKH (ADJ ,nW») 
«PP ANY) (PP «CAT PP») (PA1iERI(OP PP»») 
(NMP «CAT NNP»» 
Ther. are y.t .ar. alternativ ••. 
2.1fir.t alt.rnative: 
G = «ADJ AMY) (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX AIY») (PATTERI (ADJ NIIP» 
(HIP «CAT NMP»» 
••••••• Fir.t Attribute-value pair fro. the sr...ar:(ADJ AIl1 
Corr •• pondiq pair found in the input: (ADJ «LEX SVALL») 
The 2 value •• SMALL and ANY ar. unifi.d. Unification .ucc.ed •. 
••••••• Next pair fro. the gra.aar: (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX ANY») 
Corresponding pair found in the input: (ADJ (alEX SKALL») 
The 2 value. are unified: 
a ~ ~ ~ffi ~H.EX ANY») 
Here &gain. the gramaar valu.' i. it •• lf a functional description. 
The unIfication proc ••• 1. repeat.d recursiv.ly: 
Firat.' (CAT ADJ): Sinc. there i. no attribute 'CAT in the 
input, the input i •• nrich.d with (CAT ADJ). 
Th.n, (LEX AIl): Th. proc... re.ult. in unifying the two 
valu •• SMALL and ANY. Unification .ucce.d •. 
So w. now hav. the following .nrich.d input: 
I. (ADJ «(LEX SMALL) (CAT ADJ») 
••••••• I.n pair fro. the sr--.ar: (PATI'EIUI (ADJ NNP» 
Th. n.w 1nput 1.: 
I = «AD.r (!LEX SMAll) (CAT ADJ») (CAT UP) . 
(NMP ( ADJ (!LEX lEI») 
lIP ( ADJ LIGHT) ) ) 
lIP ~  (LEX GRANULE))))) 
Thi. patt.rn i. ju.t add.d to the input: 
NlW input: 
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I = (!PATI'ERN (ADJ NNP» (ADJ «LEX SWALL) (CAT ADJ») 
CAT M1fP) 
NIP «ADJ (!l.EX NEI») 
(NIP (ADJ LEX LIGHT») 
NNP ~~N «LEX GRANULE»»»»» 
••••••• Next pair fro. the gr...ar: (NMP «CAT NIP») 
corre8~nding!air found in the input: 
(NNP «AD (!LEX MEl») 
(NIP (ADJ LEX LIGHT») 
NIP ~~N «LEX GRANULE»»»») 
Th. 2 valu •• ar., UJlified. r 0' 
r Th. unification proc ••• continu ••... It. re.ult 
i. giv.n to th. lin.ariz.r which r.turn •• ith.r a 
li8~ containg th. English tran.lation of the original 
input or nil. ] 
(THE SWAU.. NE1 LIGHT GRANULE! .) 
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3. Explanations or the main runetlons used by the unlnel' 
What follows is the explanation of the main functions used in the unifier. To 




Unity is the top-level function of the unifier. Given an input and a grammar, it 
wIll return an English sentence if the unification process succeeds, NIL otherwise. -.u--..... ........ _ .. !! 0- ~ ... ~.L ~l .... 1. - - -
Unity first checks that all the words used in the input are defined in the 
dictionary. It also completes the lexical definitions in .~he input: 
E.%uple: 
In the input, the lexical items are given as: 
(D === granule). (T === co.pr ••• l •... 
This notation is short.hand notation for: 
(D ((1.% Iran~le»). (T «ltz co~r ••• »). 
Unity Rreprocesses the input to check that the words 
are 10 the lexicon and adds this complete notation for 
the lexical items. 
UnifY then calls the function which does the unification proper: uavs-Is. ThIs 
(unction is called on the top-level (higher) functional description of the input (i.e 
NP in our preVIOUS example). Upon return, unity calls ueon-many if there are 
any other constItuents in the input that need to be unified. Ueon-many unifies 
each one in turn. 
Finally, unIty calls the linearizer to produce a flat structure, the English sentence. 
l~ 
3.2. Uavs-Is 
Uavs-ls5 is given the input to unify (iJ, the grammar to unify the input wlth (9), 
and the stack of all the functional descriptions that the current input is embedded 
in, (Id-stack). Uave-Ift is the function which does the actual unification. It is 
called whenever two values need to be unified: 
• For a functional description and a sub-grammar, uava-ls is called for 
each attribute value pair of the sub-grammar 
When a constituent needs to be unified, uava-Is is first called with the 
whole grammar 
When a value given as input to uava-Is is itself a functional description, 
uave-ls is called recursively (through other functions). 
1) If the grammar is null (there are no more attribute.value pairs left), the input lS 
returned. 
2) At the lowest level, two symbols are unified by calling the function sym-h (the 
symbols handler). 
For .xample, the .,.bal.: 
"np" with "np" --) 
"np" with "aDY" Cthe wild card) --) 
"nil" with "nD" 
"np" with "DD~' 
"nonl" with ~~np" 







Cr •••• b.r that "&ny" 
.uccI.d. with any non-null 
lyaboll) 
failure 1nill failurl nil 
failure nil 
.UCCI •• 
3) At higher levels, uave-Is takes each attribute.value pair of the grammar and 
acts according to the name of the attribute: 
- All: The grammar has alternatives. The function alt-h-Is calls uavs-Is 
on each alternative. 
Pattern: A pattern indicates to the linearizer the order in which words 
should appear. The function pattern-h-Is adds the pattern to the 
input. 
5Uavs-ls: Unify one attribute.value pair. La means that loose is passed to the 
(unctlon. 
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GBet: A functional description may contam constituents that need to be 
unified in turn. The constituent set cset has the list of these "inside 
constituents ". It is used to determine whether uavs-Is should be called 
recursively on inside constituents. The constituent seot is added in the 
input by the function eset-b-I •. 
- All other attributu: Given the attribute-value pair of the grammar, the 
program tries to find in the input a pair with the corresponding 
attribute. If there is one, the two values will be unified. If there is no 
such attribute in the input, the attribute-value pair from the grammar 




Alt-h-ta6 is called when there are alternatives in the grammar. Uavs-ls is called 
with each alternative in turn until a success is found7. 
When separating the different alternatives, care has to be taken to make sure the 
sub-grammar is complete. 
Enaplt: 
G = «alt «prot nonl» 
«prot any») 
. (goal any) ... ) 
Thl fir.t alternative to try i •• ub-gt = «prot none) (goal any» 
Thl 'Icond: .ub-g2 = «prot any) (goal &DY» 
--) 'I havi to .ate lure that the ,ub-gr..-ar contain. whatlvtr 
pair. followtd tht ALT. 
These rollowlng details are not a fundamental part or the untneatlon 
algorithm but they are Important ror emeteney reuons. As the unification 
process is a lengthy one, we tried to make it as efficient as possible. 
3.3.1. Category attrIbute (CAT) 
Normally, all the alternatives are tried in turn. However, in some cases, the input 
includes a clue about which alternative to choose. This is often the case for the 
CAT attribute. 
As an example, in the input given in the trace, (CAT NP) indicates that this input 
is of category NP (a noun phrase). 
The grammar is a long functional description, made up of several alternatives, one 
for each functional constituent possible: 
S for a sentence, NP for a noun phrase, PP for a prepositional phrase, etc. 
When an input is unified with the whole grammar, the alternatives have to be tried 
until the one that corresponds to the input is found. In some cases however, the 
category is already indicated in the input: that is, the input has an attribute-value 
pair with the attribute CAT. In such case, instead of trying every possible 
6 Alt-h-ls: Alternatives handling 
7 As mentioned previously, a variable can be set so that all successful results are 
returned. 
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alternative, we take advantage of the clue given In the Input to choose the 
appropriate sub-grammar immediately, and uavs-Is IS called with this alternative 
To achieve this effect, alt-h-Is searches the input for the attribute-value paIr with 
attri bute CAT and calls uav8-ls with the alternative that contains the same 
category, if there is such an alternative. 
Another speed up was obtained with the following observation: The sub-grammar 
which is passed to the recursive call to uav ... la has, as its first attribute-value paIr, 
(CAT xx). As we chose this sub-grammar because this pair was also present in the 
input, It is not useful to unify (CAT xx) from the input with (CAT xx) from the 
grammar using uav ... la as would be done normally. We thus cut this pair out of 
the sub-grammar to call uav ... la. 
3.3.2. Lexleon 
The lexicon is represented 10 the grammar as alternatives: one alternative per 
word. When a word from the input is unified with the grammar, all the 
alternatives are tried in turn until the correct word is found (that is the word equal 
to that in the input). Again, instead of calling uav .. l. on every lexical choice, alt-
h-sl finds the appropriate word (and thus the appropriate alternative), after checking 
that unification reached the lexical level89. 
8The lexical level is reached when all the alternatives have the attribute LEX 
91 made the two changes just described in June 1985 
I.. 
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3.4. The Three FunctIons that Handle the AttrIbute-Value Pairs 
1. Av-h-Is (Attribute-value palr handhng) 
2. Cntrl-av-h-Is (Central attribute-value pairs handling) 
3. Uavs-many-Is (Unify many attnbute-value pairs) 
Av-h-Is is normally called with an attribute value pair from the grammar. The 
attnbute is neither pattern, c8et, or alt (for alternative). Av-h-Is, Cntrl-av-h-Is 
and Uavs-many-Is together unify all the attribute-value pairs of the grammar wlth 
the input: 
Av-h-Is: 
Av-h-Is finds the first attribute value pair from the grammar. The attribute is the 
path. It calls cntrl-av-h-Is with this path and its value in the grammar, the 
input, and the remaining pairs in the grammar. Cntrl-av-h-ls finds a pair in the 
input with the same attribute (if there is one) and unifies the two values. Upon 
success, the unification proceeds by calling Uave-many-Is to unify the input 
(possibly enriched) wlth the remaining pairs of the grammar. 
Cntrl-av-h-Is: 
Given an attribute from the grammar, this function searches the input for a palr 
with the same attnbute. 
- If it is found, the value from the grammar and that from the input are 
uDlfied by calling uav .. ls with the input value as the input and the 
grammar value as the grammar. Note that the values can be symbols or 
functional descriptions. 
If it is not found, the input IS enriched with the attribute-value palr 
from the grammar (unless the value from the grammar pair is the wild 
card an,) 
[Note that in either case uave-Is is called with the two values. If the attribute 
was not found, the input value is NIL. Thus, uave-Is is called recursively twice 
for any attribute value pair from the grammar.j 
Alter umfying the two values, Cntrl-av-h-Is calls uavs-many-Is with the 
remaining pairs of the grammar and the poss1bly enr1ched 1nput. 
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Uavs-many-ls: 
Given a list. of attribute-value pairs, uavs-many-ls (*)10 calls the appropnate 
function to unify the pairs one at a time. 
10 An asterisk indicates that there are details in the function that I do not fully 
understand. These details are also pointed out 10 the code. 
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Once a functional description has been unified with the appropriate part of the 
grammar, the program looks for any constituent that remains to be umfied A 
non-null constituent set indicates that there are such constituents, and the program 
unifies them in turn. This process is also recursive, as, once a constituent has been 
unified, its CSET may indicate that there are yet more constituents to unify. 
Ucon-many: 
Ucon-many(*) is called when a functional description has been unified. It prepares 
the settmg for the function that checks for a non-null constituent set, ueon. 
Ueon: 
Ucon searches the mput for Its constituent set(cset). U the cset is null, then, the 
umficatlOn IS finished for that input and we are at the lexical level. Otherwise, 
ueon-proc is called to uDlfy each constituent with the whole grammar. 
Ucon-Proc:(*) 
At this pOInt, we know that the csd is not empty. Ueon-proe calls uavs-Is to 
umfy each member of the csd with the complete grammar. This process IS 
repeated if the resulting cad is non-null. Therefore, ueon-proe also calls 
ucon-many. 
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4. SpecIal Feature: use or path 
In some cases a value for an attribute is not found in the current functIOnal , 
description (FD), but in the FD in which the current one is embedded. The 
simplest example is this phenomenon is found when the program is looking for the 
verb agreementlL 
When looking for the verb agreement, the current FD is the description concerning 
the VERB, and the FD in which it is embedded is S (the sentence level). The 
attribute value pair from the grammar is: 
(verb ( ••• (number r prot number» ••• » 
This form means that the verb number should be the number of the protagonist: 
The protagonist is not part of the current FD however. This is why the up-a"OW 
is used: the up-aM"Ow.,indicates thaL~e value sholJld _~e lR9jed for in the FO in 
which the current one is embedded. In this example, the program will look into 
the "S" FO to find the number of the protagonist. That number is then returned 
as the value of the verb number12. 
There are also cases where, because of the recursive definition of some constituents 
(the noun phrase for exampfe, in which each new adjectives adds one level), we 
cannot know ahead of time which of the 'higher' FO's contain the needed value. 
In such cases, * .. is used in the grammar13. 
How the up-arrow Is handled !!l: Q!!! unlner 
The function Av-h-ls 
Given an attribute-value pair, av-h-III calls cntrl-av-h-Is with the value from the 
grammar, the attribute and the input to umfy. When the value in the grammar 
contain an up-arrow, as in the two pairs given below, the real value of the 
attribute needs to be found in the input: 
Pair. i! .'ieb ~ Talu. i. not '!plic1tly giT.n: 
(attr1but.-naae (t ... » 
U For another introduction to path., see [McKeown 821. 
12This is why the fd-stack is passed to the functions. 
13see [McKeown 821 for a more detailed explanation of this case. 
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(attribute-nam. (.t ... » 
In these cases, av-h-Is finds the real value before calling entl"l-av-h-Is. The 
function get-val-lr-path finds the value by looking into the appropriate constituent. 
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6. Introduetlon to Loose: 
The unifier program was designed to allow for simplified input. To illustrate why 
this is desirable, consider the following (simple) grammar description of a noun-
phrase: 
Gr .... r for! Noun Phrue in rule fora: 
IP --) artiele lIP 
NIP --> adjectivt NIP I .QUI 
Gra.aar for! Noun Phrue in tht Functional Cra.aar foraalil.: 
(a1t 
«(cat Nf) (!articlt aDY) (artielt «cat artielt) (ltx aDY») 
patttrn (dati articlt DDp dot.» 
DDp «cat DDp»») ~~ 
«cat NIP) «alt «lad1 none) (~tttrD (D P9und» 
.. . ...... ~ .. • "{ (cat aoun) ntX uy»» ~ 
. ( ad1 aDY) (adj «cat adj) (ltx aDY») 
patttrn (adj DDp» 
DDp (cat DDP))))))))) 
(Nott t&a~tfinitioD i. rtcur.ivt) 
Using this definition, the noun phrase "the new small light granule" is written as: 
«cat np) «article === def) 
(nnp «adjective === ne.) 
(nnp «adjective === 1 .. 11) 
(nDp (adjective === light) 
(nnp «Doun === granule»»»»») 
ThIS example illustrates how complex the input can become. In complex sentences, 
having to write this complete specification of the input can be very tedious. We 
want the program to allow the same input to be: 
«cat np) (!artiClt === def) (adjectivt === ne.) 
adjtctive === l.all) 
adlective === lilht) (noun === graDule») 
This input form is clearly simpler and more desirable than the preVIOUS one. 
However, in this form, the attachment of constituents is unspecified. The program 
is able to process these unattached constituents through the variable loolt. In our 
example, the unification process will add 'NNP to the input structure where 
required, 
Loost is a list of unattached constituents. As the unification proceeds, elements of 
IOOlt are picked up and attached in the appropriate constituent. 
t')t') 
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The easiest way to explain how loose is used is with an example. Let us trace 
roughly the unification of the simplified input given above with the sample 
grammar given for the Noun Phrase: 
1) Uavs--Is is called with the input and the sub-grammar «eat np) ••. ). 
2) The first attribute value pair is taken from the grammar: 
(article any) 
The input is searched for the attribute article. The pair is found, and its value is 
(lex det). This value is unified with the value from the grammar (lex any). 
Unification succeeds. 
3) The next pair from the grammar is taken: 
(article «cat article) (lex any») 
Again, the input is searched for the attribute artIcle. The input value is, as 
(lex det). The value from the grammar is now «eat article) (lex any)). 
two values are unified by calling uava-Is again. At this point, 
i = (lex de!) and 
g = «cat artiell) (llx anJ». 
before, 
These 
Since the input does not contain the attribute eat, it is enriched with the pair (eat 
article) as a result of the uDlfication. Then, unifying (lex any) with (lex del') 
succeeds. After unification, the enriched input is: 
(article «cat articll) (lex dl!»). 
4) The next pair IS taken from the grammar. The already enriched input is: 
«cat np) (articll «cat article) (llx dlf») 
(adi «(lex big») (adj «(lIX r.d») (adj «(lex old») 
{n ((In: car»» 
The next pair is the pattern. It is added to the input. 
5) The input is now as in (4) but enriched with the pattern. The next pair in the 
grammar is (nnp «eat nnp»)). The input is unified with this pair. As there is no 
nnp attribute in the input, the pair is added to the input. 
Resulting input: 
adi «llx big») (adj «llx red») (adj «(lIX old») 
D {(lIX car) n 
«cat np) larticl' «cat articll) (llx dlf») 
pattern (dot. article nnp dot.» 
nnp «cat nnp»» 
6) The top-level constituent (eat np) is unified. The eset contains: article and 
nnp. These two constituents are unified in turn. We will show part of the 
unification process for nnp. 
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When the nnp constituent is umfied, the input is: 
(nnp «cat nnp») 
Note that this input does not really contain all the elements it should contain: had 
the input been completely specified, the input would be: 
(nAP «adj (!lIZ big») 
(nAP ( adj (!IIZ rid») 
nAp (adj liz old») 
anp ~~D «liz car»»»»») 
However, because we allowed for the input to be loosely specified, we do not have 
such a structure. As we must be able to unify the structure we have, we need to 
have access to the constituents that were allowed to be unattached and are thus 
not part of the current input. This is done through looae. 
In this case, while unifying (nnp «eat nnp») with the grammar, the program 
searches the input for an adj. In the completely specified input, it would find the 
adjective inside the input. Here, however, as the adjective was allowed to be 
"unattached", it is not found at this level. It is stored into looae·. 
How Loose i! Handled 
We now modify the explanations for the functions used by the unifier: 
1. First, one argument is added: loose. Most functions are called with this 
argument in addition to the arguments we already mentioned. 
2. Aiter unifying a constituent, all attributes of the input that have not been used 
are added into loose. 
3. Cntrl-av-h-la: When looking for an attribute value pair in the input, 
entrl-av-h-" looks into looae if the pair is not found in the input itself. 
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In the ~xample when (cat nnD) is tlnified, we first have an 
alternatlve In the grammar. The hrst alternatlve 18 trIed: 
«adj none) (pattern (n pound» (n «cat noun) (lex aDY»» 
This alternative fails because, when looking for 
a pair with attribute adj, entrl-av-h-ls 
failing to find such a pair In the inp'ut, rooks 
into rOOSt and find (ad] ((lex big))). The value 
((lex big)) fails to unify with nont. 
The next alternative is taken: 
«adj aDY) (adj «(cat adj) UIX aDY») ... ) 
M~in, when unifying the input (nnp ((cat nnp») with 
(aoJ any), entrl-av-h-Is fails to fina a ~r 
with the corresP9nding attrjbute in the input and 
looks into. Loo.e for it. .~" r . . 
(adj (UIS big») ris.!UDfdund itt loost, 'laken from 
it and added to the input which becomes: 
(up «cat u'p) . (ad1 (hlz ~'1g» lJ,f .... ~:. 
The dajective is now attached to the appropriate constituent. 
The unification proceeds. 
We see from this example that, with loost, we are able to simplify the input by 
having unattached constituents. 
3. Ueon-proe: Ueon-proe calls uavs-Is on the constituents indicated in the cset. 
Before UnIfying these constituents, loolt is updated so that unattached constituents 
at this level can be accessed at lower levels (just like, in the example above, the 
adjectlves were available at the NNP level, which is a level lower than the NP 
level). Thus, before unifying the constituents, ueon-proe calls a function to update 
loost. 
4. Finally, when an attribute value pair is taken from loolt during unification, loose 
IS updated to reflect this change: the pair is deleted from loost. 
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6. Tracing facllitles 
Tracing facilities have been added to the unifier for an easier traclD~ of the 
umfication process. This is useful both for a person building the grammar 4 and a 
person changing the unifier. 
Because of the recursiveness of the unification, tracing can produce a lot of output. 
The following tracing variables are an attempt to curb that effect. 
- top-letH!l-tracing: This variable traces the different steps in the function 
unity. It shows the result of the unification of the highest constituent 
before uave-Is is called again on the constituents contained in the c8d. 
It also shows the output of the unification process, before the Iinerizer is 
called. This is useful to see the deep structure produced by the unifier, 
and to separate the two stages, unification and linearization. 
- in8ide-tracing: This variable traces each call to uave-18, and a few other 
functions. It thus traces in a fairly complete manner the unification 
process. It generates a lot of output however. Since this variable traces 
the whole unification, it is useful mainly to get an understanding of the 
process. More selective tracing is preferable when one wants insight into 
a particular problem. 
- tracing-get-val-iJ-path: This variable traces the calls to the function get-
val-if-path, the function that finds a value in a higher FD when the 
grammar value contains an up-arrow. This is useful when one wants to 
trace only the value found for a path with an up-arrow. 
- tracing-ucon: This variable traces the unification of the constituents 
contained in the Cld. It shows the cld, which constituent is being 
unified, and how loole is updated before unifying a constituent. 
- select-grammar-p4rt: This variable allows the user to trace only part of 
the grammar, for example, (cat np). The user can set this variable to 
the part(s) that is (are) to be traced: 
(SETQ SELECT-GRAMMAR-PART '((CAT NP) (CAT ARTICLE))) 
for example. Seled-grammar-part sets in,ide-tracing to true during the 
appropriate sub-grammar to trace the uDlfication process at that time. 
- seleet~on.tituent: This variable is set to trace a constituent (as specified 
by the cad. As an example, ( SELECT-CONSTITUENT '(PROT)) 
traces the unification process when prot is unified. As for select-
grammar-part, this variable setS inside-tracing to true when necessary. 
14A person constructing the grammar can find out where the grammar fails by 
looking at the trace. Also, once the grammar is developed, tracing the uDlfication 
may result in finding inefficiency in the grammar. 
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- trace: If we only want to know where the unification process falls, It IS 
useful to trace the function uavs-ls only with the input and the 
gramm~. This is done with trace. 
- trace-I003t: Tract-loo3t is used if, in addition to the input and the 
grammar, the user want to trace the variable loo,t at each callto uavs-
Is. Trace-loo't cannot be used alone: The variable trace needs to be set 
also for any tracing to occur when trace-I003t is set. 
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7. Problema eneountered during summer 86 
We found three kinds oC problems. I will explain here what these problems were, 
why we think they occurred, and how we solved them15. 
Wrong-agreement or the main verb 
Problem: 
In the active (passive) voice, the verb should take the number oC the protagoDlst 
(goal). However, when the protagonist (goal) is a subordinate (as opposed to a 
noun), whenever there is a plural noun in the subordinate, the verb also ends up In 
plural. 
Example.: 
Active voice; the goal oC the subordinate is plural: 
(llIAT A PERSON SPEAIS lORDS CAUSE A lAVE) 
Passive voice; one noun in the subordinate is plural: 
!llIAT WOLECULES WOVE ARE CAUSED) TIlAT A WOLECULE IS WaVED BY lAVES ARE CAUSED) TIlAT A lAVE WaVES WOLECULES ARE CAUSED BY A PERSON) TIlAT lAVES WOVE WOLECIJLE ARE CAUSED BY PERSONS) 
Hvpothesized Cause: 
We thtnk this problem occurs because, when searching Cor a value into a functional 
description, the search is carried as deep as necessary to find the number (or other 
attnbutes in general). In case oC a subordinate, we have the following: 
(prot «.ab.d (!r.1Pro === that) 
y.rb y === co.pr ••• ) ) 
prot ~!D === diaPhr!~~ (artiel. === d.!») 
loal ~ D === granul;,-u 
Dob.r plur) 
artiel. === d.f»»») 
"Plur" (plural) is returned, because numbtr was found in the goal of the 
subordinate. (The same would have happened, had the protagonist been plural.) 
Change made to solve this problem: 
15These problems have been documented 10 TjoeLiong's DOC files and Cectle's 
TRY files. 
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This search was done by a call to the function assoe-av. I changed thIS functIon 
so that it only looks at the top elements of the list. 
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More number problems 
The problem 
Unification fails in some case, when both protagonist and goal are subordinates and 
their respective subjects do not have the same number. In other cases, the verb IS 
in the passive voice, when the voice active should have been defaulted. This 
occurred because the first alternative in the grammar, voice active, failed because of 
a number problem. 
The following intended sentences failed: 
A lAVE CAUSES 1lIAT MOLECULES MOVE 
THAT A PERSON SPEAKS CAUSES 1lIAT MOLECULES MOVE 
The following inp'ut resulted in 'passive voice, 
while active should have been tfie default: 
(SETQ Q8 
• (1CAT S) (VERB «V = CAUSE») 
PROT «N = PERSOII) (ARTICLE = IIDEF») 
GOAL «SUBORD (~~RO = 11IAT) 
«VERB (1V = MOVE») 
(GOAL ( N = MOLECULE) 
ARTICLE = INDEF») 
(PROT 
«N = lAVE) (XUWBER PLUR) 
(ARTICLE = INDEF»»»»») 
(A PERSON CAUSES 1lIAT A MOLECULE IS MOVED BY lAVES) 
Hypothesized Cause: 
\Vhen the grammar indicates that a value is to be found in the input (in case of 
the Up-arT01O), the variable GV AL (grammar value) gets set to the value returned 
by get-vaJ-lt-path, the function that looks Cor the value. 
Then, entrl-av-h-I. looks into the input for the value. The up-arrow indicated 
that the value should be found not in the current FO, but in the higher FD. So, 
of course, no value is found in the input. Cntrl-av-h-Is then looks into /oo3e for 
the value. If, because of other unattached constituents, it finds a number value in 
loo8e, especially number none, that value gets picked up, and the two values are 
unified. If get-vaJ-lr-path returned "plur" for the grammar value, thr program 
tries to unify plur and none, and unification fails. 
Change made to solve this problem: 
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To solve this problem, as the value given to the grammar (GVAL) was taken In 
fact from the input, it is also assigned to the input value (IVAL). [So both gva/ 
and ivai would get plur.] Both functions Av-h-Is and entrl-h-Is were changed. 
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Attributes being borrowed trom other eonstttuents 
The problem 
Consider the following input: two coordinated clauses. One of the clause has a 
protagonist and a goal. The other one has only a goal. Unification resulted in 
assigning the protagonist from the first clause to both sentences: 
Examph 1e : 
(SETQ N1 
'«CAT S) (CONJ === SINCE) (ORDER PRE) 
(S1 «VERB (~=== COMPRESS) (VOICE PASSIVE») 
(PROT ( N === GIWfULE) (NUMBER PLUR) 
(GOAL ( II === TIWISWITI'ER (NUWBER PLUR) TICLE === 1NDEFI» 
ARTICLE === INDEF »» 
(S (~= ~~~ V~~)~JIUUBER PLUR) 
(ARTICLE === IIfDEF»»») 
Outiut: 
(S1 CE TIWISWITI'ERS ARE COMPRESSED BY GIWfULES GRAJruLES WOVE 
lAVES) 
Th ••• cond clau •• "borro.ed" granules fro. the f1r.t on •. 
Intended out jut: 
SLICE TRDS ll1ERS ARE COMPRESSED BY GRAXULES, lAVES ARE WOVED 
Hypothesized Cause: 
After processing a functional description, loose is updated to contain the unattached 
elements before the constituents indicated by the c:set are unified. 
The top-level (CAT S) level ha. been unified. 
Betore S1 and S are unifi.d, Loa •• get. the 
unattached con.titulnt. tro. thi. l.vel. 
Loose ha. value L1. 
The only other time loose gets updated is when items are taken from it. Now, 
while 81 is unified, more elements are added to loose. These remains in loo8e 
when the next clause is unified. This is a mistake, as, even with unattached 
constituents, there are no reasons why the unification of the second clause should 
depend on attribute value pairs that were added to loose when the first clause 
(prot), its sibling node, was processed11. 
16The grammar corresponding to this example was developed by TjoeLions.. Kwee 
a long time ago and is not used anymore. The problem however, is mdepenCient of 
thiS gr~~mar 
11 A similar problem occurs in a sentence with two subordinates. A protagonist 
(goal) is sometimes borrowed from one of the subordinates and added to tbe other 
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Change ~ to solve this problem: 
Ueon-proe was changed so that I003t recovers its original value before processing 
the next constituent (a sibling node). It is still updated when elements are taken 
from it. 
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8. Changes to the Unlner 
This section describes the changes I have made to the unifier. 
1. Changes to solve problems: These were mainly ~described 10 the preVIOUS 
section. 
2. Changes for efficiency purposes: The main changes were described when 
the function alt-h-I. was explained. They concern th;a lexicon and the 
handling of alternatives. 
3. Other minor changes were made: 
- A new function was added to check whether get-val-lt-path should 
be called. This (unction essentially does tbe test get-val-lt-path 
does at the beginning. Since, most o( the time, get-val-lt-path 
does not need to be called, it was simpler to include the test before 
calling the function. (It was also very useful in tracing the unifier 
to delete needless calls to the (unction get-val-lt-path. 
- Similar changes were done in other functions. 
4. I added comments to the code. 
5. Finally, I eliminated the existing tracing variables and added ot.hers, 
which I think are more useful (see the section on tracing facilities). 
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O. RemaIning problems 
A list of remaining problems follows: 
1) It is very hard to control when unattached constituents should be taken from 
rOOst. Sometimes, a constituent is taken from rOOst when it should not. Most of 
the time it does not cause any problems in the result (although it is theontically 
wrong): 
Exaaple : 
Con.idlr a 'Intinci in which thl prot~oni.t i. a 
.ubordinatl clau'l. Altlr unifying thl top-llTel 
con.titulnt (CAT S). rOOst will contain Ill.lnt •• uch 
a.: (CONJ NOKE) , (TAIL NONE), ItC ... (pair. that .Irl addld 
to thl input). Thl con.titulnt. arl thin unifild: prot 
i. unified. It i. al.o of (CAT S). Ibln unifying thi. 
con.titlnt .ith thl gr .... r, at .0 .. ~int thl pair (COIJ 
NONE) fro. thl gr...ar i. unifild. Th. prolr .. dOl. not 
find a pair with thl .... attributl in the ig;lt and thu. 
look. into loost for it. It will find (COIJ I ) and 
rltUrD thi. pair. loti that thi. dOl. not produci wrona 
rl.ult. but 1. wrong at (CONJ NOIEO applil. to the top-llTll 
'IntlncI, 
However, it does create problems sometimes, in which case we are forced to specify 
part of input (to force the attribute to be in the input). This is contrary to the 
motivation for roOst. A more important problem is that we don't know ahead of 
time when it will be necessary to specify the input more completely. This brings 
the question whether it is really possible to have a very unspecified input18 
2) Features, such as NUMBER. Features do not seem to be handled in a defined 
way. This creates problems sometimes (apparently especially in the linearizer). For 
example, in some cases, when there is a noun which is plural in the sentence, the 
indefinite article disappear!, no matter where in the sentence this article is (i.e. it lS 
not always the article attached to the plural noun). See Appendix V for an 
example. 
3) Gap: Gappinl is still a problem, TjoeLiong Kwee mentions it also in his report. 
The main problem of the gap is to refer to its antecedent, when the gap is in the 
position 01 .. -relUiTized constituent , so that number agreement can take place. 
4) Low level details: Some of the list manipulations done is messy and counts on 
side effects (which are not obvious). It would be desirable to "clean" the code. 
5) We are not taking advantages of the potential of the functional grammar: we yet 
have to add focus and other "attributes" in the grammar. 
1ST , L' . h' bl Joe long mentlons t IS pro em, 
encountered Defore, 
I could not find the examples we had 
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10. Progress on the grammar, summer 86 
This section reports on the changes made to the grammar by TjoeLlOng Kwee 
during summer 85. The report indicates which parts of the gramma.r ha.ve been 
tested, expanded, or changed. The report includes the test inputs used, 
corresponding outputs, the changes made to the linearizer, and the final grammar 19 
19The final grammar is the complete gram~ar .taken from fMcKeown 82}, with 
the changes reported here included. As thiS 15 the complete grammar from 
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18 Aug 1985 1355-EDT 
TJOELIONG KWEE : DOCUMENTATION on <KWEE>TL-FULLGRAM-8.LSP 
REPORT on proposed modifications in <MCKEOWN.VAX>GRAMMAR.LSP 
carried out during the periods april-may and july-august 1985 
Up till now the following parts of the original grammar have been 
studied (where mentioned : modified and/or added) , and tested: 
- CAT S : VERB-VOICE : ACTIVE , PASSIVE : PROT , GOAL (modified , added) 
- CAT VERB-GROUP : VOICE : ACTIVE , PASSIVE (modified) 
- CAT S CONJ; CAT SLIST 
- CAT NP CONJ; CAT NPLIST 
- CAT S SUBORD (added) 
- CAT NP EMBED (added) 
Moreover, some changes have been made in <MC~OWN.VAX>LINEAR.L , 
and at the same time <MCKEOWN.VAX>UCON.L has been modified, 
first by Michal Blumenstyk and then again by Cecile Paris . 
The selection of the grammar fragments has mainly been motivated 
by the need for richer output structures in general , and 
in particular when the grammar was used as sentence-generating tool 
in research done by Cecile Paris ( especially for default passive 
when no protagonist is given at input , and for subordinate clauses ) . 
As such , the work on the grammar is not yet finished 
some desiderata and other problem8 will be mentioned 
at the end of this report • 
OVERALL STRUCTURE OF THE GRAMMAR 
The Grammar as a whole is one large Functional Description (see Kay 1979) 
in which eventually all possible structures of an English sentence 
are to be found . An input structure is unified with the grammar , 
and if this input is compatible with some part of the grammar , 
an output follows . Otherwise the result will be empty (NIL) . 
At the topmost level I the grammar offers an alternative between a number 
of categories ; the input should have a category as well . 
In this report we will be concerned with the categories Sand NP 
CONTENTS OF THIS REPORT : 
1) VERB-VOICE ACTIVE AND PASSIVE 
1.1) CAT S : VERB-VOICE 
1 .2) CAT VERB-GROUP 
2) SUBORDINATE CLADSBS 
2.0) SHORT INTRODUCTION 
2.1) CAT S : SUBORD 
2.2) CAT NP : EMBID 
2.3) CAT NNP : TAIL 
2.4) NON-FINITE FORM or VERB : ASPECT 




various files TL-TEST-*.LSP/OUT ( * - 1,2,3,4,5 ) 
TL-LINEAR-4PLUS.LSP 
TL-FULLGRAM-8.LSP 
:.) "J:::?B-VOICS .~C~IVE AND PASSIVE 
At the highest level immediately under CAT S an alternative is 
offered between simple main clause and conjoined main clauses 
here we treat only the first part . 
Of the three choices to be made there in the original version 
- for verb-voice , sentence-adverbial , and sublist -
we treat only the first one : that for a verb-voice . 
1.1) CAT 5 : VERB-VOICE 
In the original version any input sentence without explicit mention of 
VERB-VOICE is incompatible with the last two of the three options given 
«verb «voice any») (verb «voice passive») .•. ) , 
«verb «voice any») (verb «voice there-insertion») ... ) , 
but compatible - and therefore unified - with the first option : 
«verb «voice active») ... ) ; 
this however requires the input sentence to have an explicit PROT 
- as already has been mentioned in McKeown 1982 p.216 . 
In order to accommodate the case of an input sentence 
without PROT and without explicit mention of VERB-VOICE , 
I propose some modifications in the grammar . 
At the same time I propose other minor changes that 
- as a side result of this investigation - turn out to be feasible. 
Essentially , the description I propose ( with the help of Cecile Paris 




«verb «voice active») 
(prot any) (prot «cat np») 
(verb «cat verb-group) (number ( .... prot number»» 
(pattern (prot dots verb dots pound» 
( • . . » 
% --------------------------------------------------( (alt 
«(verb «voice passive») 
(prot none» 
«verb «voice any) (voice passive») 
(prot any) (prot «cat np») 
(by-obj «cat pp) (prep «lex by») (np ( .... prot»» 
(pattern (dots verb by-obj dots pound») 
» 
(verb «cat verb-group») 
( ... » 
% --------------------------------------------------
«verb «voice any) (voice there-insertion») 
( • • • » 
% --------------------------------------------------» 
This part of the grammar has been tested for input containing 
PROT and/or GOAL and/or PASSIVE . The grammar has been completed with 
the part from the original version as regards BBNEF - but it has not 
yet been tested on input in which a BBNEF constituent is given 
likewise , the parts concerning VERB-VOICE THERE-INSERTION 
have been added but not yet tested on input . 
:.2) CAT ~RB-G~OUP 
Changes within the VERB-VOICE alterna~ive at the CAT S level , however , 
although combined with corresponding changes at the CAT VERB-GROUP level , 
are not sufficient to obtain "pas~ive by default" in all and only the 
intended ca~e~ ; the main ~ource for error~ seems to re~ide in the 
de~cription at thi~ latter level ; in the original version there are 
two problems : first , an input without specified VOICE is compatible -
and as a con~equence , unified - with (voice active) : a point that ha~ to 
be modified in the first place , since global unification will fail if there 
is no PROT ; second, (voice passive) splits up into (prot none) and 
(prot any) , where the last one is an "empty choice" , since there i~ no PROT 
a t the level of CAT VERB-GROUl? anyway . 
Variou~ attempts to maintain the (prot any) there a~ a "feature" , by 
adding the same "feature" (prot any) at an appropriate place in the 
corresponding VERB constituent description ~omewhere under CAT S , failed 
After having tried this in vain , however , I found that the grammar could 
be freed of ~ome more duplication between on one hand CAT VERB-GROUP and 
on the other hand VERB constituents within the PROT/GOAL choices under CAT S . 
In particular , I have been able to remove from the CAT VERB-GROUP level 
- the option (voice none) , ~ince the voice must already have been added 
before , when unifying the input at the CAT S level ; 
- the (pattern ( ... by-obj », by moving it to a more appropriate 
and "natural" place under the CAT S level . 
«cat 'verb-group) 
(alt 
«(voice active) (pattern (v dots» 
(v «cat verb) (lex any») ) 
«voice pa~~ive) (pattern (vl v dots» 
(vl «cat verb) (lex be») 
(v «cat verb) (lex any) (tense pastp») ) 
«voice there-insertion) (pattern (v dots» 
(v «lex any) (cat gap) (gap +»»» 
••• » 
The grammar at thi~ point has been tested on the ~ix input structures 
given in file TL-TEST-l.LSP . 
Note . During earlier experiments with the original ver~ion 
I met with the following strange phenomenon : an input with structure 
«cat ~) (verb «v 
(prot «n 
(goal «n --
vvv) (voice PASSIVE») 
ppp) (article --- INDEF») 
ggg) (number PLUR) (article - ... ») 
re~ulted in an output of the form : [THE] GGG ARE VVV-ED BY PPP 
that is , the ~ingular indefinite article A[N] would not appear . 
This only happened with SINGULAR INDEFINITE protagonist/by-object 
combined with PLURAL goal/subject , 
and not with (~inqular or plural) definite protagonist/by-object 
or with singular goal/~ubject . 
The same input , however , unified with the grammar in which my 
proposed modifications are incorporated , re~ult~ in correct output -
that i~ , the siDqular indefinite article A(N] will now show up correctly 
This can only be a.cribed to (pattern ( ... by-obj ... » being moved from 
under CAT VERB-GROOP in the original version - where , as it turn~ out , 
it will never be reached because of the (prot any) that never applies -
to under CAT S in the proposed modified version , right where we find 
(verb «voice passive» (prot any) (by-obj ... ) 
- which indeed ~e~ to be a more "natural" place for it . 
It remains an unsolved riddle , though , how this can influence the 
[di~]appearance of an indefinite article in the protagonist noun-phrase 
Note : just the same transposition in the original grammar led only to 
pushdown overflow at repeated run~ . 
.:.) SUBGRDINATE CLAUSES 
As for the three different types of subordinate clauses (see section 2.0) I 
I have undertaken steps to generate : 
- subordinate clauses in Adverbial-position I 
- subordinate clauses in NP-position ; 
the generation of Relative Clauses has yet remained a desideratum 
( see section 2.3 for results as of date) . 
The original version of the grammar provides for (very simple) Relative Clauses 
in the following way , within CAT NNP : 
«cat nnp) 
(alt ( ( ( . » 
« ) ) 
«tail any) 
(tail «cat s-bar») 
(nnp «cat nnp») 
(pattern (nnp tail» 
) 
) ) ) 
where CAT S-BAR is defined as 
«cat s-bar) 
(s «cat s~')<1' 
(pattern (dots s» 
(alt 
( ( (relpro none» 
( (relpro any) 
(relpro «cat relpro) -Uex any») 
(pattern (relpro dots» 
» » 
and the lexical category RELPRO contains the relative pronouns 
THAT I WHO I WHICH, etc. 
For subordinate clauses in general , so it se~ , we can use just the same 
CAT S-BAR I provided we expand the lexical category RELPRO - preferredly 
renamed as COMP - to include henceforth the appropriate complementizers 
such as I for NP-subordinates : THAT I and for Adv-subordinates 
AFTER, BEFORE, BECAUSE, SINCE, UNTIL I WHEN , WHILE, etc. 
Subordinate Clauses in Adv-position are described within CAT S 
(section 2.1) I those in NP-position within CAT NP (section 2.2) 
Relative Clauses have not yet been studied extensively : 
some probl~ that have come up initially are mentioned in section 2.3 . 
A very short introduction to Subordinate Clauses 
for linguistic naive computer scientists 
is added as a supplementary section 2.0 • 
2.0) SHORT :~TRODUCTION TO SUBORDI~ATE C~AUSES :OR THE L:NG~:ST:C SA:~~ 
" how it is in language " 
1) the ba~ic unit i~ the (Simple) Sentence . 
2) a Sentence con~i~t~ (ba~ically) of a Verb and 
some Argument~ , like Subject I Direct Object, etc. 
example : A WAVE (Subject) MOVES (Verb) THE MOLECULES (Direct Object) . 
3) a Simple Sentence ha~ exactly one (Finite) Verb . 
4) if there i~ more than one (Finite) Verb, then we have 
- either a Compound Sentence , if all component~ are on the same level : 
these are Coordinated Clau~es , connected to each other by a Connective ; 
example: A PERSON SPEAKS (Cl. 1) AND (Connective) THE WAVES MOVE (Cl. 2) . 
- or a Complex Sentence , if one is at top level (the Main Clause) 
and the other at a lower level (the Subordinate Clause) . 
5) a Subordinate Clau~e usually i~ introduced by a Complementizer , 
which signals that what follows is not an independent clause -
but beware , sometime~ the Complementizer can be WdeletedW ! 
6) there are three different kin~ of Subordinate Clauses , 
and which kind it i~ , depen~ on its position in the higher Clause : 
- either in Noun-Phrase position ; example : 
THE SOUND CAUSES (Verb) A WAVE (Direct Object , Noun Phrase) , versus 
THE SOUND CAUSES (Verb) THAT MOLECULES MOVE (Subordinate in NP-position) 
- or in Adverbial-Phrase position ; example : 
THE WAVE MOVED (Verb) YESTERDAY (Adverbial-Phrase) , versus 
THE WAVE MOVED (Verb) BECAUSE A PERSON SPEAKS (Subordinate in Adv .pos.) 
- or as a Modifier of a Noun (inside a Noun-Phrase) ; example: 
THE LARGE (Adjective , modifying the Noun) MOLECULES , versus 
THE MOLECULES (Noun) THAT MOVE ( - Relative Clause modifying the Noun) . 
" how it is in the progr~ <MCKEOWN.VAX>GRAHHAR.LSP , <KWEE>TL-FULLGRAH-8.LSP " 
7) any (simple , compound or complex) sentence at top-level is of CAT S 
8) coordination of clauses is described by way of CONJ , which connects 
an SLIST with an S ; the SLIST itself is either just an S , or 
(recursively) an SLIST plus an S , but without CONJ . 
9) any Subordinate Clause is essentially of CAT S-BAR . 
10) an S-BAR is , essentially, an S optionally preceded by a Complementizer 
the original grammar has only a category of relative pronouns RELPRO 
( example: THAT as a relative pronoun, WHO , WHICH, etc. ) ; 
we will need more Complementizers , like AFTER, BEFORE , BECAUSE , SINCE , 
UNTIL, WHEN , WHILE, etc. so I would propose to rename RELPRO into COMP . 
11) in order to be able to distinguish the different roles of Subordinates , or 
rather : the different positions , these have to be differentiated as such 
12) a Subordinate Clause that is intended to occupy an NP-position , 
is of CAT NP , but to distinguish it from a wnormalw Noun Phrase, 
I "subcategorized" it as EMBED ( maybe NPSUBORD would have been clearer: 
example : A WAVE CAUSES THAT MOLECULES MOVE : 
(setq x '«cat s) 
(verb «v - cause») 
(prot «n --- wave) (article - indef») 
(goal «embed «relpro --- that) 
(s «verb «v -- move») 
(prot «n --- molecule) (number plur»»»»») 
13) a Subordinate Clause that i~ intended to occupy an Adverbial position maybe 
should have been put in CAT ADV , and distinguished in a similar way , but 
I put it in ~ S and wsubcategorized" it as SUBORD ( rather ADVSUBORD : ) ; 
example : MOta:m.&S MOVE, BECAUSE A PERSON SPEAXS : 
(setq x '«cat .) 
(s «verb «v - move») 
(prot «n - molecule) (article inde!) (number plur»») 
(subord «relpro - because) 
(s «verb «v - speak») 
(prot «n --- person) (article --- indef»»»») 
14) a Subordinate Clause that is intended to modify a Noun is part of a 
Noun-Phrase ; the original grammar describes it as TAIL within CAT NNP . 
2.~) SUBORDINATE CLAUSE IN ADV-POSITION : CAT S , SUBORD 
The fact that a Subordinate Clause in the role of an Adverb can appear 
either in sentence-initial or sentence-final position -
that is , both Subord + Main Clause , and Main Clause + Subord 
are possible ; example : BECAUSE A PERSON SPEAKS, WAVES MOVE 
and : WAVES MOVE, BECAUSE A PERSON SPEAKS -
and my desire to reflect this in the grammar , initially led to problems 
with (pattern ( . . . » . 
In one version I tried to treat SUBORD as a sister constituent of VERB , 
PROT , and GOAL , having as one of the possible orders : 
(pattern (subord dots» , the other one being (pattern (dots subord pound» 
both, however, conflict with (pattern (prot dots verb dots goal pound» ; 
after several experiments I found this solution : 
put another alternative (alt «(subord none) ( - » «subord any) ( - »» 
in CAT S , within the CONJ NONE part ; the VERB-VOICE alternative should 





( «subord none) 
(alt - - - VERB VOICES ) ) 
«subord any) 
(subord «cat s-bar») 





% SUBORD IN SENTENCE-FINAL POSITION - BY DEFAULT 
«order post) (patt4Pl (s subord) L 
(s «punctuation «after fI, "»» w 
% -----------------------~~------------------------
% SUBORD IN SENTENCE-INITIAL POSITION 
«order any) (order pre) (pattern (subord s» 
(subord «punctuation «after ", fI) ) ) ) ) ) 
% --------------------------------------------------») 
«conj any - - - etc. » 
») 
This gives satisfying results but has , at first sight , the drawback 
of requiring rather specified input , since that should look like : 
(setq x '«cat s) (order pre) 
(s «verb «v --- compress)) 
(prot «n --- transmitter) (article --- def»») 
(subord «relpro --- because) 
(s «verb «v -- move) ) ) 
(prot «n -- wave) (article --- def»»»») 
% output: (BECAUS. THE WAVE MOVES!, THE TRANSMITTER COMPRESSES!.) 
% without mantioD of order , or with (order post) , the output is 
% (THE TRANSMITTD. CClG'RESSES!, BECAUSE THE WAVE MOVES!.) 
Note : the actual version of the unifier , however , is such that it allows 
us to simplify the input by omitting the S at main level and inside SUBORD . 
This part of the grammar has been tested on all 4 x 4 possible 
combinations of PROT , GOAL , PROT+GOAL ,. PROT+GOAL+PASSIVE 
for each of Sand SUBORD , both without ORDER and with ORDER PRE 
For the 16 input combinations with an even distribution of both orders see 
file TL-TEST-2.LSP ; for input with simplification for S , file TL-TEST-3.LSP 
:.2) SG30RDINATE CLAUSE IN NP-POSITION : CAT NP , EMBED 
For NP-Subordinate Clauses (embedded sentences) , 
we need a slightly richer description of CAT NP ; 
the CAT NP of the original version has been modified at the highest level 
«cat np) 
(alt 
( ( (embed none) 
( ... text taken from original grammar ... » 
«embed any) 
(embed «cat s-bar») (pattern (dots embed dots») 
») 
Input has to look like : 
(setq x ' «cat s) 
(verb «v --- ... ») 
(prot «embed «relpro -- that) 
(s ( ••• ) »») 
(goal «embed «relpro -- that) 
(s ( ••• ) »») » 
Note : the unifier , however , is such that it is not necessary to 
specify at input the S inside the EMBED ; some s.-ple input to test this : 
% ----------------------------------------------------~---------------------(setq x I «cat s) 
(verb «v - cause») 
(prot «embed «relpro - that) 
(verb «v --- speak») . 
(prot «n --- person) (article --- indef»»») 
(goal «embed «relpro --- that) 
(verb «v -- hit») 
(prot «n -- wave) (number plur») 
(goal «n -- diaphragm) (article --- def»»»») 
% intended output : that a person speaks causes that waves hit the diaphragm. 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
(setq x I «cat s) 
(verb «v -- cause») 
(prot «embed «relpro --- that) 
(verb «v -- speak) 
(pp «prep --- into) 
(np «n --- transmitter) 
(article --- def) 
(pp «prep --- of) 
(n --- telephone) 
(article --- indef»»»») 
(prot «n -- person) (article -- indef»»») 
(goal «embed «relpro --- that) 
(verb «v --- hit») 
(prot «n --- wave) (adj -- sound) 
(article - def) (number plur») 
(goal «n --- diaphragm) (article - def) 
(pp «prep -- of) 
(n --- transmitter) 
(article --- def»»»»») 
% intended output: that a person speaks into the transmitter of a-telephone 
% causes that the sound waves hit the diaphragm of the transmitter. 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
For the first input I as well as the variant with a non-finite form 
( infinitival) of the subordinate verb, see file TL-TEST-4.LSP . 
.." 
2.3) RELATIVE CLAUSE: CAT NNP , TAIL 
I understood that CAT GAP primarily served to "produce" the "deleted" 
relativized constituent in a Relative Clause (see the examples below) 
The original grammar provided only a GAP alternative for PROT : 
(prot «alt « (cat np) (gap none)) 
«cat gap) (gap any) (gap +)))))) 
I added the same alternative for GOAL (not yet for BENEF) , 
and as a first try I tested these inputs : 
- voice active , prot gap + 
intended output : A WAVE THAT (gap) COMPRESSES A DIAPHRAGM 
- voice active , goal gap + 
intended output : A DIAPHRAGM THAT A WAVE COMPRESSES (gap) 
- voice passive , goal gap t 
intended output : A DIAPHRAGM THAT (gap) IS COMPRESSED BY A WAVE 
- voice passive , prot gap + 
intended output : A WAVE THAT A DIAPHRAGM IS COMPRESSED BY (gap) 
~\. .... 
Results and first conclusions : 
- the fourth input form failed , 
most probably because of (by-obj J (np (A prot»» with (prC?~ <.(~p +») : 
BY-Os.Fis of CAT NP , bu~ PROT is- of CAT -GAP ;. . - - - - _.-
at first sight , a possible solution would be to include a constituent n-gap 
under cat np , but that could lead to undesired results , like for instance 
THE MOLECULES, THE GRANULES AND (gap) ; in general , the grammar in that case 
would allow to have a GAP in .ny single NP position , so one would depend on 
correctness of the input : 
I suggest rather a new CAT N-BAR which splits up into an N-GAP and an NP , 
and the grammar then having (cat n-bar) instead of (cat np) in appropriate 
places , as prot , goal , and inside the pp (in order to account for the 
"gapped" by-object) ; but both these suggestions need further investigation 
- the first three input forms resulted in output with 
the verb always in third person singular , 
because it takes its NUMBER from (prot/goal «gap +») , 
which has no number , and so by default is supposed to be singular ; 
solving the problem of accessing the antecedent of a Relative Clause 
belongs to the desiderata • 
For complete and commented-input and output see files TL-TEST-5.LSP/OUT . 
2.4) NON-FINITE FORM OF VERB : ASPECT 
A~ a ~ide effect of inve~tigating NP-~ubordinate clau~e~ I 
I managed to generate form~ with non-finite verb~ a~ well : 
thi~ i~ a matter of some minor addition~ in the Linearizer I 
for the listing of which the reader i~ referred to the Appendix . 
The result i~ that , when , at input , one give~ VERB the additional 
"feature~ ASPECT - which must have one of the two value~ INF or ING - I 
at output the S-BAa will correspondingly have either 
the infinitive or the ing-form of the verb : 
the infinitival fo~ is useful for embedded ~entences , 
the ing-form ~erving optionally for subordinates in adverbial position . 
~ample input ( note : the unifier , however , is such that it is not 
nece~sary to specify at input the S inside EMBED/SUBORD or at Main Clau~e 
(~etq x I «cat ~) 
output : 
(verb «v - cau"e») 
(prot «embed «relpro --- that) 
(a «verb «v - speak») 
(prot «n person) (article --- indef») 
»»» 
(goal «embed «s «verb «v hit) (aspect inf») 
(prot «n - wave) (number plur») 
(goal «n - diaphragm) (article - def) 
»»»»» 
(THAT A PERSON SPEAKS CAOSES WAVES '1'0 HIT THE DIAPHRAGM!.) 
(setq x I «cat ~) (order pre) 
output : 
(s «verb «v - compress») 
(prot «n - diaphragm) (article - def») 
(goal «n --- granule) (article --- def) (number plur»») 
(~ubord «s «verb «v --- move) (aspect ing») 
(prot «n --- wave) (article --- def») 
(goal «n --- molecule) 
(number plur) (article --- def»»»») 
(THE WAVES MOVE-ING THE MOLECULES!, THE DIAPHRAGM COMPRESSES THE GRANULES!.) 
For test input for non-finite verb forma , aa well as input for finite forma , 
~ee file TL-TEST-4.LSP . 
Note . ASPECT is not mentioned in the propoaed version of the grammar , 
but when it ia qi~ at input , the propo~ed additiona in the Linearizer will 
produce the corre8t output • Kathy McKeown and Cecile Paris both ~uqqested 
independently f~ .. ch other that the grammar ~hould infer ASPECT 
in some way or daeMr , for inatance from the absence of RELPRO . 
It's not that e~ however, because of the following observations: 
- RELPRO can be ted a. ".11 from an S-SAR intended as a Relative Clau~e , 
example : nm call1m.&S TH& DIAPHRAGM COMPRESSES CONDOCT THE ELECTRIC CURRENT : 
- RELPRO can be c.itted as well from an EMBED under verba like SAY , BELIEVE , 
etc. : example : THEY BELIEVE IT CAN BE DONE IN SOME WAY OR ANOTHER ; 
moreover , I prefer to leave the choice between finite and non-finite verb form 
a free option whenever possible . 
~b 
3) :JES:DERATA WHAT REMAINS TO BE DONE 
Here follows a list of things that have not yet been completely studied , 
or not studied at all , but clarification of which should be very desirable 
3.1) 
- Relative Clauses , GAP , reference to Antecedent Noun . 
- Noun Phrases in.general , with all related constituents like 
ARTICLE , POSSESSIVE , ADJ , PP , TAIL , especially in nested constructions ; 
for instance , the original grammar describes POSSESSIVE as CAT NNP , and 
gives a (feature possessive) to the N , which makes the Linearizer put the 
"'5" ( apostrophe-s ) next to the Noun; now two questions arise: 
i) since NNP can be [[N PP] TAIL] , how should its possessive look like? 
the original version gives -((N-'s PP] TAIL]- where -([N PP] TAILJ-'s-
is preferable at least in spoken English at least to some native speakers 
ii) POSSESSIVE is described in the grammar as part of CAT NP , not part 
3.2) 
of CAT NNP ; yet we would like to have an NNP with a possessive , that is , 
[NNP-'s NNP]-'s NNP ; for example in English it is quite possible to have 
a construction like : 
THE MODERN TELEPHONE'S SMALL TRANSMITTER'S METAL DIAPHRAGM . 
- is the -feature- NUMBER connected with Noun Phrases (NP , NNP) or Nouns ? 
- how is NUMBER related to Verb Aqreement ? 
(for example in Relative Clauses , and with Conjoined Subjects) 
Note : possibly these two probl~ are more connected with the Linearizer , 
since it is mostly a matter of Morphology . 
3.3) 
The grammar fragments that up till now have not been considered yet 
- BENEF . 
- THERE-INSERTION 
- SENTENCE-ADVERBIAL within CAT S • 
- ADV and PP within CAT VERB-GROUP . 
3.4) 
Most importantly , and essentially related to the advantages proper of 
Functional Unification Grammar as a powerful notation (Kay 1979) : 
- the treatment of syntactic and pragmatic functions like 
Subject , Direct Object, Indirect Object, Focus , Topic, etc. 
3.5) 
- Matters morphological in general : verbs , plural , possessive . 














% TL-TEST-l.LSP : for default passive etc. 
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------1 1 : VOICE ACTIVE, PROT NONE : (nil) 
s~(1c=t s) 
verb «v === compress) (voice active») 
soal «n === wave) (article === de!) (number plur») » 
(pp X) 
(unl fy X grammar) 
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------1 2 : VOICE ACTIVE, PROT ANY : (a diaphragm compresses the waves) 
s~(lc=t sT 
verb !!V === compress) (voice active») 
prot n - diaphragm) (article === lnde!») 
soal n === wave) (article === de!) (number plur») » 
(pp x) 
(un1 fy x grammar) 
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------1 3 : VOICE NONE. PROT ANY : (a diaphragm compresses the waves) 
s~(~=t s) -
verb !!V === compress») 
rot n === diaphragm) (article === inde!») 
goal n === wave) (article a:: de!) (number plur») » 
(pp x) 
(unify x grammar) 
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------
1 
4 : VOICE PASSIVE, PROT ANY : (the waves are compressed by a diaphragm) 
reclaim) 
set1 x OJ' '( cat s) 
verb !!V === compress) (voice passive») 
prot n === diaphragm) (article === 1ndef») 
~ rOal n === wave) (article === def) (number plur») » 
~E~1~y x grammar) 
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------7 5 : VOICE NONE, PROT NONE : (the waves are compressed) 
s~(1c=t s) 
verb «v === compress») . 
goal «n === wave) (article === def) (number plur») » 
(pp x) 
(un1fy x grammar) 
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------1 6 : VOICE PASSIVE, PROT NONE : (the waves are compressed) 
S~(1c:t s) 
verb «v === compress) (voice passive») 
goal «n === wave) (article === def) (number plur») » 
(pp x) 
(uni fy x grammar) 
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------
~q 




• «cat s) (order pre) 
(s «verb «v = compress) » 
(prot «n = transmitter) (article = de!»») 
(subord «relpro = because) 
(5 «verb «v === move) » 
(prot «n === wave) (artlcle === de!»»»») 
(pp x) 
(unl!y x grammar) 
X ----------------------~----------------------------------------------------% 1.2 - . 
(setq x 
• «cat s) (order post) 
(s «verb «v === compress) » 
(prot «n === transmltter) (artlcle === def»») 
(5ubord «relpro === because) 
(5 «verb «v === move) » --
(goal «n === molecule) (number plur) (artlcle === de!»»»») 
(pp x) 




t «cat s) (order pre) 
(a «verb «v === compress) ) r - .... 
(prot «n === transmltter) (artler. 4~ cref»» t 
(subord «relpro === because) 
(5 (IVerb I IV === move) » prot n === wave) (artlcle === def » 
goal n === molecule) (number Plur~ (artlcle === de!»»»») 
(pp x) 




t «cat s) 
(s «vel=b «v === compress) » 
(prot «n === transmltter) (artlcle ~ def»») 
(subord «relpro === because) . 
(5 (IVerb Ilv === move) (volce passlve»l 
prot n === wave) (artlcle ---~de! » 
goal n === molecule) (number plur (artlcle = de!»»»») 
(pp x) 
(unl!y x grammar) 
X ---------------------------------------------------------------------------% 2.1 
(setq x 
• «cat s) (order poat) 
(s «verb «v === compress) » 
(goal «n === granule) (number plur) (artlcle === de!»») 
(subord «relpro === because) 
(5 «verb «v === move) » _ 
(prot «n === wave) (artlcle === de!»»»») 
(pp x) 
(Unl!y x grammar) 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------% 2.2 
(setq x 
t «cat s) (order pre) _ 
.. (5 «verb «v === compress) » 
(goal «n === granule) (number plur) (artlcle === de!»») 
(subord «relpro === because) 
(pp x) 
(s «verb «v === move) » 
(goal «n === molecule) (number plur) (article === def»»»)) J ,: 
(unl fy x gra:mnar) 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------% 2.3 
(setq x 
I «cat s) 
(s «verb «v === compress) » 
(goal «n === granule) (number plur) (article === de!»») 
(subord (~~elpro === because) 
(~;~~~ ~~~ :~~:~ (~~ticle === de!») 
(pp x) 
~goal ~~n === molecule) (number plur) (article === de!»»»») 
(unl fy x grammar) 
% ------------------- ------------------------------------------------------% 2.4 
(setq x 
I «cat s) (order pre) 
(5 «verb «v === compress) » 
'J 
(goal «n - granule) (number plur) (article === de!»») 
(subord «relpro === because) 
(s (!Verb !!V === move) (voice passive»l 
prot n === wave) (article ~ de! » 
goal n === molecule) (number plur (article === de!»»»») 
(pp x) 
(uni!y x grammar) 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------% 3.1 
(setq x 
I «cat s) (order pre) 
(5 (!Verb !!V === compress) » 
prot n === transmitter) (article === de!») 
goal n === granule) (number plur) (article === de!»») 
(subord «relpro === because) 
(s «verb «v === move) » 
(prot «n === wave) (article === de!»»»») 
(pp x) 




I «cat s) (order post) 
(s (IVerb I IV = compress) » ; 
prot n === transmitter) (article === de!») 
goal n === granule) (number plur) (article === de!»») 
(subord «relpro === because) 
(s «verb «v === move) ) 
(goal «n === molecule) (number plur) (article === de!»»»») 
(pp x) 




I «cat s) (order pre) 
(s (IVerb !!V === compress) » 
prot n === transmitter) (article === de!») 
goal n === granule) (number plur) {,rticle === de!»») 
(subord (~relpro === because) .. 
. s (~;~~~ ~ ~~ :~~:~ (~~ticle === de!») 
~goal ~~n === molecule) (number plur) (article === de!»»»») 
(pp x) 





, «cat 5) 
(s (!Verb l!V === compress) » prot n === transmitter) (article === def») 
goal n === granule) (number plur) (article === def»») 
(subord «relpro === because) 
(s' (~erb !!v === move) (voice paSSiVe»! 
rot n === wave) (article === de! » 
goal n === molecule) (number plur (article === de!»»»») 
(pp x) 
(uni!y x grammar) 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------• % 4.1 . 
(setq x 
I «cat 5) (order post) 
(s (!Verb !!V === compress) (voice passive») 
prot n === transmitter) (article === de!») 
goal n === granule) (number plur) (article = daf»)J) 
(subord «relpro === because) 
(5 «verb «v === move) » 
(prot «n === wave) (article =-- de'»»»») 
(pp x) 




I «cat s) (order pre) 
(s (!Verb !!V === compress) (voice pa •• ive») 
prot n === transmitter) (article === def») 
goal n === granule) (number plur) (article === def»») 
(subord «relpro === because) 
(s «verb «v === move) ) .... ~ . 
(goal «n === mOlecule) (number plur) (article === def»»»») 
(pp x) 
(unify x grammar) 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------% 4.3 
(setq x 
I «cat s) (order pre) 
(5 (lverb llv === compress) (voice passive») 
prot n === transmitter) (article === de!») 
goal n === granule) (number plur) (article === de!»») 
(subord «relpro === because) 
(s (lVerb !!V === move) » prot n ==- wave) (article =-= de! » 
goal n =-= molecule) (number Plur~ (article === de!»»»») 
(pp x) 
(uni!y x grammar) 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
" 4.4 \setq x 
I «cat 5) 
(s (~erb I!V === compre •• ) (voice passive») 
rot n === transmitter) (article === def») 
goal n === granule) (number plur) (article === def»») 
(subord «relpro === because) 
(s (~erb !!V == move) (v~ce passive» I ._- rot n === wave) (article === def » 
goal n === molecule) (number plur (article === def»»»») 
(pp x) 
(unify x grammar) 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
% !'L-7EST-3. LSP : part 0 f TL-TEST-2. LSP less speci fled : S !.:'. S:":3':?..= c::-. '. -: -: -:: .: 
~ particularly tested: variation in number and article of bc:~ pr~:a;~:,~~-:~ 1 --------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
s7(1c~t s) (order pre) (verb «v = compress») 
prot «n = transmitter) (article === def») 
subord «relpro === because) (verb «v === move») 
(prot «n === wave) (article === de!»»») 
(pp x) . 
(uni fy x grammar) 
% (because the wave moves. the transmitter compresses) 
7s;~1--~----------------------------------------------------------------------
'( cat s) (order pre) (verb «v = compress») 
prot «n === transmitter) (artrcle === de!) (number plur») 
subord «relpro === because) (verb «v === move») 
(prot «n === wave) (article === de!»»») 
(pp x) 
(uni fy x grammar) 
% (because the wave moves. the tranamitters compress) 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
~set1 x .. : 
'( cat s) (order pre) (verb «v === compres.») 
prot (n === transmitter) (article = d •. !) . (number plur») 
subord {(relpro === because) (verb «v === move») 
(pp x) 
(prot «n === wave) (article === inde!)))) 
(unify x grammar) . 
% ~ecause a wave moves. the transmitters compress) 
1s;~-1-~----------------------------------------------------------------------
, ( cat s) (order pre) (verb «v === compress») 
prot «n === transmitter) (article === de!») 
subord «relpro === because) (verb «v === move») 
(prot «n === wave) (article === def) (number plur»»») 
(pp x) 
(unify x grammar) 
% (because the waves move. the transmitter compresses) 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
(S7(1c~t s) (order pre) (verb «v = compress») 
prot «n === transmitter) (article === indef») 
subord «relpro === because) (verb «v === move») 
{pro.t «n === wave) (article === de!) (number plur»»») 
(pp x) 
(uni fy x grammar) 
% (because the waves move. a transmitter compresses) 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
(S7(1c~t s) (order pre) (verb «v === compress») 
prot «n === transmitter) (article === lnde!») 
subord «relpro === because) (verb «v = move») 
(prot «n === wave) (article = indef) (number plur»»») 
(pp x) 
(uni fy x grammar) 
% ~ecause waves move, a transmitter compress.s) 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
% TL-TEST-4.LSP : embed, aspect; subord, aspect 1 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
s~(1c~t s) 
verb «v = cause») 
prot «embed ( relpro = that) 
verb «v = speak») 
rot «n = person) (article === indef»»») 
(goal «embed ( relcro = that) 
V~~t !!~ e!;l~\number plur») . 
goal n === diaphragm) (article === def»»»») 
(pp x) . 
(unify x grammar) 
~ (that a person speak. cause. that vave. hit the diaphragm) 
1s;~~;~;:~~~-;:;;;~~_:---::;;:_.::·:=, ----------------------------------
rot lin ~ p.rson~ (article === indef»»») 
(goal «embed (verb v === hit) (aspect int») 
rot n === wave) (number plur)). 
goal n === diaphragm) (article === def»»»») 
(pp x) 
(unify x grammar) 
~ (that a person speaks cause. va v •• to hit the diaphragm) 
1set x 
t ( cat s) lorder pre) 
Verb! v === compress») 
prot n === diaphra~) (article === def») 
goal n === granule) (article === def) (number plur») 
subord (lrelPro === because) 
verb llv === move») 
prot n === wave) (number plur) (article === de!») 
goal n === molecule) (article === def) (number plur»»») 
(pp x) 
(un1 fy x grammar) 
% (because the waves move the molecul~s, the diaphragm compresses the grar.ules 
1s~~--~----------------------------------------------------------------------
~ • ( cat s) lorder pre) 
verb I v === compress») 
prot n === diaphra~) (article === def») 
goal n === granule) (article === def) (number plur») 
rot n =-- wave) (number plur) (articl. === de!») subord (~erb !!v =- move) (aspect in g) ) ) 
goal n === molecule) (number plur) (article === de!»»») 
(pp x) 
(uni!y x grUllar) 




% ~-T~ST-5.LS? : 4 possible comblnaelons for relative clause: 
% active, prot-subj relatlvized 
% active, goal-dobj relatlvlzed 
% passive, goal-subj relat1v1zed 
% passive, prot-by-obj relat1vized 
?s~~~-~----------------------------------------------------------------------
I (~~a«~~~~r~(srelpr~ompre~~))~ (prot «gap !+») 
(goal «n === diaphragm) (article === indef»»») 
(pp x) 
(uni fy x grammar) 
% active, prot-subject relat1v1zed 
% (that compresses a d1aphragm) 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
(set1 x 
I ( cat s-bar) (relpro === that")' 
s (!Verb !!V === compress») 
prot n === diaphragm) (article - indet») 
goal gap !+»»») 
(pp x) 
(unify x grammar) 
% active, goal-object relativ1zed 
% (that a d1aphragm compresses) 
7s;11;=;-1;~;;~~1-lJ~:~:~;:::::;;~:~:::::-:::::::~~~----------------------------
prot n === diaphragm) (article === indet») 
goal gap 1+»»») 
(pp x) 
(un1fy x grammar) 
% pass1ve, goal-subject relatlv1zed 
% (that 1s compressed by a diaphragm) 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
(set1 x 
I ( cat s-bar) (relpro === that) 
s «verb «v = compress) (voice passive») (prot «gap !+») 
(goal «n = diaphragm) (article === indef»»») 
(pp x) 
(unify x grammar) 
% passive, prot-by-obj relat1v1zed 
% (that a diaphragm is compressed by) 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
(set1 x 
I ( cat np) (n === wave) 
tail «relpro === that) 
(s «verb «v === compress») (prot «gap ! +) ) ) 
(goal «n === d1aphragm) (art1cle === 1ndef»»»») 
(pp x) 
(uni fy x grammar) 
% antecedent : s1ng 
% (wave that compresses a d1aphragm) 
7s;11;~;::;~~~~~~~:::::~~:~~~:::::::~;:~-~:::-~~:::-~~~~~-------------------
(goal «n === d1aphragm) (art1cle === 1ndef»»»») 
(pp x) 
(un1fy x grammar) 
% antecedent : plur 
% (waves that compress a d1aphragm) 
% --------=------------------------------------------------------------------
T~-TEST-5-0UT.LSP 5 Aug 1985 1445-EDT 
4 possible combinations for relative clause 
ac~ive , prot-subj relativized 
ac~ive , goal-dobj relativized 
passive , goal-subj relativized 
passive , pro~-by-obj relativized 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
(SETQ X '( (CAT 5-BAR) ~ELPRO = THAT! 
(5 «~B ( V = CO~~~S5) ) (PROT (GAP !+») 
(GOAL ( N = DIAPE"-<.AGM (ARTICLE = INDt:F»»») 
(THAT COr-1PRESSES A DIAPHRAGM! .) 
active , prot-subject relativlzed 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
(SETQ X '( (CAT S-BAR) !RELPRO = THAT! 
S VERB V = CO:1PRESS) ) 
( (IPROT I N = DIAPHRAGH (ARTICLE = INDEF») 
GOAL GAP !+»»»)) 
(THAT A DIAPHRAGM COMPRESSES I .) 
active , goal-object relativized 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
(SETQ X I «CAT S-BAR) [LPRO = THAT) 
(S (IVERB J V = COMPRESS) (VOICE PASSIVE») 
~ PROT N = DIAP!1!tAGM) (ARTICLE = INDEF») 
GOAL GAP t +» ) ) ) } ) 
(mAT I S COMPRESSED B A D1APHRACM' .) 
passive , goal-subject relativ1zed 
--------------------------------------------------------- -----------------
(SETQ X I «CAT S-SAR) ~LPRO = THAT) 
(S «VERB ( V = COMPRESS) (VOICE PASSIVE») (PROT «GAP ! +) ) ) 
(GOAL ( N = DIAPHRAGM) (ARTICLE = INnEF»»») 
FAILURE 
NIL 
passive , prot-by-obj relativized ( = that a d1aphragm is compressed by ) 
number agreement ? - test : 
(SETQ X I «CAT NF) (N = WAVE) 
(TAIL «RELPRO = tHAT) 
. (S «VERB «V = COMPRESS») (PROT «GAP 1+») 
(GOAL «N = DIAPHRAGM) (ARTICLE = INDEF»»»») 
(TAVE mAT COMPRESSES A DIAPHRAGM I .) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
(SETQ X I «CAT NP) (N = WAVE) (MJMBER PLUR) 
(TAlI.. «R£LPRO = tHAT) 
(S «VERB «V = COMPRESS») (PROT (CAP 1+») 
(GOAL «N = DIAPHRAGM) (ARTICLE = INDEF»»»») 
(TAVES mAT CQotPRESSES DIAPHRAGM!.) 
no number agreement 
( indeed not possible, s1nce there 1s no reference to the antecedent) 















TL-TEST-l.OUT ------------------------------------------------___________ _ 
(SEl'Q x 
, «CAT S) (VERB (V === ca-tPRESS) (VOICE ACTIVE») 
(GOAL «N = WAVE) (ARTICLE = OEF) (NUMBER PtUR»») 
1: NIL 
(SE'l'Q X 
, (lCA! S) (VERB «(V = ca-tPR.ESS) (VOICE ACTIVE») 
PROT N = otAPHRAGM ARTICL~ = INDEF ) ~r;:E ~ ~N = WAVE) (AR~I~E = OEF) (NUMBti PLUR»») 
2: (A OIAP~ COMPRESSES THE WAVES!.) 
(SETQ X 
, (lCA! S) (VERB ((V === CQo1PRESS») 
PROT N === otAPHRAGM ARTIttt = INDEF ) 
GOAL ~ ~N === WAVE) (AR~I~E = OU) (NUMBli PLUR»») 
3: (A DIAPHRAGM COMPRESSES THE WAVESI.) 
(SETQ X 
I (lCAT S) (VERB «(V === ca4PR£SS) (VOla: PASSIVE») 
PROT «N === otAPHRAGM) (ARTICLE = INDEF») 
GOAL «N === WAVE) (ARtICLE === OU) (NUMBER PLUR»») 
4: (mE WAVES ARE COMPRESSED BY A OIAPHRAGMI.) 
(SETQ X . 
I «CA! S) (VERB «V === CQl!PRESS») 
(GOAL «N === WAVE) (ARTICLE = OEF) (NUMBER PLUR»») 
5: (mE WAVES ARE COMPRESSED!.) 
(SETQ X 
I «CA! S) (VERB «V === COMPRESS) (VOICE PASSIVE») 
(GOAL «N = WAVE) (ARTICLE = OEF) (NUMBER pttJR»») 




, «CAT S) (ORDER PRE) 
(S «VERB «V === COMPRESS») 
(PROT «N === TRANSMITTER) (ARTICLE === OEF»») 
(SUBORn «RELPRO === BECAUSE) 
(S ~VERBnUV === MOVE») 
PROT (N === WAVE) (ARTICLE === OEF»»»») 
(BECAUSE TIiE WAVE MO St. TRANSMITI'ER CQo!PRESSES I .) 
(SETQ X 
• «CAT S) (C8DER POST) 
(S «vtRB «V === CQo!PRESS») 
... _ .. -
(PROT «N === mANSMlrt1:l) (ARTICLE === OEF»») 
{SUBORD «(RELPRO == BECAUSE) -, 
(S (~~ «V === K)VE») 
«(N === fo«)LECULE) (NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE === DEF»»»») 
('!HE 'IRANSMITI'ER c:cM'RtSSES t. BECAUSE 1m: MOLECULES m MOVED I .) 
(SETQ X 
I «CAT S) (ORDER PRE) 
(S «vERB «V === cao!PRESS») 
(PROT «N === 'IRANSMITttk) (ARTICLE === OEF»») 
56 
(SUBORn (RELPRO = BECAUSE)· 
(5 qVERB «V = MOVE») 
(ROT «N = WAVE) (ARTICLE = OEF)}) 
TI:t = MOLECULE) (NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE = DEF»») ) ) ) 
(BECAUSE mE WAVE fwl)VES THE MOLECULES I, mE TRANSMITTER COMPRESSES! .) 
(SETQ X 
t «CAT S) 
(S vERB V = COMPRESS (~PROT ~ ~N = 'IR.ANSMI~) (ARTICLE = OEF»») 
(SUBORO «~LPRO = BECAUSE) 
(S (IVERB «V = MOVE) (VOICE PASSIVE) ) ) 
PROT «N ===- WAVE) (ARTICLE = ott») 
W = MOLECULE) (NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE = OEF)}))) 
(mE 'l'RANSMIT'I'ER CCH'RESSES!, BECAUSE tItt MOLECULES ARE MOVED BY '!'HE WAVE!.) 
(SETQ X 
t (~CAT ~~ORDER POST) 
5 (~COAL ~ ~ === ~~r) )(lrur.mER PLUR) (ARTICLE = OEF»)}) 
(SUBORD «R~LPRO = BECAUS!!) 
(S VERB V = MOVE » 
S (~~OTJ ~N ==- WAVE~»' ARTICLE = DEE»»»») 
(mE GRANULES ARE ~SS I, BECAUSE W WAVE !«)VESI.) 
(SETQ X 
t «CAT S) (ORDER PRE) 
(S «vERB «V = c:a-!PRESS) r 
(GOAL «N = GRANULE) ER PLUR) (ARTICLE = DEE»») . 
(SUBORD «(RELPRO = BECAUS ) 
(S «VERB «V = MOVE») 
(COAL 
«N = fwl)LECULE) (NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE = OEF»»»» 
(BECAUSE THE MOLECULES ARE MOVED!. THE GRANULES ARE c::cM'RESSED!.) 
{SETQ X 
t «CAT 5) 
(5 «VERB (lV = COMPRESS») 
(COAL ( N = GRANULE) (NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE = OEF»») 
(SUBORD «R !.PRO = BECAOS!!) 
PROT «N = WAVE) (ARTICLE = DEE») 
GOAL 
(S (IVERB «V = MOVE») 
«(N = MOLECULE) (NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE = DEF)))) 
(mE GRANULES ARE cCK'USSED!. BECAUSE '!HE WAVE MOVES 'tHE M:>LECULES I .) 
{SETQ X 
t «CAT S) (ORDER PRE) 
(S~vtRB~V == Ca-!PRESS») 
COAL ( N == GltANULE)(NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE = OEF»») 
( ( 0 == BECAUS!!) 
s (~ «(V = f«)VE) (VOICE PASSIVE») 
~~ ({N === WAVE) (ARTICLE -- ott») 
«N === MOLECULE) (NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE = OEF»»»») 
(BECAUSE THE M)LECULES ARE MOVED BY 'Dit WAVE I. mE cMNULEs ARE ca-!PRESSED!.) 
(SETQ X 
t «CAT S) (ORDER PRE) 
(S (lvERB ~~V = CCMPRESS») PROT N = TRANSMI'l"rtlt (ARTICLE = OEF ) 
GOAL N = CRANULE) (~ER PLUR) (ARTI~~ = OEF»») 
(SUBORD ( RO = BECAUS!!) 
s «VERB «V = fti)VE») 
:: 1 
~ (PROT «N === WAVE) (ARTICLE ~ DE:))))))))) 
(BECAUSE mE WAVE MOVES I, 1RE 'IRANSMITI'ER c:a-!PRESSES mE GRA.\1JL::S! .) 
(SETQ X 
'«CAT S) (ORDER POST) 
(S (IVERB ~V = COMPRESS») 
PROT N = 'l'RANSMI'l"'ttR (ARTICLE = OEF » 
COAL N = GRANULE) (~ER PLUR) (ARTIRE = OEF»») 
(SUBORO ( LPRO = BECAUSE) 
S (f~ «V = l«>VE») 
((N = MjLECULE) (NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE = OEF»»))' 
(!HE 'mANSMI'ITER c:a-tPRlSSES '!HE CRANlJLts I, BECAUSE THE MOLECULES ARE MOVED!.)' 
(SETQ X 
, «CAT S) (ORDER PRE) 
(S (IvERB I IV ==r= ca-tPRESS») 
PROT N = mANSMIT11:!t (ARTICLE === OEF ) 
GOAL N = GRANULE) C:UER PLUR) (ARTI~J = OEF»») 
(SUBORD «RELPRO = BECAUSE) 
(S (~VERB «V -=a 101M») 
'. ~~ «N = WAVE) (ARTICLE === ott») 
(N = MjLECULE) (NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE = OEF»»») 
(BECAUSE THE WAVE fo«)WS mE MOLECULES I, 'tHE 'tRANSMITTER Ca.!PRESSES THE 
GRANULES r .) 
(SETQ X 
, «CAT S) 
(S (IVERB ~v = COMPRESS») PROT N = mANSMI'1"ttk (ARTICLE === DEF ) 
GOAL N = GRANULE) (:UER PLUR) (ARTIR~ = OEF»») 
(SUBORO ( LPRO = BECAUSE) 
S (IVERB «v = fo«)VE) (VOICE PASSIVE») 
PROT «N = WAVE) (ARTICLE = OEF») 
GOAL 
«N === fo«)LECULE) (NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE = OEF»»))) 
(mE TRANSMI'ITER COMPRESSES niE GRANULES I, BECAUSE THE MOLECULES ARE MOVED 
BY mE WAVE I .) 
(SETQ X 
, «CAT S) (ORDER POST) . 
(S (IVERB I IV === COMPRESS) (VOICE PASSIVE») 
PROT N = mANSMI'I'TER (ARTICLE = OEF ) 
GOAL N === CRANULE) (~ER PLUR) (ARTI~11 = OEF»») 
(SUBORO «RELPRO === BECAUSE) 
(S VERB V = f!«M: » (~PROT ~ ~N = WAVE~ (ARTICLE = OEF»»»») 
(mE GRANULES ARE COMPRESSED BY mE 'mANSMI'l'TER!, BECAUSE '!'HE WAVE MOVES! .) 
(SETQ X 
, «CAT S) (ORDER PRE) 
(S (~vEaB ~V ==- caotPRESS) (VOICE PASSIVE») 
OT N ~ mANSMITttR ARTICLE === bEE' ) 
COAL N ==- GRANULE) C:UER PLUR) (ARTIlli = OEF»») 
(SUBORD ( LPRO === BECAUSE) 
S (~VERB «V == f«)VE») 
TIff = K>LECULE) (NUMBER PLUR~ICLE = OEF»»»» 
(BECAUSE 'mE M:>LECULES ARE K>VED I, THE C2ANULES ARE ssm BY THE 
TRANSMI'rI'ER! .) 
(SETQ X 
, «CAT S) (ORDER PRE) 
(S «vE:R.B «V = CCM'RESS) (VOICE PASSIVE») 
(PROT «N = TRANSMI'l'1'Elt) (ARTICLE = OEF») 
be) 
(GOAL «N = GRANULE) (NUMBER PLUR) (ARTIC: .. E = L::::::)))) J 
(SUBCRD «RELPRO = BECAUSE) 
(S VERB V = MOVE » (~PROT ~ ~N = WAVE~ (ARTICLE = OEF») 
~GOAL 
«N = MOLECULE) (NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE = OEF»»))) 
~(BECAUSE THE WAVE MOVES !HE MOLECULESI, tHE GRANULES ARE COMPRESSED BY rnE 
TRANSMI'ITER f .) 
(SE'I'Q X 
• «CAT 5) 
(5 (IvERs IjV = CQo!PRESS) (VOICE PASSIVE») 
PROT N = TRANSMIT'l'Elt (ARTICLE = OEF) ) 
COAL N = GRANULE) (~ER PLUR) (ARTICL~ = OEF»») 
(SUBORD «R LPRO = BECAOS~) 
(5 (IVERB «V = MYJE) (VOICE PASSIVE))) 
PROT «N = WAVE) (ARTICLE = O~r») 
GOAL 
«N = t«>LECULE) (NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE = OEF»»») \ 
('mE GRANULES ARE COMPRESSED BY THE 'mAN5MITTERI ~ BECAUSE THE MOLECULES ARE ) 




• (ICA! 5) (ORDER PRE) (VERB (JV -- CXJo1PRESS) ~ 
PROT «N = TRANSMt'ITER) . ARTICLE == ott) ) 
SUBORD ELPRO = BECAUS) (VERB (V a.:::: (~ROT «N ~ WAVE)· J.1RJlal- DEF) ))111) 
(BECAUSE mE WAVE MOVES I, THE mANSMI ca4PRESSES I .) 
(SE'I'Q X 
• (ICA! S) (ORDER PRE) (VERB (jV = CQo!PRESS)) 
PRO! «N = TRANSMtTTER) ARTICLE = ott) (NUMBER PLUR») 
SUBORD «RELPRO = BECAOS) (VERB (V = MOVE») 
(PROT «N = WAVE) ~ICL~ = OEF»»») 
(BECAUSE mE WAVE MOVES I, THE TRANsHI 5 Ca.!PRESS I .) 
(SE'l'Q X 
• (ICA! 5) (ORDER PRE) (V"ERB (jV =- CCJo1PRESS)) 
PRO! «N = TRANSM1'ITER) . ARTICLE = ott) (NtJMBER PLUR») 
SUBORD «RELPRO = BECAOS) (VERB (V z=::: t«>VE») 
(PROT «(N = WAVE)· (ARTICLE =- INDEF»»») 
(BECAUSE A WAVE t«>VES I, 'l"HE 'l'RANSMIt"ttRS CCIo!PRESS I .) 
(SE'I'Q X 
• (ICAT S) (amER PRE) (VERB (jV - CQo!PRESS)~ 
PROT (N = TRANSMITTER) ARTICLE === OU) ) 
stJBOR1j (f!LPRO === BECAOs ) (VERB (V - ) ) ) 
PROT «N -== WAVE) ~~ICU: - OU) (NUMBER PLUR»»») 
(BECAUSE THE WAVE f«)VE I, THE TRANSMI c:amu:SSES I .) 
(SE'I'Q X 
• (ICA! 5) (ORDER PRE) (VERB (ft = CQo!PRESS))) 
PROT (N = TRANSMt'ITER) ARTICLE = INb~F»)) 
SUBORD (mO = BECAOs ) (VERB (V = t«>VE))) 
PROT «N = WAVE)· (ARTICLE ==- OEF) (NOMBER PLUR»»») 
(BECAUSE THE WAVE MOVE I, A TRANSMITrER c;a.u?RESSES I .) 
(SE'I'Q X 
, (ICA! 5) (ORDER PRE) (V"ERB (jV = CCJo1PRESS))) 
PROT «N = TRANSM1TTER) ARTICLE = INbEF»)) 
SUBORD «(RELPRO = BECAOS ) (VERB «V =z= MOVE») 
~: 
(PROT ((N = WAVE) (ARTICLE = INDEF) (t:-"v1-52, ?:"~?,))) I J , , 




• «CAT 5) (VERB (IV = CAUSE») 
(PROT «EMBED ( RELPRO = THAT) (VERB ( V = SPEAK») 
PROT «N = PERSON) (AR~ICLE = INDEF»»») 
(GOAL «EMBED ( RELPRO = mAT) (VERB «(V = HIT») 
PROT Ji = WAVE) (NUMBER PLUR») 
,GOAL N = DIAPHRAGM (ARTICLE = OEF 
\. (mAT A PERSON SPEAKS CAUSES I' WAVES HIT ~ OIAPHR.Aao! I .) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) 
(SETQ X 
• «CAT S) (VERB (~ELPR CAUSE))) 
(PROT «EMBED ( 0 = l1IAT (VERB ( = SPEAK ) 
PROT I IN === PikON) (ARftCLE = I~tF»»») 
(COAL «EMBED (VERB V = HIT) (AsPECT INF»~ 
PROT N = WA'it) . (NUMBER PLta » 
GOAL N = O~) (ARTICL = DEF»»»») 
(mAT A PERSON SPEAKS CAUSES WAVES TO HIT 'tHE bIAPHRAQ!I.) 
(SETQ X 
• (ICAT S) (ORDER PRE) (VERB «V = ca-!PRESS~ 
PROT N = OIAPHR.AG-f) (ARTICLE = OEF) 
GOAL ~ ~N = GRANULE) (ARTICLE = OEF) ( ER PLUR») 
SUBORD (IRELPRQ = BECAUSE) (VERB «V = MOVE») 
PROT N = WAVE) (NuMBER PLUR) (ARTIttE = OEF») 
GOAL ~ ~N = MOLECULE) (ARTICLE = OEF) (NUMBER PLUR»»») 
(BECAUSE mE WAVES MOVE TIIE MOLECULES I, THE DIAPHRAGM COMPRESSES TIIE 
GRANULES I .) 
(SETQ X 
• (ICAT S) (ORDER PRE) (VERB «V = COMPRESS~ 
PROT N = DIAPHRAGM) (ARTICLE = DEF) 
GOAL ~ ~N = GRANULE) (ARTICLE = OEF) ( ER PLUR») 
SUBORD (lVERB ! IV = MOVE) (ASPECT ING)t) 
PROT N = WAVE) (NUMBER PLUl (ARTICLE = DEF) ) 
GOAL N = MOLECULE) NUMBER LUR ARTICLE = 6EF»» ») 




t ( ~?1 (~)( (fELPR~RE~n (PROT «GAP 1+») 
(COAL «N = OIAPHRACM) (ARTICLf! =- INbEt»»») 
(THAT ca-tPRESSES A. DIAPHRAQ!t .) 
{SETQ X 
t «CAT S-BAR) (RELPRO = '!HAT) 
(S (IVERS I IV = cn!PRESS») PROT N = OIAPHRAQ!) (ARTICLE ==:II INDEF») 
COAL CAP t+»»») 
(mAT A OIAPHRAQot COMPRESSES I .) 
(SETQ X 
t «CAT S-BAR) (RELPRO = '!HAT) 
(5 «VERB «V = cn!PRESS) (VOICE PAc)SIVE») 
6~ 
(PROT «N = DIAPHRAGM) (ARTICLE = INDEF») 
-- (COAL « GAP I +) ) ) » ) ) 
(rnAT IS COMPRESSED BY A DIAPHRAGMl .) 
(SETQ X 
• «CAT S-BAR) (REU'RO = THAT) 
NIL 
(S «VERB «V = COMPRESS) (VOICE PASSIVE») (PROT «GAP 1+») 
(COAL «N = DIAPHRAGM) (ARTICLE = INDEF»»») 
FAlLURE ON one of the inside constituent 
Constituent being processed: 
(SETQ CON • By-oBJ) 
(SETQ CONVA!. • «CAT PP) (PIlEP «LEX BY») (NP ('" PROT»» 
With Input: 
(SETQ I 
• (IC5ET (COAL VERB VERB BY-oBJ1) (SUBLIST NONE) 
SENTENCE-ADVERBIAL NONE) (PATttRN (COAL VERB VERB By-oBJ POUND» 
VERB (iTER NONE) (~VERB-Ca0UP) (VOICE PASSIVE) 
V (LEX ~S5»») 
(BENEF ) 
'- (COAL «GAP NONE) (CAT NP) (N «LEX DIAPHRAQt!)) 
(ARTICLE «LEX INDttn) rr 
(sy-oBJ «CAT PP) (PREP «LEX BY) ) ) (NP (... PROT»)) 
(PROT «CAP ! +) (CAT CAP») (St.JBaU) NcM:) (CCKJ NCm) (CAT 5») 
FAILURE ON one of the inside conatituent 
Constituent being processed, 
(SETQ CON • S) 
(SETQ CONVA!. 
• (ICAT S) (VERB «V «LEX CDtPRE55») (VOICE PASSIVE») 
PROT GAP 1+ ) 
GOA!. UN «LE~ 6IAPHRAa-!») (ARTICLE «LEX INDEF}»)}» 
With Input: 
(SETQ I 
I (ICSET (REIJ>RO 5)) (PATTERN (REIJ>RO 5» 
NIL 
RELPRO «LEX 'l1iAT) CAT RE~O 
S (ICAT 5) (VERB «~ «LEX ~ll55») (VOICE PASSIVE)}) 
PROT «GAP t + l) ) 
GOA!. «N «LEX bIAPHR.l.C24)) (ARTICLE «LEX INDU»}»» 
(CAT S-BAR») 
(SETQ X 
• «CAT NP) (N = WAVE) 
(TAIL «RELPRO = THAT) 
(5 (JVE:RB ~~ CCH'RES5)) (PROT «GAP t +))) 
GOAL (N = DIAPHRAaot) (ARTICLE = INb!:F}»}»») 
(TAVE 'tHAT CC»4PRE55 S A. 0 I • ) 
(5ETQ X 
I «CAT NP) (N = WAVE) (NUMBER PLUR) 
(TAIL (FsLPRO = THAt) 
5 (~= ~~~ ~~) (mrcJ(GAP i~~h»»»» 













% FILE <KWEE>TL-LINEAR-4PLUS.LSP - 23 May 1923-EDT - redef 4 func~lor.s 
% for: TO + infinitive, and INC-forms; as well as better 3rd sg. I::orpho~o::-/; 
% and also: 30 Jul 1985 1618-EDT : Cecile's modification in punctuate' ~ 
% modifications in copy 21 May 1985 0937-EDT of <MCl<EOWN.VAX>LINE.AR.L ' 
% This is the redefinition ot the function Punctuate. 
% The only change. however, is 1 line (as indicated by the comment) : 
% where you have the period ".", replace it by (int2id (car (string211st "."); 
% and do similarly for the comma. 
% We have not seen quotes yet, or other punct~ation. 
% But the same problem may happen for those. -- Cecile 
(def punctuate 
(lambda (sentence) 
% * *) 
% ** ************* •••••• ** ••• ** ••••• ) 
% **) 
% ** Concatenates any punctuatation with the word) 
X ** it precedes --- punctuation in the sentence should) 
X ** look like (punctuation ". ") (e-g-) --- The last word) 
~ X ** is given a period --------------------------------) 
X * *) X * •••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••• ) 
% * *) 
~ July 5, 1985: Cecile's change: to get the comma and period. 
% As these are special characters, they need to be transformed first 
% into ascii code, then back to an identifier. 
% Basically, the period and the comma have to be replaced by: 
% (lnt2id (car (string2list "."») 
% (lnt2id (car (string211st ","») 
% May be the same will happen for the quote???? 
(cond «null (cdr sentence» 
(list (atom-concat (car sentence) 
(lnt21d (car (string211st "."»»» 
(!atom (cadr sentence» 
cons (car sentence) (punctuate (cdr sentence»» 
( and (equal (cadadr .entence) ~lnt21d (car (strlng211st 
(member (caddr sentence) (and or through») 




(cons (atom-concat (car sentence) 
(lnt21d (car (strlng2l1st (cadadr sentence»» 
(cddr sentence»»») 
(def morph 
(lambda (cat lex fd fd-stack) 
% * *) 
% ** ***************** •••••••• * •••••••• * •••• ) 
% * *) 
% ** Returns: the word or list of words represented) 
% ** by fd ---- The morphological processing of the) 
% ** word depends upon its category ---- a single lexical) 
% .* item is expanded into several words if it contains @) 
% •• ) 





!ad j lex) conj lex) noun 
(morph-noun 
!adV lex) prep lex) verb 
lex 
(retrieve-from 'number 
(cons fd fd-stack) 
, (cat np» 
(retrieve 'feature fd fd-stack 1) 
cat» 
(morph-verb lex X ••••• ***** •••• * •• ** •• ** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• asreet : 
retrieve 'aspect fd fd-stack nil 
retrieve 'number fd fd-stack nil 
retrieve 'person fd fd-stack nil 
retrieve 'tense fd fd-stack nil) 
(de f morph-verb 
lex-entry cat lex (lexicon grammar»» 
(article 
(morph-article lex 














msg (N 1) -Illegal category- (B 3) cat (N 1»»») 
n. 
(lambda (word aspect number person tense entry) X •••••• * •••• * •••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• aspect TL 
X **) X •• * •• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ) 
X··) 
% .* Adds the proper suffix to the verb root taking into account) 
% *. number - person - and tense ---- default on person is third) 
% •• -- default on number is singular --- default on tense is present) 
X *.) X ••• * •• * •••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••• ) 
X··) 
(cond 
% •••••••••••• * •••••• *****************.***********.* •••• ** Clspec: 
( (or (eoua 1 aspect 'In f) (equa 1 aspect 'lng}) 
(cond ((equal tense 'pastp) 
(cond «lrregular-verb entry number person tense» 
(t (form-past (explodec word) word» » 
«e~al aspect 'ln9) (form-lng (explodec word) word» 
(t (list 'to word» ) ) 
% ••••• * •••••••••• *.***.****************.******** ••• ***.** aspect: TL 
( lrregular-verb entry number person tense» 
( equal tense 'present) 
form-present-verb word number person» 
! 
equal tense 'past) (form-past (explodec word) word» 
equal tense 'pastp) (form-past (explodec word) word» 
null tense) (form-present-verb word number person» 
t nil»» 
% ------------------------------------------------------- aspect 




(lambda !WOrd-letters word) 
(cond (not (equal (car (last word-letters» 'fIJ» (atom-concat word 'lr.g)) 
t (atom-concat word '-ing») » 
% nus IS DELIBERATELY INCORRECT : 'mE FINAL 'e HAS TO BE REMOVED , 
% AND THEN 'ing HAS TO BE ADDED: FOR INSTANCE causing, having, moving, etc. 
% EXCEPT FOR MONOSYLLABIC (I) VERBS LIKE being, seeing, etc. 
% AND DERIVATES. AND OTHERS: LAST SYLLABLE ACCENTUATED: refereeing, etc. 
% YET ANOTHER PROBLEM: duplication ot final consonant : hitting, runnlng, e~­
% THIS APPLIES AS WELL FOR PAST TENSE/pARTICIPLE : plugged, debugged, etc. 
% ******************************************************* aspect: TL 
X ------------------------------------------------------- aspect : TL 
(de! form-present-verb 
(lambda (word number person) 
% tt) 
% .t •• **.*.** •• *******.*******************) 
% *.) 
% ** Forms the suffix tor the present tense of the verb word) 
% • *) 
% * •• *.* •• *** •• **********.* •••• * •• *.*****) 
% * *} 




(selectq (check-number number) 
(sing 
% .****.*.************-**--*--**----*---**-**-**--***---*****-***** TL 
(cond «member (car (last (explodec word») 
, (h 0 s x z» 
% *** ••••• *_ ••••••••••••••• _.* SCRATCHES, LOATHES, - but : LAUGHS -% _ •••• _ ••• _ ••• __ •• _ •• _ ••••• _- DOES, GOES, WOOES, etc. 
% ******************* •• * •• *.** THIS IS NOT QUITE COMPLETE I 
(atom-concat word 'es» 
(t (atom-concat word's» » 













PS: <KWEE> TL-FULLGRAM-8.LS 



















TL-:iJLLGRA"1-8.LSP 5 Aug 1985 1038-EDT (Cecile check esp. NP) = 7"" ..... -G:;,.:.3 :- __ _ 
1 add 1n passive: goal none. verb number sing, pattern 
2 add gap none (2 prot. 2 goal) 
3 add voice there-insert (in verb-voices and in cat verb-group) 
4 add s-adv. sublist (in cat s) 
5 add adv (in cat verb-group) 
6 add dots in passive prot any pattern verb by-obj 
7 add prot gap any (twice), mind: (prot «alt - 2 left parentheses! 
8 add benef - in active 
9 add benef - in passive - with verb passive adapted by TL 
10 factor out nnp 1n (cat np) under possesslve, article 
11 add under passive: prot goal bene! none, verb number sing, pattern 
12 add goal gap any in active and passive 
13 subord post (= pattern s subord) with punctuation - 12 Aug 1985 1501-EDT 
14 take out cat possessive, change lexicon. 12 - 16 Aug 1985 1619-EDT 





• «al t 
% 01 CAT S ------------------------------------------------------------------
{ {(cat s) ,:" 
(alt 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
( «conj none). 
(alt 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
( ( (subord none)u. 
(alt 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
% VERB VOICE ACTIVE (DEFAULT OR EXPLICIT) 
«!Verb «voic. active)) 
prot any) 
prot «alt {«gap none) (cat np» 
«gap any) (cat gap) (~p +»»» 
(pattern (prot dots verb dots pound» 
(verb «cat verb-group) 
(number (A prot number»» 
% ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(al t 
( ( (goal non.) 
(alt « !ben. t none» 
( benet any) 
alt « rnenet «cat pp») (pattern (dots benef pound») 
( benet «cat np») (pattern (dots pp-obj pound» 
pp-obj 
(ffc~t (ep~en.t» 
rep « 1 ex to»»»»»» 
«goal any 
(goal «a t «(cat np) (gap none» 
«cat gap) (gap any) (gap +»»» 
(alt 
none) (pattern (dots goal pound») 
any) (~~~:i 
~;it « ~enet «cat pp») (pattern (dots goal bene! pound)) 
( benet «cat np») 
alt 
( «dative +) 
(pattern (dots benot goal pound») 
(!dative any) (dative-) 
pattern (dots goal pp-obj pound» 
pp-obj 
(!cat pp) 
np C bene f» 




% VERB-YOICE PASSIVE (DEFAULT OR EXPLICIT) 
% NB WHEN EXPANDING ~ WITH BENEF. 
% 'mEN ClIANGE PATTERN ••• verb by-ob j • •• INTO ••• verb dots by-ob j ... 
«al t « ~erb «volce passIve») 
~ - rot none» 
( verb «volce any) (volce passive») 
rot any) 
rot «alt « (cat np) (np nonel) 
«cat gap) p any (gap +»»» 
(by-obj «cat pp) (prep nex by » (np (A prot»» 
(pattern (dot. verb dots by-obj dots pound») 
) ) 
(verb «cat verb-group») 
% ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(al t 
( «goal none) 
(alt 
« net none) 
verb (number slng» 
attern (dots verb dots pound») 
( enet any) (benet «cat ~:ll) 
verb «number (A benet n r»» 
attern (benet dots verb dots pound»»» 
«goa any) 
(goal «al t « (cat np) (gap none» 
«cat gap) (gap any) (gap +»»» 
benet none) 
verb «number CA goal number»» 
pattern (goal dots verb dots pound») 
( goal any) 
goal «alt « (cat np) (gap none» 
«cat gap) (gap any) (gap +»»» 
(bene! any) 
(alt 
«~net «cat pp») attern (goal dots verb benet dots pound» 
verb «number (A goal number»») 
( net «cat np») 
alt 
« ~attern (bene! dots verb goal dots pound» 
verb «number CA benet number»») 
( pattern (goal dots verb pp-obj dots pound» 
verb «number (A goal number»» 
p-obj 
np ( benet» (~at ep) 
rep «lex to»»»»»»» 
X ••.••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• 
) 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------% VERB YOICE THERE-INSERTION 
% I GUESS THERE IS A MISTAKE WITH V AND V1 ? TJOELIONG - 5 July 1985 1415-ED7 
( verb !!VOiCe any») 
verb voice there-insertion») 
verb v «lex be»») 
v1 «number 1A prot number»» 
v1 «tense ( verb tense»» 
!pattern (subj vl dots prot verb dots pour.d») subj ((cat: noun) (lex there») vl 
(lcat verb-group) 
voice active) 
v «lex (A A verb v lex»» 
tense (A verb tense» 
number (A prot number»» 




v «lex any) (cat gap) (gap +»») 
(alt 
«!gOal none» 
( goal any) 
goal «cat np») 
pattern (dots goal pound»»» 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------» 
% END VERB VOI CE 
X ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
(alt 
( sentence-adverb1al any) 
«!sentence-adverb1al none» 
pattern (pound sentence-adverb1al dots» 
sentence-adverbial 
«(cat s-adv) 
(punctuation «(before ", ") (after", ") ) ) ) ) ) ) ) 
(al t 
) 
( sublist any) 
«!Sublist none» 
pattern (dots aublist» 
sublist 
«cat np) 
(punctuation «(before ":"»»»» 
% END SUBORD NONE 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------% SUBORDINATE IN AnV-POSITION --- TJOELIONC, BOSTON 17-JULY-1985 
(!SubOrd anr) (subord «cat s-bar») 
S «cat s » 
alt· 
( 
~ SUBORD IN SENTENCE-FINAL POSITION 
«order post) (pattern (s Subordtt 
(s «punctuation ((atter ","») ) 
X SUBORD IN SENTENCE-INITIAL POS lON 
«order any) (order pre) (pattern (subord s» 
(subord «punctuation «after ". "»»» 
) ) ) 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
X END CONJ lJ,k 
X ------------------------------------------------------
(f:0n j any) (conj «cat conj) (lex any») 
attarn (slist conj a» 
sliat «cat sliat») 
s «cat s»» 
X ---------------------------------------------------------------------------






pa':tern (sllst s» 
sllst «cat slist») 
s «cat s») 
punctuation «after ","»»») 
% 03 CAT VERB-GROUP - TJOELIONG, 29-APR-1985 -------------------------------
«cat verb-group) 
(alt . 
« voice active) 
pattern (v dots» 
v «cat verb) (lex any»» 
( voice passive) 
pattern (vl v dots» 
vl «cat verb) (lex be») 
v «cat verb) (lex anr) (tense pastp»» 
( voice there-insertion 
pattern (v dots» 
v «lex any) (cat gap) (gap +»» 
» 
(al t « (pp none» (!PP any) (pp «cat pp») 
pattern (dots pp»») 
(al t « (adv none» (adv any) Cadv «cat adv) (lex any») 
(pattern (dots adv dots»») 
) 
% 04 CAT NP -----------------------------------------------------------------
«cat np) 
(al t 





(al t « larticle none) (pattern (dots nnp dots») 
( article any) (article «cat article) (lex any») 
pattern (dots article nnp dots») 
) ) ) 
(!POSSeSsive any) 
possessive «cat nnp) (n «feature possessive»») 
alt 
«!article none) ~attern (possessive nnp dots») 
( article any) (article «cat article) (lex any») 
pattern (article possessive nnp dots») 
) ) ) ) ) 
(nnp «cat nnp») 
(alt 
«!parenthetical none» 
( parenthetical any) (parenthetical «cat parenthetical») 
pattern (dots parenthetical»»» 
(lcon j any) (conj «cat conj) (lex any») 
pattern (nplist conj np» 
nplist «eat nplist») 
np «eat np»» 
) ) ) 
X EMBED = SUBORDINATE IN NP-POSITION - TJOELIONG, 16-MAY-1985 
(tmbed any) 
% 05 CAT)ii:;:!r:~~~:::~:~:~~~:::~~~ _______________________________________ _ 
«cat nplist) 
(al t 
«!np none» ( np any) 
pattern (nplist np» 
nplist «cat nplist») 
np «cat np»} 
'1 -
(pur.ctuatlon «after","))))))) 
% 06 CAT NNP -------------------------------______________________________ _ 
«cat nnp) 
(alr 
« adj none) 
pp none) 
tail none) 
pattern (n pound» 
n «cat noun) (lex any») 
alt 
( subl1st any) 
«ISubI1St none» 
sublist «cat np») 
pattern ~ound sublist»»» 
«alt 
(! !ad j anr) (adj «cat adj) (lex any») (pattern (adj nnp»)) 
pp any (pp «cat pp»)) (pattern (nnp pp») 
tail any) (tail «cat s-bar}» (pattern (nnp tail»») 
(nnp «cat nnp)}}) 
») 
~ 07 CAT S-BAR ----------------------------------------------------_________ _ 
(I~a( (~~~a~~ ) ) 
pattern (dots s» 
alt 
«!reIPrO none}) 
( relpro any) 
% 08 CAT pi:~~~~~~J~;!~~~~~~~~~{trr~::~~~~ ______________ ~ ______ -___________ _ 
«cat pp) 
(alt 
« conj none) 
pattern (prep np» 
prep «cat prep) (lex any») 
np «cat np»» 
conj any) 
conj «cat conj) (lex anr») 
pattern (ppl1st conj pp) 
ppl1st «cat pplist») 
pp «cat pp»)) ») 
% 09 CAT PPLIST -------------------------------------------------------------
( (cat pp 11 s t) 
(alt 
« pp none» 
( pp any) 
pattern (ppl1st pp» 
pplist «cat ppllst») 
pp «cat pp») 
punctuation «after ~,~»»») 
% 10 CAT PARENTHETICAL ------------------------------------------------------
(~at parenthet1cal) 
unctuat10n «(before .. (") (after It) It) » 
alt 
«!sentence-adverb1al none) (pattern (dots paren-np») 
( sentence-adverb1al any) (pattern (dots sentence-adverb1al paren-np» 
sentence-adverb1al «cat a-adv) (punctuat1on «after ","»»»» 
(paren-np «cat np»» 
~ 11 CAT GAP ----------------------------------------------------------------
«cat gap) (gap any) (gap +» 
X ---------------------------------------------------------------------------X LEXICON 
X ---------------------------------------------------------------------------X LEXICON : 
«cat art1cle) (alt « (lex 1ndef» «lex def»»} 
11 
«cat adv) (alt « (lex self-pro~elled» «lex as»)) 
«cat punctuation) (alt «(lex (It» «lex ")"» «lex ","»»)) 
% •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.. , ... 
«cat relpro) 
(al t 












( «lex and» «lex or» 




«(lex 1nl1 le  o  
lex by 
lex of 






















present (s1ng (first varyl 
(plur (first vary 
(pastp (sing (first varied 
(plur (first var1ed 
( (lex have) 
(present (sing (first have) 
(plur (f1rst have) 
l
second vary) (third varies» 
second vary) (third vary») 
second varied) (third varied» 
second varied) (third varied»» 
(second have) (third has» 
(second have) (th1rd have»» 
«lex be) 
(present (sing (first am) (second are) (third 15» 




(a1t « (lex forpoundexample») «lex therefore» «lex also»») 


















~~fn » . . . ( ~ ~ f ~ . ~~~~) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 
( lex factl) 
lex dog) 
























% •• ) % ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ) 
X··) 
% •• Returns: the lexicon of the grammar --- The number of cdrs) 
% •• depends upon the number of categories in the grammar) 
% **) % •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ) 
% **) 
(Cnth (car (last (car grammar») 12») 
~% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
% 
I. A Simple Grammar 
I The gr...ar. ZgrO, Zgrl, and Zgr2 are meant to be tutorial.: They .how how to increment a gr~ to add feature •. 
I TL-ZGRO.LSP - 20 Aug 1985 1107-£OT 
I contain. : ~~ ~ ~c;aJ~p~a •• ~~~_~_~!_~~~~~_~_~~_~ ___ _ 
I 
Thl grammar i. a large functional de.criptiom: at it. top 
leveI~~ contain. alternative.: (cat S), (Cat SLIST) , 
!cat-'VI:JUS-GROUP) , (cat IP), (cat NIP), (cat IPLIST) , cat S-BAR), (cat PP), (cat PPLIST), (cat PARENTHICAL) , cat GAP), and finally, the LEXICOM. 
I In thi. gra.ar, SLIST, IPLIST, S-BAR, PPLIST, P AREIITHETICAL, and GAP tiave been o.-1tted for .t.plicity. 
I Hote the attribute value pair. which de.cribe the gr .... r, and the pattern. that .how the order in which the con.tituent should appear in the final .ent.nel. 
I Thi. gra.aar allow. for d.fault p&I.iv. (wh.n no voic. i • •• ntion.d in the input but there i. DO prot&goni.t). 




I 01 CAT S : lentence -------------------------------------«cat .) 
(alt 
( 
I VERB YOlCE ACTIVE (DEFAULT OR EXPLICIT) ----------------------Ther. WUST b. a protagoni.t 
(!verb «voice active)}} 
prot &DY) 
prot «cat np)}} 
patt.rn (prot dot. v.rb dot. pound)} 
v.rb 
«cat v.rb-group) 
(number (t prot nuaber»)} 
I Is there a goal? ......................... 0 ••••• 0 0 ••• 0 ••••••• 
(alt 
( 
goal «cat np)}} 
(lgOal none» ( goal &DY) 
pattern (dot. goal pound»») 
I o. 0 0 • 0 • j .. 0 •• 0 ••• 0 ••• 0 •••• 0 0 • 0 0 •••••• 0 ••• 0 ••• : ••• 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 •• 0 0 0 0 
I VERB-YOlCE PASSIVE (DEFAULT OR EXPLICln There may not be a protagoni.t. --------------------
I 
«alt «Iverb «voic. p ... iv.») 
prot non.» 
( verb «voice &DY) (voice pas.ive») 
prot &nY) 
prot «cat np}» 
by-obj «cat pp) (prep «lex by») 
(np 1t prot») 
(pattern (dots verb by-ob] dotl pound}}»} 
(verb «cat v.rb-group») 
000000 0 (~it 00000.000000. 0 0 0 0 0 0 •••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000000.0000 •••• 0 .00 
( 
( goal none) 
pattern (dot. verb dot.}) 
verb (nuaber .ing») 
( goal &DY) 
goal «cat np») 
pattern (Ioal dot. verb dot. pound» 
v.rb «nuab.r (t goal nuaber})}}») 
I 000000 OJ' •••• 0 ••••••••• 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 0 .000 •• 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 000. 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 
I ---------------------------------------------________________ _ 
}» 
I 02 CAT SLIST : for coordinat.d .. in clau ••• -------------------«cat .lilt» 





pattern (v dot.)} 
v «cat verb) (lex &DY)}» 
/) 
(lVOiCe passive) 
pattern (v1 v data» 
v1 «cat verb) Un: be») 
v «cat verb) (lex aDY) (tense pastp»»» 
(alt 
( (lpP nonl» 
( PP DY) 
PP «cat pp») 
pattlrn (aot. pp»») 
) 
I 04 CAT NP : tor noUD phrall ----------------------------------«cat np) 
(a1t 
( 
pattlrn (dot. nnp dot.») (!artiCle nonl) 
( article any) 
article «cat articll) (lex any») 
pattlrn (dot. articl. nnp dot.))) 
(nn~«cat nnp»» 
I 05 CAT IPLIST : for coordinated DOun phral.. -----------------
«cat nplilt» 




( adj non.) 
pp none) 
tail none) 
patt.rn (n P9UDd» 
n «cat noun) (l.x any»» 
( alt 
( 
( ad! any) 
ad «cat adj) (lex any») 
pa tern (adj nnp») 
( pp allY) 
pp «cat pp») 
patt.rn (nnp pp»») 
(nnp «cat nnp»)) ») 
I 07 CAT S-BAR : for .ubordinatl clau... ----------------------
«cat .-bar» 
I 08 CAT PP : for prepo.itional phra.e. ------------------------
(lcat pp) 
patte~ (prlp Dp» 
pr., «(cat prlp) (1 •• DY») 
) np {(cat DP)) 
I 09 CAT PPLIST : for coordinatld prlpo.itional phrase. -------




«cat articl.) (alt «(II. ind.f» «llx dlf»») 
i6 
" ................................ _ ............................ . 
«cat prep) 
(alt 
(llleX in» lex to» 
lex Of~~ lex on 
lex to 
») " ............................................................. . 
«cat verb) 
(alt 









prelent (ling !fir.t vary) (.Icond yary) 
third varle.» 
(plur fir.t varyl (.Icond vary) 
third va » 
(pa.tp (.ing !fir.t vari~ (.Icond Yarild) 
third yaried ) 
(pl~r fir.t Yarild (.Icond Yartld) 





!fir.t havel (.Icond haYI) third ha.) fir.t have (.Icond haYI) third have ») 
(pre.lnt (ling (fir.t aa) (.econd are) (third i.» 
(plur (firlt are) (.Icond are) (third are»» ») " ............................................................. . 
«cat adj) 
(alt 



















_ .lex wavI» 
») " --------------------------------------------------------------
, I 
; ---~~~~-------------------------------------------------------def li.t-gr&ma&r (lambda nil (pp grammar») --------------------------------------------------------------
def,lt!!con (laabda (gramaar) 
•• Rtturn.: the lexicon of the gramaar --- The nuabtr of 
•• cdr. depend. upon the number of categorie. in the 
•• gra.aar 
Cnth {car (la.t (car gra.aar») 12») 
I ----------------------------------------------------------
i8 
o. Using the Unlner 
Th~ '~:1!fl'?r Cl!1 b~ u;~d In PSL (bath tJr!. t~~ d~c-'20 ard a:-. th~ h;, .\:-. 
\"\10DE I\-IT fdE:' 15 r.~~ded far PSL lnltl.ll:z:l.tlan 
On th~ dec-20. to u::e the unlfif'r, you need ta load the following hies 
1 <k· .... '?'?>tl-work Isp this fIle loads all the nece~sary flies, I::cludlr.g the 
ne-w unIfIer «kwee>e-ucon.lsp) and th~ file cont::l.lnlng the chang"'5 to 
the Ilne.lflz'?r l < kwee > tl-llnc3r-4plus.lsp)19 
2 A fde containing 
<kwee> contaIns 
tl-rullgram-8'20 








The direc :ory 
compl.:te on~, 
.J The flie cont~lnmg the Inputs. The directory <kwee> contains sample 
Inputs too 
190pppndli.g c'n your In:t fIle, you ma.y be asked \"'h,=th~r YOll rea!l!" \';.l:'.t ~) 
redefine l :;Yi. (nm func~lon Type yes 
20:"otp rh,)t t!ll::: gr:l.mm:l.r IS th~ complete .!r.lmm:l.r t3.ken fram [~tcl~f'a ... ;~ .S~: 
The ~'ln::: t,:~t:·d ,J!"ld ch3.nO;'?d by TJf:0Llun; Kwee ,H~ InCOrpofoi.r.>j In It.. r: .. ~ 
,,:--. hJv;.:.-;r.r ~'ln~ th.lt il.l\'e not yet been t~::ted See TJoeL:or.;3 r,,:;:,- .. ~ ~:;~ .. ~. 
l:'.tcr::-'':':lcn 
m. Glossary or symbols In the uniner: 
Variables 
ALT: alternative 
AV: attribute value pair 
CSET: constituent set 
FO: Functional Description 
G: Grammar 
GVAL: Grammar value (value from the attribute-value pair fro. 
the grammar) 
I: Input 
IVAL: Input value (value from thl attribute-value pair from the 
input) 
LS: Loose 
PATH: a path corresponds to the attribute in the pair found 
in the grammar. 
-RES: result fro •... 
UCONFNS: Ucon functions: Functions used in the unifier 
Functions 
ALT-H-LS: alternative handling with LOOSE 
AV-H-LS: attribute value handling with LOOSE 
CNTRL-AV-H-LS: central attribute value handling with Loose 
CSET-H-LS: Constituent SIt handling and Loosl 
UCON: unify constituent. 
UCON-YANY: Unify many constituent. 
UAVS-LS: unify attribute value pair. and Loose 
IV. Inventory or the nles let't by TjoeLiong 
- Tl-work.lsp: This file initializes the unifier loads the appropnate flIes 
- C-ucon.lsp: unifier containing the changes made by Cecile (also contaIn 
the change that had been done ny Michal). 
- C-ucon-chg.lsp: contains only the functions that have been changed by 
Cecile 
C-ucon-comm.txt: contains comments on Cecile's changes of the unifter 
- Michal-ucon.lsp: Unifier with the change done by Michal. 
- TI-Fullgram-8.lsp: this is the current full grammar. Parts of it has been 
fully tested (see TjoeLiong's documentation). The other parts are copied 
from Kathy's grammar. 
- ZgrO.lsp, Zgrl.lsp, Zgr2.lsp : These are intended as a tutorial to show 
how one can increment a grammar. Each of these grammars adds one 
feature to the original grammar. [These features are incorporated in the 
full actual grammar]. 
- Zgr31sp through Zgr9 lsp: These grammars are test-grammars: variants 
of zgr3 and zgr4 to test ideas. 
• Zgr3lsp: This grammar is ZgrO with the cat NNP, TAlL and GAP. 
Here, GAP and NP are different categones. Zgr3-test-adj-pp-tail.lsp 
IS a file containing tests for this grammar. This file treats the 
GAP as the original grammar (Kathy's grammar) did. 
• Zgr4.lsp: This grammar tests the POSSESSIVE. Here, 
POSSESSIVE is in cat NP. The file Zgr4-test-possl.lsp is a file 
containing tests for this grammar. This file treat the possessive as 
the original grammar did. 
• Zgr5.lsp: In this grammar, POSSESSIVE is in cat NNP. 
• ZgrS.lsp: In this grammar, POSSESSIVE is in cat NP, but 
ARTICLE and NP are mutually exclusive. 
• Zgr7.1sp: This grammar tests GAP. Here, GAP is an alternative 
inside cat NP. The file Zgr7-test-5 contain inputs for this 
grammar. 
• Zgr8.lsp: This grammar tests GAP. GAP and NP are under 1 
• 81 
category N-BAR. This category appears only where a GAP 1S 
allowed. The file Zgr8-test-5 contain inputs for this grammar 
* Zgr9.lsp: This grammar tests GAP. In the CAT PP category, an 
alternative is added to allow for a GAP. The file Zgr9-test-5 
contain inputs for this grammar. 
TI-DocXX.lsp: these contain old documentation and grammars written by 
TjoeLiong. 
- TI-linear-4pl~.lsp: Changes made to the unifier by TjoeLiong and Cecile. 
- TI-report-XX.lsp: These files make up the report written by TjoeLiong. 
The report is about the changes and additions TjoeLiong made to 
Kathy's grammar. 
- Tl-test-XX: these files contain test inputs (and outputs) for the changes 
TjoeLiong have done. 
Ztest-possl.lsp: tests POSSESSIVE. 
- Ztest-adj- pp-tail.lsp tests TAlL. 
V. Illustration or the seeond remaining problem mentioned 
(SETQ X 
• ({CAT UP) (ARTICLE === DEF) (N === TRA1!S~.!IITER) Wtf..!EER PLUR) 
(PP {(PREP === IN) (N === TI:LEPHONE) (ARTICLE == OEF»») 
(THE TRANSUI11"E.~S IN THE TaEPHONE! .) 
(SETQ X 
• «CAT NF) (ARTICLE = OEF) (N = TRANSUIiI"ER) (mn.~ER PLUR) 
(PP «PREP === IN) (N = TELEPHONE) (ARTICL.E = IHOEF»») 
(rnE TRAtISMITI'ERS IN TELEPHONE!.) 
~ Uote that the (ARTICLE === INDEF) attached to TELEPHONE disappeared 
~ This only happen. when TRJU1SUITTER i. plural and the artiel. 1. 
, indefinite 
(SETQ X 
• «CAT NP) (ARTICLE == OEF) (N = TRANS'JI'ITER) 
(PP «PREP = nn (N = TELEPHONE) (ARTICLE = DEF»») 
(TIlE TRA11S~.fIITE.~ IN THE TEl..E?HOUE! . ) 
(SETQ X 
· «CAT r:?) (ARTICLE === 0:::') (N = TnM::-:.!ITTER) 
(P? «PR:? === Hn 01 === TELEPHOUE) (ARTICLE === um::::'»)) 
n:lC: TRAtlS:.!I r L:..1 IN A TEl.E?HOUE! .) 
I 
~ Tr3ce to 8h07 what tbe output of the unification (before 
~ lioeanzatlcn) 18: 
(SETQ X 
. «(CAT ~~P) (ARTICLE === DEF) (N == TRAN~.u1i'ER) (p..'lP..T.:!!t PLUR) 
(PP «Pi\s? === IN) (N === m....EPHOUE) (ARTICLE == INDu»») 
~ After unifying (CAT NP). the top-l.T.l constituent: 
(SETQ UAV5~~S . 
. « o:::? «CAT l:!:?») (PA1I'ERH (DOTS ARTICLE mil' DOTS» 
(ARTICLE «LEX DEF) (CAT ARTICLE») (CAT NF) 
(N «LEX TRAUS~II1iER») (NU'.mE.~ PLUR) 
(PP «PREP «LEX IN») (N «LEX TEl.EPHCNE») 
(ARTICLE «LEX INOEF»»» 
NIL» 
I aefor. linearization: 
(SETQ UCOlIRES 
• ( ( «NiJP «PP «NP «NHP «N «LEX TEl.f'?HONE) (CAT NOUN») (Cm (N» 
(PATIERN (N POUllD» (TAIL NONE) (PP NONE) 
(ADJ NONE) (CAT NUP») 
(ARTICLE_«L!X INDZF) (CAT ARTICLE») 
(CSET (ARTICLE NUP» 
(PATIERN (DOTS ARTIClE IfNP DOTS» (CAT HP») 
(PREP «LEX IN) (CAT PREP») (CSET (PREP HP» 
(PATTEnN (PR~ t~» (CAT PP») 
(NNP «N «LEX TRAUS~.fITI'ER) (CAT NOUff») (Cm (N» 
(PATIS1N (tl POUND» (TAIL NONE) (PP NONE) (ADJ NOllE) 
(CAT N:lP») 
(CSET <r:::p PP» (r-A11'ER~ (NNP PP» (CAT m~») 
(ARTIClE «T r..x c:n (CAT '.~TICLE») (CSS! (ARTICLE taJP» 
(2 A Tic:::: C::;·j S AnTIC!.!:: !:::r DOTS» (CAT KP) O:tr..~E!t PLUR» 
«TAIL /:C::c:) (PP ~lO:;Z) (ADJ NoriE) (NU~ZR PLUR»») 
(THE TnA:lS:HiTE?S IN TELE?HC:;:! . ) 
~ ~~~~~~~~~. at this ,E2int. the article il Itill attached to 
!i L. __ : .....• ..:.. and (Ntr. . ..JE.R PLURAL) refer. !-o the top-level constituent, 
~ TRA:;3:.:rrrc:]. 
-
VI. Traee or the unineation or a simple input with the grammar shown 
In AppendIx I 
'35 
Trace or the unincation or a simple input with the grammar shown 
in appendix I. .. " . 
~ Tracing of a slmple Imput wIthe the grammar gIven In the appendIx. 
~ The input i8 fully speclfied, so that there is no U8a for LOOSE. 
~ I edited this file and took whatever dealt with LOOSE out. 
I with tracing on: inside-tracing 
(SETQ X2 
'«CAT NP) (ARTICLE === DEF) 
(NNP «ADJ === SMALL) 
(NNP «ADJ === HEI) 
(NNP «ADJ = LIGHT) 
(NNP «N = GRANI1I..E»»»»») 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
• «CAT NP) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») 
(NNP «ADJ (!LEX SMALL») 
(NNP (ADJ (LEX HEI») 
.. NNP ~ (ADJ «LEX LIGHT») 
(NNP «N «LEX GRANI1I..E»»»»»») 
G == the wbole grammar 
(SETQ GA · ALT) 
The appropriate alternative is chosen ba.ed on CAT in the input; 
UAV5-LS 18 now called recursively with this category 
•• In uavs-18: 
(SETQ I 
, «CAT NP) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX S~,~L») 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX NE'lV») 
(NNP (CADJ (CLEX LIGHT») 
CNNP «N «LEX GRANULE»»»»»») 
(SETQ G 
, «AL T « (ARTICLE NmIE) (PATI'ERN (DOTS NNP DOTS») 
«ARTICLE ANY) (ARTICLE «CAT ARTICLE) (LEX ANY») 
(PATTERN (DOTS ARTICLE NNP DOTS»») 
(NNP «CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ GA · ALT) 
•• In uav.-l.: 
(SETQ I 
'«CAT NF) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») 
(NNP «ADJ (!LEX SMAll») 
NNP (ADJ LEX LIGHT») 
(NNP ( ADJ (!LEX NEI») 
NNP ~~N «LEX GRANULE»»»»»») 
(SETQ G • «ARTICLE NONE) (PATTERN (DOTS NIP DOTS» (NIP «CAT NXP»») 
(SETQ GA • ARTICLE) 
Calling av-h-ll 
Calling av-h-1s 
••• In av-11-ls 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(CAT ARTICLE» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unif, the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 2 of tha condition Itatement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with lama PATH wa. found in tha input 
(SETQ IVAI.. 'NIL) 
•• Calling uav.-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify thl 2 valul' 
•• In uavl-I.: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'ARTICLE) 
Out of uav.-l. 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( (ARTICLE NIL)) 
(SETQ PATH 'CAT) 
returning the result of a call to uavl-many-l • 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (CAT ARTICLE) (LEX DEF») 
(SETQ G '«LEX ANY») 
(SETQ GA 'LEX) 
Calling av-h-lI 
••• In av-h-l • 
••••••• Attributl-valu. pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV ' (LEX AllY» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 
input with the attributl-valul paIr fro. thl Ir .... r 
In part 1 of the condition .tatement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH was found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL 'DEF) 
•• Calling uavs-Is from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 values 
.. In uavs-Is: 
(SETQ I 'DEF) 
(SETQ G 'ANY) 
Out of uAv.-ls 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«OEF NIL») 
(SETQ P A TIl 'LEX) 
returning the relult of a call to uav,-aany-ll 
•• In uavl-l.: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX OEF) (CAT ARTICLE») 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
Out of uAv.-l. 
Success: w1l1 enrich the 1n~ut with 
(SETQ RESULTS '««LEX DEF) \CAT ARTICLE» NIL») 
(SETQ PAn! 'ARTICLE) 
returning the re.ult ot a call to uavl-many-l. 
•• In uavl-lI: 
(SETQ I 
'«ARTICLE «LEX OEF) (CAT ARTICLE») (CAT NF) 
(NNP «AOJ «LEX SMALL») 
(NNP «AOJ «LEX NEW») 
(NNP «(AOJ «LEX LIGHT») 
(NNP «N «LEX GRANULE»»»»»») 
(SETQ G '( (PA'M'ERH (DOTS ARTICLE NNP DOTS» (NHP «CAT NHP»») 
(SETQ GA 'PA 'M'ERH) 
.. In uavs-lI: 
(SETQ I 
'«PATTERN (DOTS ARTICLE NNP DOTS») 
(ARTICLE «LEX OEF) (CAT ARTICLE)) 
(CAT NP) 
(NNP «ADJ (!L.EX SlW.L») 
HHP ( ADJ «LEX LIGHT») 
(HlIP ( ADJ (!LEX MEl») 
NHP «N «LEX GRANULE»»»»»») 
(SETQ G '«NNP «CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ GA 'NNP) 
Calling av-h-ls 
... In av-h-ls 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(NNP «CAT HNP»» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ll to Unif{ the 
input with the attribute-value pa r fro. the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition Itatement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with lame PATH wa. found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL 
'«ADJ (!LEX SMALL») 
(HHP ( ADJ (!LEX HEI») 
NNP (ADJ LEX LIGHT») 
NNP ~~N «LEX GRAHt[JO»»»»» 
•• Calling uavi-il fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 value • 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
, «ADJ (!LEX SllALL») 
(NNP (ADJ !LEX NEI») 
NNP ~ ADJ LEX LIGHT») 
NIP ~~N «LEX GRANULE»»»»») 
(SETQ G '«CAT NIP») 
(SETQ GA • CAT) 
Calling av-h-ll 
••• In av-h-ll 
••••••• Attribut.-value pair fro. the gra.mar: 
(SETQ GAV '(CAT NNP» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unifT the 
input with the attribute-value paIr from the gra.mar 
In part 2 of the condition .tat •• ent in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with .am. PATH ... found in the input 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Callinl uaT.-l. fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 valuel 
•• In uaT.-I.: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NNP) 
Out of uav.-h 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«NNP NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'CAT) 
'1 J 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-ls 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
, «CAT ~mp) (ADJ «LEX SMALL») 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX NEW») 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX LIGHT») 
(NNP «N «LEX GRANULE»»»»») 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
Out of uavs-ls 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS 
, « «CAT NIJP) (ADJ «LEX SMALL») 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX NEW») 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX LIGHT») 
(NNP «N «LEX GRAHULE»»»»» 
NIL») 
(SETg PAnt 'NHP) 
returning the result of a call to uav.-many-l. 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
'«NNP «CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX SMALL») 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX NEW») 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX LIGHT») 
(NNP «N «LEX GRANULE»»»»») 
(PATTERN (DOTS ARTICLE NNP DOTS» 
(ARTICLE «LEX DEF) (CAT ARTICLE») 
(CAT NP») 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
Alternative succeeded 
(SETQ RESULT-O 
, « «NNP «CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX SMALL») 
(NHP «ADJ (!LEX NEI») 
(NNP (ADJ LEX LIGHT») 
NNP ~~N «LEX GRANULE»»»»») 
!PATTERN (DOTS ARTICLE NNP DOTS» ARTICLE ((LEX Dul (CAT ARTICLE») CAT HP» 
NIL») 
about to quit alt-h-l. 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I • «LEX DEF) (CAT ARTICLE») 
G == the whole grammar 
(SETQ GA 'AtT) 
The appropriate alternative is chosen based on CAT in the input; 
UAYS-LS 1S now called recursively with this category •• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX OEF) (CAT ARTICLE») 
(SETQ G '((AL T (((LEX INOEF» ((LEX OEF»»» 
(SETQ GA 'AL!) 
lexical level 
(SETQ I '«(LEX OEF) (CAT ARTICLE»)) 
(SETQ I -LEX '(LEX OEF» 
(SETQ G-LEX '( (LEX OEF») 
•• In uay.-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX OEF) (CAT ARTICLE») 
(SETQ G '( (LEX OEF») 
(SETg GA 'LEX) 
Calling aY-h-ls 
••• In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETg GAV '(LEX OEF» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 1 ot the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH wa. tound in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: (SETQ IVAL 'OEF) 
•• Calling uaY.-l. fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to untfy the 2 value • 
•• In uav.-l.: 
(SETQ I ' OEF) 
(SETQ G 'OEF) 
Out of uav.-h 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«DEF NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'LEX) 
returning the result of a call to uav'-many-l. 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I . «LEX DEF) (CAT ARTICLE») 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
'«CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX SMALL») 
(NNP «ADJ (!LEX NEI») 
(NNP (ADJ (LEX LIGHT») 
NNP ~(N «LEX GRANULE»»»»») 
G == the whole grammar 
(SETQ GA . AL T) 
The appropriate alternative is chosen baled on CAT in the input; 
UAVS~LS 18 now called recursively with this category 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
. «CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX SMAll») 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX NEI») 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX LIGHT») 
(NNP «N «LEX GRANULE»»»»») 
(SETQ G 
, «ALT « (ADJ NONE) (PP NONE) (TAIL NONE) (PA'I1'ERN (N POUND» 
(N «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»» 
(SETQ GA 'AL T) 
.. In uavs-ls: 
«ALT «(ADJ ANY) (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX ANY») 
(PATTERN (ADJ NNP») 
«PP ANY) (PP «CAT PP») (PATI'ERN (NNP PP»)))) 
(NNP «CAT NNP»»»» 
(SETQ I 
'«CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX S~») 
(NNP «ADJ (~LEX NEI») 
(NHP (ADJ LEX LIGHT») 
NNP ~~N «LEX GRANULE»»»»») 
(SETQ G 
'«ADJ NONE) (PP NONE) (TAIL NONE) (PATI'ERN (N POUND» 
(N «CAT NOUN) (LEX AMY»») 
(SETQ GA • ADJ) 
Calling av-h-h 
••• In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(ADJ NONE» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ll to unify the 
input with the attribute-value pair from the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH was found in ~he input 
Value part of the pair found in the lnput: 
(SETQ IVAL '«LEX SlIlALL») 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 2 values 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '«LEX SMALL») 
(SETQ G 'HONE) 
Out ot uavs-ls 
Unifying the 2 values failed 
returning the re.ult of a call to uav.-aany-l. 
Alternative has failed ... 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
, «CAT HNP) (ADJ «LEX SMALL») 
(NHP «ADJ (!LEX HE_») 
(NNP (ADJ (LEX LIGHT») 
HHP ~(N «LEX GRANULE»»»»») 
(SETQ G 
, ( (AL T « (ADJ ANY) (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX ANY») 
(PATTERN (ADJ HHP») 
«PP ANY) (PP «CAT PP») (PAITERN (NNP PP»») 
(NNP «CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ GA . AI.. T) 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
, «CAT NrIP) (ADJ «LEX SMALL») 
(NNP «ADJ (!LEX NEi») 
(NNP (AOJ LEX LIGHT») 
NNP ~~N «LEX GRANULE»»»»») 
(SETQ G 
'«ADJ ANY) (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX ANY») (PAITERN (ADJ NMP» 
(NIP (eCAT HNP»») 
(SETQ GA • ADJ) 
Calling av-h-ll 
... In av-h-ll 
••••••• Attribute-value pair froa the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV • (ADJ ANY» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input with the attribute-value paIr from the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a palr wlth same PATH was found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAt · «LEX SMALL») 
•• Calling uava-Is from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 values 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I • «LEX SWALL») 
(SETQ G . ANY) 
Out of uavs-I. 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( ( «LEX SMALL) NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'AOJ) 
returning the re.ult of a call to uav.-many-ll 
•• In uan-lI: 
(SETQ I 
• «AOJ «LEX SMALL») (CAT NNP) 
(NNP «ADJ (1LEX NEi») 
(NNP ( ADJ «LEX LIGHT») 
NNP «N «LEX GRANULE»»»»») 
(SETQ G 
'«ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX ANY») (PATTERN (ADJ NNP» 
(NNP «CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ GA 'AOJ) 
Calling av-h-ls 
••• In av-b-la 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(ADJ «CAT AOJ) (LEX ANY»» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from tbe grammar 
In part 1 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH was found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IV At • «LEX SIW..L») 
•• Calling uavs-l. fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 value • 
•• In uavs-lI: 
(SETQ I • «LEX SWALL») 
(SETQ G • «CAT AOJ) (LEX ANY») 
(SETQ GA 'CAT) 
Calling av-h-ls 
••• In av-h-ls 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(CAT ADJ» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-la to unifT the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 2 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with same PATH was found 1n the input 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-la to unify the 2 value • 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ G ' ADJ) 
Out of uavi-ll 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '(CADJ NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'CAT) 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-ls 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I ' «CAT ADJ) (LEX SMALL») 
(SETQ G '«LEX ANY») 
(SETQ GA . LEX) 
Calling av-h-ls 
... In av-h-ll 
••••••• Attribute-valul pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(LEX ANY» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-la to unify the 
input wlth the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH was found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IV AL ' SMALL) 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 2 values 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I • SllAll) 
(SETQ G • ANY) 
Out ot uavi-li 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS • «SWAll. NIL» J 
(SETQ P A TIi • LEX) 
returning the relult of a call to uavi-aany-li 
.. In uavl-lI: 
(SETQ I • «LEX SWAll) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ G • NIL) 
Out of uavi-lt 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS ' « «LEX SWAllJ (CAT ADJ» NIL») 
(SETQ PATIi ' ADJ) 
returning the result of a call to uav.-many-l • 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
• «ADJ «LEX SMAll) (CAT ADJ)) (CAT NNP) 
(NNP «ADJ (!LEX NEi») 
(NNP ( ADJ «LEX LIGHT») 
NNP «N «LEX GRANULE»»»»») 
(SETQ G • «PATIERN (ADJ NNP» (NNP «CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ GA 'PATIERN) 
•• In uan-lI: 
I (SETQ 
• (!PATl'ERH (ADJ NNP» (ADJ «LEX SMALL) (CAT ADJ») 
CAT NNP) 
NNP «ADJ (!LEX HEI») 
(NMP ( ADJ «LEX LIGHT») 
NMP «N «LEX GRAIULE»»»»») 
(SETQ G '«NNP «CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ GA J NNP) 
Calling av-h-la 
••• In av-h-ls 
••••••• Attribute-value pair trom the gr&mmar: 
98 
(SETQ GAV '(NNP «CAT NNP»» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-Is to unifT the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH was found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL 
'«ADJ «LEX NEI») 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX LIGHT») (HNP «N «LEX GRANULE»»»») 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 values 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
, (~~,J ~ ~ffi ~Ji) LIGHT) ) ) (HNP «N «LEX GJWIULE»»»») 
(SETQ G '«CAT NNP») 
(SETQ GA 'CAT) 
Calling av-h-l • 
... In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-value pair fro. the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(CAT NHP» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unifT the 
input with the attribute-value palr fro. the grammar 
In part 2 of the condition statement in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with same PATH wa. found in the input 
Looks into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL> 
•• Calling uavI-l. fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 value • 
.. In uav.-l.: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '1fNP) 
Out of uav.-l. 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESUL T5 '( (NHP NIL») 
(SETQ PATH • CAT) 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-l • 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
, «CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX NE'N») 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX LIGliT») OWP «N «LEX GRANULE»»»») 
(SETQ G J NIL) 
Out of uavs-ls 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS 
'««CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX NEI») 
(NNP «AOJ «LEX LIGHT») (NNP «N «LEX GIWlULE»»»» 
NIL» ) 
(SETQ PATH 'NNP) 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-l. 
•• In uavs-lI: 
(SETQ I 
, «HNP «CAT HHP) (ADJ «LEX HEI») 
(HHP «ADJ «LEX LIGHT») 
(HHP «H «LEX GRANULE»»»») 
(PArrERN (ADJ NHP» (ADJ «LEX SlW.L) (CAT ADJ») 
(CAT HNP») 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
Alternative lucceeded 
(SETQ RESULT-O 
'««NNP «CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX NEI») 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX LIGHT») 
(NNP «N «LEX GRANULE»»»») 
(PAITERN (ADJ NNP» (ADJ «LEX SWALL) (CAT ADJ») 
(CAT NNP» 
NIL») 
about to quit alt-h-l. 
Alternative succeeded 
(SETQ RESULT-O 
. « «NNP «CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX NEI») 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX LIGHT») 
(NNP «N «LEX GRANULE»»»») 
(PATIERN (ADJ NHP» (AOJ «LEX SWALL) (CAT ADJ») 
(CAT NHP» 
NIL») 
about to quit alt-h-l. 
.. In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I ' «(LEX SWALL) (CAT ADJ») 
G == the whole grammar 
(SETQ GA • AlT) 
The appropriate alternative i. cholen ba.ed on CAT in the input; 
UAVS-LS 11 now called recursively with thi. category 
.. In uavs-ls: 
J ()o 
(SETQ I '( (LEX SMALL) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ G 
, ( (AL T « (LEX BIG» «LEX LIGHT» «LEX CURRENT» «LEX NEI» 
«LEX OLD» «LEX SMALL» «LEX SOUND»»» 
(SETQ GA ' AL T) 
lexical level 
(SETQ I '«LEX SMALL) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ I -LEX '(LEX SMALL» 
(SETQ G-LEX '( (LEX SMALL») 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I • «LEX SMALL) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ G '( (LEX SMAU.») 
(SETQ GA 'LEX) 
Calling av-h-lt 
... In av-h-l • 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV • (LEX SMALL» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition statement in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH wal found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL 'SMALL) 
•• Calling uavi-l. fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 value • 
•• In uav.-l.: 
(SETQ I ' SMALL) 
(SETQ G 'SMALL) 
Out of uav.-l. 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( (SWALL HIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'LEX) 
returning the result of a call to uav.-many-l • 
• * In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX SMALL) (CAT ADJ))) 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
, «CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX NEW))) 
I C ( 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX LIGHT») (NNP «N «LEX GRANULE»»»») 
G == the whole grammar 
(SETQ GA 'AL T) 
The appropriate alternative is chosen based on CAT in the input; 
UAVS-LS 18 now called recursively with this category 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I . 
'«CAT NUP) (ADJ «LEX NEI») 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX LIGHT») (NIP «N «LEX GRAHULE»»»») 
(SETQ G 
• «ALT « (ADJ NONE) (PP NONE) (TAIL NONE) (PATI'ERJf (N POUHD» 
(N «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»» 
«ALT «(ADJ AfN) (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX ANY») 
(PATTERN (ADJ NNP») . 
«PP ANY) (PP «CAT PP») (PA'M'ERN (NNP PP»») 
(NNP «CAT NNP»»»» 
(SETQ GA • AL T) 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
, «CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX NEI») 
(NHP «ADJ «LEX LIGHT») (NNP «N «LEX GRANULE»»»») 
(SETQ G 
• «ADJ NONE) (PP NONE) (TAIL NONE) (PA'M'ERN (N POUND» 
(N «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»») 
(SETQ GA ' ADJ) 
Calling a'J-h-l • 
... In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(ADJ NONE» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ll to unify thl 
input with the attribute-value paIr from the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition .tatemlnt in CNTRL-AV-H-L5: 
a pair with same PATH wa. found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: . 
(SETQ IVAL '( (LEX NEI») . 
--- -- -
IO~ 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 2 values 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '«LEX NEW») 
(SETQ G 'NONE) 
Out of uavs-ls 
Unifying the 2 values failed 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-ls 
Alternative has failed ... 
•• In uavs-Is: 
(SETQ I 
, «CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX HEW») 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX LIGHT») (NtlP (eN «LEX GRAHUl.E»»»») 
(SETQ G 
, «AL T « (ADJ ANY) (ADJ «CAT .&.DJ) (LEX ANY») 
(PATIERN (ADJ NtW») 
«PP ANY) (PP «CAT PP») (PAITERN (NNP PP»») 
(HNP «CAT NiW»») 
(SETQ GA • AL T) 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
, «CAT Nt;P) (ADJ «LEX NE'I») 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX LIGHT») (NNP «N «LEX GRANULE»»»») 
(SETQ G 
'«ADJ ANY) (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX ANY») (PATIERN (ADJ NNP» 
(NNP «CAT N~iP»») 
(SETQ GA · ADJ) 
Calling av-h-ls 
••• In av-h-Is 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV • (ADJ ANY» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition .tatement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH wal found in the input 
Value part of the ~ir found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL '( (LEX ») 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-ll to unify the 2 value • 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I • «LEX NEI») 
; o~ 
(SETQ G 'ANY) 
Out of uavs-ls 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«(CLEX NEi» NIL») 
(SETQ PATIi 'ADJ) 
returning the result of a call to aavs-many-ls 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
• C (ADJ «LEX NEW») (CAT NNP) 
(NNP «ADJ «LEX LIGHT») (NNP «M «LEX GRANULE»»»») 
(SETQ G 
, «ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX ANY») (PA1TERM (ADJ NNP» 
(NNP «CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ GA J ADJ) 
Calling av-h-ll 
... In aV-Q-ls 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV . (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX ANY»» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH was found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SC:T~ IVAL '( (LEX NEON») 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 values 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '«LEX NEI») 
(SETQ G '( (CAT ADJ) (LEX ANY») 
(SETQ GA 'CAT) 
Calling av-h-li 
... In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(CAT ADJ» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the gr&mmar 
In part 2 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with same PATH was found in the input 
(SETQ IVAL J NIL) 
•• Calling uav.-ls from cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 2 values 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I J NIL) 
(SETQ G 'ADJ) 
Out of uavs-ll 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( (ADJ NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'CAT) 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-la 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I ' «CAT ADJ) (LEX NEI») 
(SETQ G '( (LEX Alff») 
(SETQ GA 'LEX) 
Calling av-h-ls 
... In av-h-ls 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV J (LEX ANY» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a palr with same PATH was found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL 'tIE) 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 2 values 
•• In uavs-l.: 
(SETQ I J NEI) 
(SETQ G ' ANY) 
Out of uavs-ls 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«NE) NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'LEX) 
lOS" 
returning the result of a cal' to uavs-many-ls 
•• In uav.-ls: 
(SETQ I '«LEX NEW) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ G 'HIL) 
Out of uavs-ll 
Success: will enrich tht in~ut with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( « (LEX NEW) "{CAT ADJ» NIL») 
(SETQ PATIf 'ADJ) 
returning the rt.ult of a call to uav.-a&Dy-l. ~! 
.. In uav.-l.: 
(SETQ I 
'«ADJ «LEX NEI) (CAT ADJ») (CAT NNP) 
(NHP «ADJ «LEX LIGHT») (NIP «N (<LEX GRAIULE»»»») 
(SETQ G ' CCPATTERN (ADJ HHP» (NN'P «CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ GA 'PATTERN) 
.. In uavs-lI: 
(SETQ I 
'«PATTERN (ADJ NHP» (ADJ «LEX NEI) (CAT ADJ») (CAT NHP) 
(HHP «ADJ «LEX LIGHT») (NHP «N «LEX GRAHULE»»»») 
(SETQ G '«NNP «CAT NHP»») 
(SETQ GA 'NNP) 
Calling av-h-ls 
••• In av-h-l • 
••••••• Attributt-valut pair fro. the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(NHP «CAT KNP»» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 
input with the attribut.-valut paIr from the grammar 
In part 1 of tht condition .tatement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with .amt PATH w.. found in tht input 
Value part of the ~air found in the in~ut: 
(SETQ IVAL ' «ADJ "{ (LEX LIGHT») (NHP "{ (N «LEX GRANULE»»») 
•• Calling uav.-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 valul' 
•• In uavs-l.: 
(SETQ I '«ADJ «LEX LIGHT») (HHP «N «LEX GRANULE»»») 
(SETQ G '«CAT NNP») 
(SETQ GA 'CAT) 
Calling av-h-ls 
••• In av-h-ls 
10 (, 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(CAT NNP» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l8 to unity the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 2 of the condition .tatement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with same PATH was found in the input 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uav~-l. from cntrl-av-h-ll to unify tht 2 TaInt • 
•• In uavl-l.: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NHP) 
Out of uavl-ll 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«NNP NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'CAT) 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-ls 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX LIGHT») (NHP «N «LEX GRANUlE»»») 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
Out of uav.-l1 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS 
'««CAT NNP) 
(ADJ «LEX LIGHT») (NHP «N «LEX GRANULE»»» NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'NHP) 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-l • 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
, «UNP «CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX LIGHT») (NtlP «N «LEX GRMnJLE»»») 
(PATIERN (ADJ NNP» (ADJ «LEX NEW) (CAT ADJ») (CAT NNP») 
(SETQ G ' NIL) 
Alternative succeeded 
(SETQ RESUL T-O 
'««NNP «CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX LIGHT») 
(NNP «N «LEX GRANULE»»») 
(PA'ITERN (ADJ NNP» (ADJ «LEX NEI) (CAT ADJ») 
NIL) » 
about to quit alt-h-l. 
Alternative succeeded 
(SETQ RESULT-O 
, « «NNP «CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX LIGHT») 
(NNP «N «LEX GRANULE»»») 
(PATIERN (ADJ NNP» (ADJ «LEX NEI) (CAT ADJ») 
NIL» ) 
about to quit alt-h-l • 
•• In uavl-ll: 
(SETQ I • «LEX NEI) (CAT ADJ») 
G == the whole grammar 
(SETQ GA 'At T) 
(CAT NNP» 
(CAT NHP» 
The appropriate alternative il cho •• n baa.d on CAT in the input; 
UAVS-LS Is now called recurlively with th1. cat.gory 
•• In U&VS-lI: 
(SETQ I '«LEX NEI) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ G 
'«AlT (~~~ glg~~ ~~~ ~~~~ 
(SETQ GA . Al T) 
lexical level 
(SETQ I »( (LEX NEI) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ I -LEX »(LEX NEI» 
(SETQ G-LEX »( (LEX NEW») 
.. In uavl-h: 
(SETQ I »( (LEX NEI) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ G '«LEX NEI») 
(SETQ GA 'LEX) 
Calling av-h-ll 
••• In av-h-h 
«LEX CURRENT» «LEX NEI» 
«LEX SOUND»»» 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the gr&mmar: 
----
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(SETQ GAV '(LEX NIl» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unity the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH was found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL 'NEi) 
•• Calling uavi-is from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 valut • 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 'NEI) 
(SETQ G 'NEI) 
Out of uavi-ll 
Success: will enrich tht input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«NEt NIL») 
(SETQ PATII 'LEX) 
returning tht rt.ult of a call to uaT.-aany-l' 
•• In uaTI-l.: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX NEI) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX LIGHT») (NNP «N «LEX GRAHULE»»») 
G == the whole grammar 
(SETQ GA 'AL T) 
The appropriate alternativt i. cho.en baled on CAT in the input; 
UAVS-LS 1. now called rtcur.ively with thi. cattgory 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I '«CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX LIGHT») (NNP «N «LEX GRAHULE»»») 
(SETQ G 
, «ALT « !ADJ NOME) (PP NONE) (TAIL NONE) (PA'ITERN (N POUMO» 
N «CAT NOUM) (LEX ANY»» 
( ALT « !ADJ ANY) (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX ANY») 
PA'ITERN ADJ NHP») 
(SETQ GA 'AL T) 
•• In uavs-ls: 
( PP ANY) ~PP «CAT PP») (PA'ITERN (NHP PP»») 
(NNP «CAT NHP»»»» 
(SETQ I '( (CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX LIGHT») (NNP «N «LEX GRANULE»»») 
(SETQ G 
'«ADJ NONE) (PP NONE) (TAIL NONE) (PATTERN (N POUND» 
(N «CAT NOUN) (LEX ~~y»») 
(SETQ GA 'ADJ) 
Calling av-Il-1s 
... In av-Il-ls 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(ADJ NONE» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unifl the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the graaaar 
In part 1 of the condition .tate.ent in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with .ame PATH .a. found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL • «LEX LICHT») 
•• Calling uav.-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 value. 
•• In uav.-h: 
(SETQ I '«LEX LICHT») 
(SETQ C 'NONE) 
Out of uav.-la 
Unifying the 2 value. failed 
returning the re.ult of a call to uav.-many-l. 
Alternative has failed ... 
•• In uavs-la: 
(SETQ I '«CAT NNP) (ADJ «LEX LIGHT») (NHP «N «LEX GRANULE»»») 
(SETQ G 
, «ALT « (ADJ ANY) (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX AJfY») 
(PATIERN (ADJ NNP») 
«PP AMY) (PP «CAT PP») (PATTERN ()IMP PP»») 
(NNP «CAT NIP»») 
(SETQ GA 'ALT) 
•• In uavl-ll: 
(SETQ I • «CAT NIP) (ADJ «LEX LICHT») (NIP «I «(LEX GRAIULE»»») 
(SE"I'Q G 
, «ADJ ANY) (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX AlIY)) (PA'M'ERI (ADJ JOIP» 
(NNP «CAT NNP»») 
(SE"I'Q GA • ADJ) 
Calling av-h-ll 
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... In av-h-ls 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(ADJ ANY» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unity the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH was found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL '«LEX LIGHT») 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 2 values 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '«LEX LIGHT») 
(SETQ G • ANY) 
Out of uavi-il 
Success: will enrich the i~ut with 
(SETQ RESULTS '««LEX LIGHTJ) NIL») 
(SETQ PATH • ADJ) 
returning the result of a call to uavB-many-ll 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (ADJ «LEX LIGHT») (CAT NNP) (NNP «N «LEX GRANULE»»») 
(SETQ G 
, «ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX ANY») (PA'M'ERN (ADJ NNP» 
(NNP «CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ GA 'ADJ) 
Calling av-h-l • 
... In av-h-ll 
* ••• * •• Attributl-valul pair from thl grammar: 
(SETQ GAY J (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX ANY»» 
.** Calling cntrI-av-h-ll to unify thl 
input with thl attribut.-valu. paIr fro. the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AY-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH was found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL • «LEX LIGHT») 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 2 values 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '«LEX LIGHT») 
(SETQ G '( (CAT ADJ) (LEX ANY») 
(SETQ GA 'CAT) 
Calling av-h-ls 
... In av-h-ls 
J I } 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(CAT ADJ» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ll to unit, the 
input with the attribute-value palr from tht grammar 
In part 2 of the condition Itattmtnt in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with same PATH was tound in the input 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 2 value. 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'ADJ) 
Out of uavs-ls 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS · «ADJ NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'CAT) 
returning the result ot a call to uavs-m&Dy-11 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I • «CAT ADJ) (LEX LIGHT») 
(SETQ G . «LEX ANY») 
(SETQ GA • LEX) 
Calling aT-h-lI 
... In aT-h-11 
••••••• Attribute-Talut pair tro. tht grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(LEX ANY» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify tht 
input with the attributt-valut pair tro. tht gramaar 
In part 1 ot the condition state.ent in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH was tound in tht input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL 'LIGHT) 
II~ 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-n-ls to unify the 2 values 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 'LIGHT) 
(SETQ G 'ANY) 
Out of uavs-ls 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«LIGHT NIL»J 
(SETQ PATH 'LEX) 
returning the re8ult of a call to uavl-many-la 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX LIGHT) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
Out of uava-li 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '««LEX LIGHT) (CAT ADJ» NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'ADJ) 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-ls 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
I «ADJ «LEX LIGHT) (CAT ADJ») (CAT NHP) 
(NNP «N «LEX GRANULE»»») 
(SETQ G • «PATIERN (ADJ NNP» CNNP «CAT NHP»») 
.. In uavs-l.: 
(SETQ I 
'«PATIERN (ADJ NHP» (ADJ «LEX LIGHT) (CAT ADJ») (CAT NHP) 
(NHP «N «LEX GRANULE»»») 
(SETQ G '( (HHP «CAT NHP»») 
(SETQ GA 'NHP) 
Calling av-h-li 
••• In av-h-ls 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(NNP «CAT NNP»» 
• •• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the gr&mmar 
In part 1 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH was found in the input 
Value part of the p~~r found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL '( (N «LEX GRANULE»») 
•• Calling uav.-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 value • 
•• In uavs-h: 
• (SETQ I '( (N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ G '«CAT NNP») 
(SETQ GA 'CAT) 
Calling av-h-l • 
... In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(CAT NNP» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 2 of the condition statement in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with same PATH was found in the input 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 values 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NNP) 
Out of uav.-l1 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«NNP NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'CAT) 
returning the re.ult of a call to uav.-many-l • 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '«CAT NNP) (N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
Out of uav.-l1 
Success: will enrich the input with 
11'-1 
(SETQ RESULTS '««CAT NNP) (N «LEX GRANULE»» NIL») 
(SETQ PA11f 'NNP) 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-ls 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ ! «NMP «CAT NNP) (N «LEX CRAHULE»») (PATrERH (ADJ NMP» 
(ADJ «LEX LIGHT) (CAT ADJ») (CAT NMP») 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
Alternative succeeded 
(SETQ RESUL T-O 
, « «NNP «CAT NMP) (N «LEX GJWlULE»») (PATIERH 
(ADJ «LEX LIGHT) (CAT AOJ») (CAT NMP» 
NIL») 
about to quit alt-h-ll 
Alternative succeeded 
(SETQ RESULT-O 
'««NNP «CAT HMP) (N «LEX GRANULE»») (PATrERI 
(ADJ «LEX LIGHT) (CAT ADJ») (CAT HMP» 
NIL») 
about to quit alt-h-ls 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX LIGHT) (CAT ADJ») 
G == the whole grammar 
(SETQ GA 'Ai T) 
(ADJ NNP» 
(ADJ INP» 
The aopropriate alternative is chosen based on CAT in the input; 
UAVS~LS 1S now called recursively with this category 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX LIGHT) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ G 
'«ALT «(LEX BIG» «LEX LIGHT» «LEX CURRENT» «LEX NEW» 
«LEX OLD» «LEX SMALL» «LEX SOUND»»» 
(SETQ GA 'ALT) 
lexical level 
(SETQ I - ' «LEX LIGHT) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ I-LEX '(LEX LIGHT» 
(SETQ G-LEX '«LEX LIGHT») 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX LIGHT) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ G '«LEX LIGHT») 
(SETQ GA 'LEX) 
Calling av-h-ls 
... In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribut.-valu. pair fro. the gra.aar: 
(SETQ GAV '(LEX LIGHT» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to Unif! the 
input with the attribut.-valu. pa r fro. the gra.aar 
In part 1 of the condition .tat.m.nt in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with sam. PATH wa. found 1n the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL 'LIGHT) 
•• Calling uav.-l. fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 valu •• 
•• In uavl-lI: 
(SETQ I 'LIGHT) 
(SETQ G 'LIGHT) 
Out of uavl-ll 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«LIGHT NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'LEX) 
returning the relult of a call to uav.-many-l • 
•• In uan-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX LIGHT) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I ' «CAT HMP) (N «LEX GRAHULE»») 
G == the whole gra..ar 
(SETQ GA 'ALT) 
The appropriate alt.rnativ. i. cho •• n bat.d on CAT in the input; 
UAVS-LS 1. now call.d rlcur.ivlIy with thi. catlgory 
.. In uavl-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (CAT HMP) (N «LEX GRAHULE»») 
(SETQ G 
'«ALT «(ADJ NONE) (PP NONE) (TAIL NONE) (PATTERN (N POUND» 
) I 6 
(N «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»» 
«AL T « !ADJ ANY) (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX ANY») 
PATIERN (ADJ NNP») 
(SETQ GA ' ALT) 
•• In uavs-ls: 
( PP A~Y) (PP «CAT PP») (PAlI'ERH (NNP PP»») 
(NNP «CAT NNP»»)) 
(SETQ I '«CAT HNP) (H «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ G 
, «ADJ NONE) (PP NONE) (TAIL NONE) (PATTERN (N POUND» 
(H «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»») 
(SETQ GA ' ADJ) 
Calling av-h-ll 
••• In av-h-la 
••••••• Attribute-value pair fro. the gr .... r: 
(SETQ GAV '(ADJ HONE» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 2 of the condition statement in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with same PATH was found in the input 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 value • 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I ' NIL) 
(SETQ G ' NONE) 
Out of uavi-ll 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«HONE HIL») 
(SETQ PATH ' ADJ) 
returning the re.ult of a call to uav.-many-ll 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I ' «ADJ NONE) (CAT NNP) (H (LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ G 
'«PP NONE) (TAIL NONE) (PATTERH (H POUND» 
(N « CA T NOUN) (LEX ANY»») 
(SETQ GA 'PP) 
Calling av-h-ll 
••• In av-h-h 
JI q.. 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ CAY '(PP NONE» 
••• Calling cntrl-&v-h-l. to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 2 of the condition Itatement in CNiRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with .am. PATH wal found in the input 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uav.-l. fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 value. 
.. In uav.-la: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NONE) 
Out of uav.-l. 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«NONE NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'PP) 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-ls 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '«PP NONE) (ADJ NONE) (CAT NNP) (N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ G '«TAIL NONE) (PATTERN (N POUND» (N «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»») 
(SETQ GA 'TAIL) 
Calling av-h-l • 
... In aT-h-l • 
••••••• Attribute-Talu. pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAY • (TAn. lONE» 
••• CaIIi~ cntrl-aT-h-ll to unify the 
input with the attributt-Talut paIr fro. tht Ira.aar 
In part 2 of the condition .tatem.nt in CITRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with .amt PATH W&l found in tht input 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uavs-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 values 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NONE) 
Out of uavs-ls 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«NONE NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'TAIL) 
returning the result of a call to uavl-many-ls 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '«TAIL NONE) (PP NONE) (ADJ NONE) (CAT NHP) 
(N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ G '«PATTERN (N POUND» (N «CAT NOUN) (LEX AMY»») 
(SETQ GA 'PATI'ERN) 
.. In uavs-lI: 
(SETQ I 
'«PATTERN (N POUND» (TAIL NONE) (PP NONE) (ADJ NONE) (CAT NHP) 
(N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ G '«N «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»») 
(SETQ GA 'N) 
Call ing av-h-ls 
... In av-h-ls 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV ' (N «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to Unif! the 
input with the attribut.-value pa r from the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition .tatement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with .am. PATH wa. found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IV At ' «LEX GRAlM..E») 
•• Calling uav.-l. fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 value • 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX GRANULE») 
(SETQ G '( (CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY») 
(SETQ GA 'CAT) 
Calling av-h-ls 
... In av-h-ls 
I j 1 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(CAT NOUN» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the gr~r 
In part 2 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with same PATH wa. found in the input 
(SETQ IVAL • NIL) 
•• Calling uavs-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 values 
.. In uan-l.: 
(SETQ I • NIL) 
(SETQ G • NOUll) 
Out of uavi-li 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS ' «NOUX NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'CAT) 
returning the re.ult of a call to uav.-many-l • 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '«CAT NOUN) (LEX GRANULE») 
(SETQ G '«LEX ANY») 
(SETQ GA 'LEX) 
Calling av-h-li 
... In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribut.-valu. pair froa the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV • (LEX ANY» 
••• Calli~ cntrl-av-h-ll to unify the 
input with ~. attribut.-valu. pair fro. the gra.aar 
In part 1 of the condition .tate.ent in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with .... PATH wa. found in the input 
Value part of_th~_p~ir tound in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL 'GRAHULE) 
•• Calling aavi-l. fro. cntrl-av-h-ll to unity the 2 valu •• 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I 'GRANULE) 
(SETQ G 'ANY) 
Out of uavs-ls 
i';J.O 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«GRANULE NIL)) 
(SETQ PATH 'LEX) 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-ls 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX GRANUI..E) (CAT NOUM») 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
Out of uavs-ls 
Success: will enrich th~ inp~t with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( « (LEX GRANULE) (CAT NOUM» NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'N) 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-ls 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
'«N «LEX GRANULE) (CAT NOUN») (PATTERN (N POUMO» (TAIL NONE) 
(PP NONE) (ADJ NONE) (CAT NNP») 
(SE:TQ G 'NIL) 
Alternative succeeded 
(SETQ RESULT-O 
'««N «LEX GRANULE) (CAT NOUM») (PATTERN (N POUND» 
(TAIL NONE) 
(PP NONE) (ADJ NONE) (CAT NNP» 
NIL» ) 
about to quit alt-h-ll 
•• In uavl-h: 
(SETQ I '«LEX GRANULE) (CAT NOUM») 
G == the whole grammar 
(SETQ GA 'At T) 
The appropriate alternative il chosen baled on CAT in the input; 
UAVS-LS 15 now called recursively with this category 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX GRANULE) (CAT NOUM)) 
(SETQ G 
, ( (AL T « (LEX TELEPHONE» «LEX RECEIVER» «LEX KIND» 
«LEX DIAPHRAGY» «LEX GRANULE» «LEX INTENSITY» 
/ J.. I 
«LEX MOLECULE» «LEX PERSON» «LEX POLE» 
«LEX RESISTANCE») «LEX TlWlSMlITER» «LEX lAVE»»» 
(SETQ GA 'ALT) 
lexical level 
(SETQ I '( (LEX GRAJruLE) (CAT NOUH») 
(SETQ I-LEX '(LEX GRAJruLE» 
(SETQ G-LEX '( (LEX GIWlULE») 
•• In uav.-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX GRANULE) (CAT NOUN») 
(SETQ G '«LEX GIWlULE») 
(SETQ GA 'LEX) 
Calling av-h-li 
... In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-value pair fro. the gramaar: 
(SETQ GAV '(LEX GIWlULE» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH was found in the input 
Value 2art of the pair found in the input: 
(S£TQ IVAi 'GRANULE) 
.. Calling uavs-lsfrolll cntrl-av-h-ll to unify the 2 values 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 'GRANULE) 
(SETQ G 'GRANULE) 
Out of uav.-l. 
Success: will enrich th. input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«GRANULE «TAIL NONE) (PP NONE) (ADJ NONE»») 
(SETQ PAni 'LEX) 
returning the result of a call to uavl-many-ls 
.. In uav.-ls: 
(SETQ I ' «LEX GRANUl.E) (CAT NOUN») 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
(THE SMALL NEi LIGHT GRANULE!.) 
Ja3 
VD. Traee or the untneatlon or a slmpllned Input with the grammar 
shown tn Appendix I 
. Trace or the unincatlon or a simpllned input with grammar shown 
tn Appendix I 
~ Tracing variable inside-tracing s.t to Tru •. 
~ Tracing the unification proc.s. on a .iaplt input. with tht grammar 
I shown In tht appendix. 
I Now. tht input i. not completely .pecified, .0 that LOOSE i. u.ed. 
(.ttq in.idt-tracing t) 
(setq xl 
, (~cat I) (vtrb «v = comprt .. ») 
prot (~article = def) 1n = dlaphr~» 
goal ( number plur) (article = dtt) 
adJ = .mall) (n = granule»») 
(pp x1) 
(unify xl gra.aar) 
(SETQ Xl 
, (ICAT S) (VERB «V = COMPRESS») 
PROT (IART1CLE = DEF) (I = DIAPHRAGM)) 
GOAL ( HUWBER PLUR) (ARTICLE = DEF) (AOJ = SWAll) 
T 
T 
1 = GRAIttL£»») : 
•• In uavs-lI: 
(SETQ I 
. «CAT S) (VERB «V «LEX COMPRESS»») 
(PROT «ARTICLE «LEX OEF») (N «LEX OIAPHRAGIIl»») 
(GOAL «NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX OEF») (ADJ «LEX SllAll») 
(N «LEX GRANULE»»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
G == the wholt grammar 
(SETQ GA . ALT) 
The appropriatt alternative il cho.tn ba.ed on CAT in the input; 
UAVS-LS 1. now called rtcurlively with thi~ category 
•• In uavl-lI: 
(SETQ I 
. (ICAT S) (VERB «V «LEX COMPRESS»») 
PROT «ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (H «LEX DIAPHRAGM»») 
GOAL «NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX DFJi'») (ADJ «LEX SllAll») 
(N «LEX GRAHULE»»») 
(SETQ LOOSE ' NIL) 
(SETQ G 
, «ALT «(VERB «VOICE ACTIVE») (PROT ANY) (PROT «CAT HP») 
(PATTERN (PROT DOTS VERB DOTS POUND» 
(VERB ~ ~CAT VERB-GROUP) (NmmER (t PROT NmfBER»» 
(ALT ( GOAL NONE» 
GOAL ANY) (GOAL «CAT NF») 
(PATTERN (DOTS GOAL POUND»»» 
1~5 
«ALT « VERB 11VOICE PASSIVE») (PROT NONE» 
(VERB VOICE ANY) (VOICE PASSIVE») (PROT ANY) 
PROT CAT NP») 
BY-OBJ «CAT pp) (PREP «LEX BY») eNP (f PROT»» 
PATTERN (DOTS VERB BY-OBJ DOTS POUND»») 
(VERB ( CAT VERB-GROUP») 
(AL T « GOAL NONE) (PA'liERN (DOTS VERB DOTS» 
VERB OMlBER SING») 
( GOAL ANY) (GOAL «CAT NP») 
PATTERN (GOAL DOTS VERB DOTS POUND» 
VERB «NlJ)lBER (f GOAL NUJ.fBER»»»»»» 
(SETQ GA 'ALT) 
•• In aav.-l.: 
(SETQ I 
'(~CAT S) (VERB «V «LEX COMPRESS»») 
PROT (!ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (N «LEX DIAPHRAGM»») 
GOAL ( NUMBER PLUR) 
ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (ADJ «LEX SMALL») 
N «LEX GIWM..E»»») 
r!;-._ 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 
, (!VERB «VOICE ACTIVE») (PROT AllY) (PROT «CAT NP») 
PATTERN (PROT OaTS VERB DOTS POUND» 
VERB 11CAT VERB-GROUP) (NUWBER (f PROT NtNBER»» 
AL T ( GOAL NONE» 
(SETQ GA 'VERB) 
Calling av-b.-l1 
... In av-n-ls 
GOAL AJfY) (GOAL «CAT NP») 
(PATTERH (OOTS GOAL POUND»»») 
••••••• Attribut.-valu. pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(VERB «VOICE ACTIVE») 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to Unif! the 
input with the attribut.-valu. pa r from the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition .tat.mlnt in CNTRL-AV-H-L5: 
a pair with ... e PATH wa. found in the input 
Value part of the ~r found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL '«V « COMPRESS»») 
•• Calling uavs-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 value. 
.. In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I '«V «LEX COWPRESS»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '«VOICE ACTIVE»)) 
(SETQ GA 'VOICE) 
Calling av-h-li 
••• In av-h-l • 
••••••• Attribut.-valu. pair fro. the gr...ar: 
(SETQ GAV '(VOICE ACTIVE» 
*** Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 
input with the attribut.-Talu. paIr fro. tht gra.aar 
In part 2 of the condition .tat ••• nt in CMTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with .aa. PATH wa. foun~ in tht input 
Look. into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
*. CalliDg uav.-l. fro. cDtrl-aT-h-l. to uatfy t~. 2 falu •• 
.. ID uaT.-lI: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE • NIL) 
(SETQ G 'ACTIVE) 
Out of uaT.-lI 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS • «ACTIVE NIL) J) 
(SETQ PATIi 'VOlCE) 
returDiDg the r •• ult of a call to uaT'-a&Dy-I' 
** ID ua\,.-11: 
(SETQ I '( (VOICE ACTIVE) (V «LEX COWPRESS»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'IIL) 
(SETQ G 'IIL) 
Out of uaT.-lI 
SUCCI •• : w1ll .nrich tht 1~u~ witl 
(SETQ RF.SUL TS '( ( «VOICE ACTIVE) (V «LEX COMPRESS»» IIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'VERB) 
r.turning the r •• ult of a call to uaT.-a&Dy-l. 
.. In ua\'.-lI: 
(SETQ I 
, «VERB «VOICE ACTIVE) (V «LEX cmPRESS»») (CAT S) 
(PROT «ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (N «LEX DIAPHRAG!,\))) 
(COAL (n:lr..~;::R PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (ADJ «LEX SMALL») 
(N «LEX GRANULE»»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 
, «PROT Alff) (PROT «CAT NP)) 
(PATTERN (PROT DOTS VERB DOTS POUHD» 
(VERB «CAT VERB-GROUP) (NUYBER (f PROT NUWBER»» 
(ALT «(GOAL NONE» 
(GOAL ANY) GOAL «CAT NP») 
( ~PATTERN (DOTS GOAL POUND»»») 
(SETQ GA 'PROT) 
Calling av-h-li 
••• In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the gra.aar: 
(SETQ GAV '(PROT ANY5) 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unif1 the 
input with the attribute-value,palr fro. the graa.ar 
In part 1 of the condition statement in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH wa. found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the in~ut: 
(SETQ IVAL '( (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (N 1: (LEX DIAPHRAGW»») 
_. Calling uav.-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 values 
** In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '«ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (N «LEX DIAPHRAGM»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'ANY) 
Out of uav.-l1 
Success: will enrich the ineut with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( « (ARTICLE (\LEX DEF») (N «LEX DIAPHRAGW»» NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'PROn 
returning the re.ult of a call to uav.-sany-l. 




(ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (N «LEX DIAPHRAGM»») 
(VOICE ACTIVE) (V «LEX COMPRESSl»» (CAT S) 
(NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF » 
(ADJ «LEX SWALL» 
(N «LEX GJWlUL.E»»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G . 
• «PROT «CAT NP») (PATT"clW (PROT DOTS VERB DOTS POUND» 
(VERB ~ (CAT VE.~B-GiWtJP) (/iU'..:BER (t PROT Nml3ER»» 
(AL T ( (GOAL NOrlE» 
(CGAL ARY) (COAL «CAT HP») 
(SETQ GA 'PROT) 
Calling av-h-ll 
••• In av-h-ll 
(PATTERN (DOTS COAL POUND»»») 
••••••• Attribut.-valu. pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(PROT «CAT HP»» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 
input with the attribut.-valu. palr fro. the gra.mar 
In Dart 1 of the condition .tatement in CHTRL-AY-H-LS: 
a pair with sam. PATH wa. found in the input 
Value part of the ~a!r found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL ' «ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (N '{ (LEX DIAPHRAGW»») 
•• Calling uav.-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 valu •• 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I . «ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (N «LEX DIAPHRAGW»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '«CAT HP») 
(SETQ GA 'CAT) 
Calling .v-h-li 
... In .v-h-li 
••••••• Attribut.-valu. pair fro. the grammar: 
(SETQ GAY '(CAT NP» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 
input with the attribut.-valu. palr fro. the gr..a&r 
In part 2 of the condition .tat ••• nt in CITRL-AY-H-LS: 
no pair with l&m. PATH w .. found in the input 
Looi. into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ IYAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uav.-l. fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 valu •• 
•• In uav.-l.: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NP) 
Out of uavs-ls 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«MF NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'CAT) 
returning the result of a call to u&vs-many-l • 
•• In uavll-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (CAT NP) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (N «LEX DIAPHRACJ.l»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
Out of uavi-ls 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS 
'««CAT Nf) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») 
(N «LEX DIAPHRACJ.l»» NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'PROT) 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-l • 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
, «PROT «CAT NP) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») 
(N «LEX DIAPHRAGM»») 
(VERB «VOICE ACTIVE) (V «LEX COMPRESSl»» 
(GOAL «HillmER PLUR) 1ARTICLE «LEX DEF » 
ADJ «LEX SMAll» 
N «LEX CRAJruLE) »» 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ C 
(CAT S) 
'(~PATTER. (PROT DOTS VERB DOTS POUND» 
VERB ~!CAT VERB-GROUP) (NUIiB£R (t PROT IMIBER»» 
ALT ( GOAL NONE» 
GOAL AHY) (COAL «CAT NP») 
(PATTERN (DOTS GOAL POUND»»») 
(SETQ GA 'PATTERN) 
•• In uavs-ls: 
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(SETQ I 
'«PArr-~N (PROT DOTS VERB DOTS POUND)~ 
(PROT «CAT NF) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF» 
(N «LEX DIAPHRAC!,{» » 
(VERB (~VOICE ACTIVE) (V «LEX COMPRESS»») (CAT S) 
(GOAL ( NUMBER PLUR) 
ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (ADJ «LEX SlW.L») 
(H «LEX GRANULE»»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'HIL) 
(SETQ G 
, «VERB ! !CAT VERB-GROUP) {NUWBER (t PROT NUWBER»» 
(AL T ( GOAL HONE» 
GOAL ANY) (GOAL «CAT NP») 
(SETQ GA 'VERB) 
Calling av-h-li 
••• In av-h-li 
(PATI'ERH (DOTS GOAL POUXO»»») 
••••••• Attribute-value pair fro. the sra.aar: 
(SETQ GAV '(VERB «CAT VERB-GROUP) (NtJWBER (t PROT JruWBER»»)) 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unity the 
input with the attrlbute-valu. palr fro. the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition statement in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a palr wlth same PATH was round in the input 
Value plrt of the ~air round in the inDut: 
(SETQ PIAL '( (VOICe: ACTIVE) (V «LEX COMPRESS»») 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-l. to unity the 2 value • 
.. In uaVil-li: 
(SETQ I '( (VOICE ACTIVE) (V «LEX COWPR£SS»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '( (CAT VERB-CROUP) (PMmER (t PROT NUllBER»» 
(SETQ GA 'CAT) 
Calling al'-h-li u. In al'-h-li 
••••••• Attributl-l'alue pair fro. the sra.aar: 
(SETQ GAV '(CAT VERB-CROUP» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 
input with the attribut.-valul palr fro. the grammar 
In part 2 of the condition .tatement in CMiRL-AV-H-LS: 
no palr with same PATH wa. found in the input 
Looks into LOOSE tor it ... 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
13 \ 
•• Calling uav.-la from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 value • 
•• In uava-l.: 
(SETQ I . NIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'VERB-GROUP) 
Out at uav.-l1 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( (VERB-GROUP RIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'CAT) 
returning the re.ult of a call to uaT.-many-l • 
•• In uavs-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (CAT VERB-GROUP) (VOICE ACTIVE) (V «LEX COWPRESS»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '( (NUldBER (t PROT NUMBER»» 
(SETQ GA . NUMBER) 
Calling av-h-ls 
••• In av-h-la 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(NUMBER (t PROT Nt.nJBER») 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unitr the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
•• Calling uav.-l. fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 values 
Out of uav.-l1 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '{(NONE NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'NUUBER) 
returning the result of a call to uav.-many-l. 
•• In uavs-la: 
{SETQ I 
• {(NUYBER NONE) (CAT VERB-GROUP) (VOICE ACTIVE) 
{V «LEX COMPRESS»») 
13~ 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
Out of uaVi-li 
Succe.,: w111 enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS 
, ( ( «NUMBER NONE) (CAT VERB-GROUP) (VOICE ACTIVE) 
(V «LEX COMPRESS»» 
NIL») 
(SETQ PAni 'VERB) 
returning the re.ult of a call to uav'-a&Dy-1. 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I 
, «VERB «HUllBER NONE) (CAT VERB-GROUP) (VOICE ACTIVE) 
(V «LEX COMPRESS»») 
lPATTERN (PROT DOTS VERB DOTS POUND» PROT «CAT NP) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (I «LEX DIAPHRAGM))) CAT S) GOAL «NUWBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (ADJ «LEX SIIALL») 
(N «LEX GRANULE»»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 
'«ALT «(GOAL NONE» 
«GOAL ANY) (GOAL «CAT NP») 
(PATTERN (DOTS GOAL POUND»»») 
(SETQ GA 'AL!) 
•• In uavI-lI: 
(SETQ I 
, «VERB «NUMBER NONE) (CAT VERS-GROUP) (VOICE ACTIVE) 
(V «LEX COUPRESS»») 
(PATTERN (PROT DOTS VERB DOTS POUNDl) 
(PROT «CAT HP) (ARTIClE «LEX DEF) ) 
(N «LEX DIAPHRAGlil) ») 
(CAT S) 
- (GOAL «NUWBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») 
(ADJ «LEX SlU.l.L») 
(N «LEX GRANULE»»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '«GOAL NONE») 
(SETQ GA 'GOAL) 
Calling av-h-ls 
... In av-h-ls 
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••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '.(GOAL NONE» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unifr the 
input with the attribut.-valu. p&lr fro. the gra.mar 
In part 1 of the condition.ltat •• tnt in CRTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with .ame PATH wa. found in the input 7 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ f~'&UWBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX oEF») (ADJ «LEX SMAll») 
(N «LEX GRAHULE»») 
•• Calling uaT.-ll from cntrl-aT-h-l. to unify the 2 Talu •• 
•• In uavI-l.: 
(SETQ I 
, «HtNBER PLUR) (ARTICLE (CLEX DEF») (ADJ «(LEX SMAll») 
(N «LEX GRAHULE»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NONE) 
Out of uav.-l1 
Unifying the 2 valu •• failed 
returning the result of a call to uav.-many-l. 
Alternative hal fail.d ... 
•• In uavI-l.: 
(SETQ I 
• «VERB «NUt!BER NONE) (CAT VERB-GROUP) (VOICE ACTIVE) 
(V «LEX COMPRESS»») 
!
PATTERN (PROT DOTS VERB DOTS POUND» 
PROT «(CAT NP) (ARTICLE «(LEX DEF») (N «LEX DIAPHRAGIl»») 
CAT S) 
GOAL «NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (ADJ «LEX SMAll») 
(N «LEX GIWM.£»»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '( (GOAL ANY) (GOAL «CAT NP») (PAT'I"ERI (DOTS GOAL POUHD»» 
(SETQ GA 'GOAl;) 
Calling av-h-li 
••• In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-value pair fro. the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(GOAL ANY» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to un1fr the 
input with the attribut.-valu. palr from the gr&mmar 
In part 1 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with .ame PATH wa. f~und in,tht input 
Value part of the pair found ln tht lnput: 
(SETQ IVAL 
• «NUllBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (ADJ «LEX SWAU») 
(N «LEX GRANULE»») 
•• Calling uav.-l. fro. cntrl-av-h-l. 
•• In uav.-lI: 
to unify the 2 valu •• 
(SETQ I 
, «(PMlBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (ADJ «(LEX SWAU») 
(N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'AMY). i 
Out of uav.-l1 
Succt •• : will .nrich the input with 
(SETQ RF.SUL TS 
, ( ( «NUWBER PLUR) (ARnCLE «(LEX DEF») (ADJ «(LEX SMAU.») 
(N «LEX GIWIULE»» 
HIL» ) 
( SETQ PATH ' GOAL) 
rtturning tht rt.ult of a call'to uav.-aany-l • 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I 
. «GOAL «HUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (ADJ «LEX SWALL») 
1
N «LEX GRAHULE»») 
(VERB ( NmlBER KaNE} (CAT VERB-GROUP) (VOICE AcrIVE) 
V «LEX COWPRESS»») 
1
PATTERN (PROT DOTS VERB DOTS POUND» 
PROT «CAT HP) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (N «LEX DIAPHRAGW»») 
CAT S») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'HIL) 
(SETQ G '( (GOAL «CAT HP») (PATI'ElUI (DOTS GOAL POUKD»» 
(SETQ GA 'GOAL) 
Calling av-h-l. J 
••• In av-h-l • 
••••••• Attribut.-valu. pair fro. the gra.aar: 
(SETQ GAV '(GOAL «CAT HP»» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unifl the 
input with the attribut.-valu. palr froa the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition .tat ••• nt in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
I~S 
a pair with same PATH was found in ~he input 
Value part of the pair found 1n the 1nput: 
(SETQ IVAL 
, «NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (ADJ «LEX SMAll») 
(N «LEX GRANULE))) 
•• Calling uav.-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 values 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
, «HUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (ADJ «LEX SWAll») 
(N «LEX GRAHULE»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '«CAT NP») 
(SETQ GA 'CAT) 
Calling av-h-li 
... In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribut.-valu. pair fro. the graa.ar: 
(SETQ GAV • (CAT lIP» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to Unif! the 
input with the attribut.-value pa r fro. the gr...ar 
In part 2 of the condition .tatem,nt in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with same PATH wa. found in the input 
Looks into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ rVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uavi-il tram cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 value • 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'lIP) 
Out of uav.-l1 
Succ ••• : will .nrich the input with 
(SETQ RF.StJL TS • «NP IIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'CAT) 
) 
returning the r •• ult of a call to uav.-many-l • 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I 
• «CAT NP) (NUl&BER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX OEF») (ADJ «LEX SMAl.L)) 
eN «LEX GRAUULE»»)) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ C 'NIL) 
Out of uan-ll 
Succe.s: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESUl. TS 
, ( ( «CAT NP) (Hl1M8ER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (ADJ «LEX SWAll») 
eN «LEX CRANULE»» 
NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'GOAL) 
returning the r •• ult of a call to uav.-aany-ll 
•• In uav.-I1: 
(SETQ I 
, «GOAL (1CAT NP) (lMlBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») 
AOJ «LEX SYALL») (N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(VERB ( NtlMBER NONE) (CAT VERB-GROUP) (VOICE ACTIVE) 
(V «LEX COMPRESS»») 
1
PATTERN (PROT DOTS VERB oats POUND» 
PROT «CAT NP) (ARTICLE «LEX DEY») (II «LEX DIAPHRAGW»») 
CAT S») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '( (PATIERN (DOTS GOAL POUND»» 
(SETQ GA 'PATTERN) 
•• In uan-ls: 
(SETQ I 
'«PATI'ERN (PROT VERB GOAL POlOO)) 
(GOAL «CAT NP) (NUYBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») 
(ADJ «LEX SMALL») (N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(VERB (1NUMBER NONE) (CAT VERB-GROUP) (VOICE ACTIVE) 
V «LEX COWPRESS»») 
(PROT ( CAT Nf) (ARTICLE «l.EX OEF») (N «LEX DIAPHRAGW»») 
(CAT S») 
(SETQ LOOSE • IIIL) 
(SETQ G • Mn.) ... 
, I " , 
Alternative aucce.dld 
(SETQ RESULT-O . :~ 
'««PATIERN (PROT VERB GOAL POUND» 
(GOAL (1CAT NP) (lMlBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») 
ADJ «LEX SlUJ .L) » (M «LEX GIWWLE»») 
(VERB ( lMlBER NONE) (CAT VERB-GROUP) (VOICE ACTIVE) 
(V «LEX COMPRESS»») 
(PROT ((CAT NP) (ARTICLE «LEX DEY») (N «LEX DIAPHRAGW»)>> 
(CAT S» 
NIL) ) 
about to quit alt-h-ls 
Alternative succeeded 
(SETQ RESULT-O 
• « «PATTEn:1 (PROT VErla GOAL POrnlO» 
(CCAL «CAT NP) O:tr..~:::R PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX OEF») 
(;·.OJ «LEX Sl.!ALU» (N «LEX GRAUULE»») 
(VERB (oan.13ER NorIE) (CAT VERB-GROUP) (VOICE ACTIVE) 
(V «LEX COMPRESS»») 
(PROT «CAT NP) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (N «LEX DIAPHRAGM»») 
(CAT S» 
NIL») 
about to quit alt-h-ll 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '«CAT NP) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (N «LEX DIAPHRAGM»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
G == the whole grammar 
(SETQ GA • AL T) 
The appropriate alternative i. cho.en baled on CAT in the input; 
UAVS-LS 1. now called recursively with thi. category 
.. In uavs-lI: 
(SETQ I . «CAT PiP) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (N «LEX DIAPHRAGM»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 
. «AlT «(ARTICLE NOllE) (PA11'ERN (DOTS NNP DOTS») 
«ARTICLE ANY) (ARTICLE «CAT ARTICLE) (LEX ANY») 
(PATTERN (DOTS ARTICLE NNP DOTS»») 
(NNP «CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ GA 'ALT) 
•• In uav.-l.: 
(SETQ I '( (CAT NF) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (N «LEX DIAPHRAG)O»» 
(SETQ LOOSE • NIL) 
(SETQ G • «ARTICLE NONE) (PA'I'1'ERH (DOTS NJfP DOTS» (NJfP «CAT HH'P»») 
(SETQ GA 'ARTICLE) 
Calling av-h-li 
... In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(ARTICLE NONE» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input with the attrlbute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 1 ot the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a palr wlth same PATIi was tound in the input 
Value p~rt of the pair found ·in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL '«LEX OEF») 
•• Calling uav.-ls from cntrl-av-h-l. 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '«LEX OEF») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NONE) 
Out of uavs-h 
Unifying the 2 value. failed 
to unify the 2 values 
returning the r.sult of a call to uavi-many-l. 
Alternative has failed ... 
.. In uavs-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (CAT NP) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (N «LEX DIAPHRAGW»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 
, «ARTICLE AUY) (ARTICLE «CAT ARTICLE) (LEX ANY») 
(PATrr.RN (DOTS ARTICLE NNP DOTS» (NNP «CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ GA 'ARTICLE) 
Calling a'{-h-ls 
... In av-h-lt 
••••••• Attribute-valu. pair fro. the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV • (ARTICLE AJfY» 
••• Callinl cntrl-av-h-ll to unify the 
input with the attribut.-valu. palr fro. the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition .tat ••• nt in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with .am. PATH wa. found in the input 
Value ~art of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL • «LEX OEF») 
•• Calling uav.-ll fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to un1fy the 2 value • 
•• In uav.-h: 
(SETQ I • «LEX OEF») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'ANY) 
Out of uavil-la 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( ( «LEX DEF» NIL») 
(SETQ PA11{ 'ARTICLE) 
r.turning the r •• ult of a call to uav.-a&Dy-l • 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (CAT lIP) (N «LEX DIAPHRAGM»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G· 
'«ARTICLE «CAT ARTICLE) (LEX ANY») 
(PATTERN (DOTS ARTICLE NMP DOTS» (IIIP «CAT UP»») 
(SETQ GA 'ARTICLE) 
Calling av-h-li 
••• In av-h-la 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(ARTICLE «CAT ARTICLE) (LEX ANY»» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input wlth the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition .tatement in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair wlth same PA11{ wal found 1n the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL '«LEX DEF») 
•• Calling uav.-I. fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 value • 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I '«LEX OEF») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '( (CAT ARTICLE) (LEX AMY») 
(SETQ GA 'CAT) 
Calling av-h-ll 
••• In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
)40 
(SETQ GAV '(CAT ARTICLE» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input with the attribut.-value palr from the grammar 
In part 2 of the condition Itatement in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no palr with same PATH was found in the input 
Look. into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uav.-ll fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to uaity the 2 valu •• 
•• In uavi-It: 
(SETQ I 'NIt) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G- 'ARTlctE) 
Out of uavi-It 
• ~ J, • : _ . ' 
... 
Succe.s: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«ARTICLE NIL)) 
(SETQ PATH 'CAT) 
';'" , ,:l 
- ---
returning the re.ult of a call to uav'-many-l • 
.. In uaVi-ls: 
(SETQ I '«CAT ARTICLE) (LEX DEF») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G I «LEX ANY») 
(SETQ GA 'LEX) 
Calling av-h-ll 
.** In av-h-li 
.**.* •• Attribut,-valu, pa1r from the gr~ar: 
(SETQ GAV • (LEX ANY» 
••• Call1ng cntrl-av-h-l. to Unif! the 
input with the attribute-valul pa r from the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition .tatement in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH was found in thl input 
Value part of the pair found in thl input: 
(SETQ IVAL 'OEF) 
*. Calling uav.-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to uni1y the 2 value a 
•• In uaVi-li: 
(SETQ I 'DEF) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G • ANY) 
Out of uav.-l. 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( (DEF NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'LEX) 
returning the re.ult of a call to uav.-S&Dy-l • 
.. In uav.-h: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX OEF) (CAT ARTICLE») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
Out of uav.-h 
Success: will enrich the in~ut with 
(SETQ RESULTS '««LEX DEF) 1:CAT ARTICLE» NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'ARTICLE) 
returning tbe result of a call to uavs-many-l • 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
, «ARTICLE «LEX OEF) (CAT ARTICLE») (CAT HP) . 
(N «LEX OIAPHRAGU»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '«PATTERN (DOTS ARTICLE NHP DOTS» (NHP «CAT NNP»») 
•• In uavl-l.: 
(SETQ I 
• «PAITERN (DOTS ARTICLE NHP DOTS» 
(ARTICLE «LEX OEF) (CAT ARTICLE») (CAT HP) 
eN «LEX DIAPHRAGM»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '«NNP «CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ CA 'HHP) 
Call ing a v-Il-ls 
.... In av-Il-1 • 
14 d... 
••••••• Attribute-valu. pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(NNP «CAT HNP»» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unifl the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 2 of the condition .tatement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with same PATH wa. found in the input 
Look. into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ IVAi 'HIL) 
.... ,.. " ... 
•• Calling uav.-h fro. cntrl-av-ii':ii~' to unify the 2 yala .. 
•• In uan-lI: 
(SETQ I 'HIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'HIL) 
(SETQ G '«CAT NHP») 
Out of uavlI-l. 
Success: will enricll the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '««CAT HHP» NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'NNP) 
returning the result of a call to uav.-m&Dy-l. 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
• «NNP «CAT HNP») {PArrEM (OaTS ARTICLE HNP DOTS» 
(ARTICLE «LEX OEF) (CAT ARTICLE)) (CAT NF) 
(N «LEX OIAPHRAGW»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
Alternative .ucceed.d 
(SETQ RESUL T-O 
• « «NNP «CAT HNP») (PA11'ERH (DOTS ARTIClE HHP DOTS» 
(ARTICLE «LEX DEF) (CAT ARTICLE») (CAT HP) 
(N «LEX OIAPHRAGW»» 
NIL) ) 
about to quit alt-h-l • 
•• In uavs-Is: 
/43 
(SETQ I '«LEX DEF) (CAT ARTICLE»)) 
(SETQ LOOSE '«N «LEX DIAPHRAGM»))) 
G == the whole gr~r 
(SrrQ GA 'ALT) 
The appropriate alternativi i. cho.ln ba.ld on CAT in thl input; 
UAVS-LS 1. now called rlcur.ivily with thi. catlgory 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(srrQ I '«LEX DEF) (CAT ARTICLE») 
(SETQ LOOSE '«N «LEX DIAPHRAGM»») 
(SETQ G '( (AL T « (LEX INDEF» «LEX DEF»»» 
(SETQ GA • ALT) 
le%ical ltvll 
(SETQ I • «LEX DEF) (CAT ARTICLE») 
(SETQ I -LEX • (L£X DEF» 
(SETQ G-LEX '( (LEX DEF») 
•• In uavs-l.: 
(SETQ I • «LEX DEF) (CAT ARTICLE») 
(SETQ LOOSE '(CN «LEX DIAPHRAGM»») 
(SETQ G '«LEX DEF») 
(SETQ GA 'LEX) 
Calling av-h-li 
••• In av-h-li 
..!U . 
••••••• Attributl-valul pair fro. thl grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(LEX DEF» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unify thl 
input with the attribut'-Talu. pair fro. the &r...ar 
In part 1 of thl condition .tat ••• nt in CWTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with saml PATH wa. found in thl input 
Value part of thl pair found in the input: 
(SrrQ IVAL 'OEFl-
•• Calling uav.-ls from cntrl-av-h-l. to uDity the 2 value • 
•• In uavs-ls: 
)44 
(SETQ I . DEF) 
(SETQ LOOSE '«N «LEX DIAPHRAGM»») 
(SETQ G ' DEF) 
Out at uavs-li 
SUCCI.I: will enrich the i~~~t with . 
(SETQ RESULTS '«DEF «N «LEX DIAPHRAGW»»») 
(SETQ P A TIi 'LEX) 
returning tht result at a call to uavs-many-l. 
.. In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX DEF) (CAT ARTICLE)) 
(SETQ LOOSE • «N «LEX DIAPHRAGW»») 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
.. In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I '«CAT NHP») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (N «LEX DIAPHRAGM»») 
G == the whole grammar 
(SETQ GA 'AL T) 
. " 
The appropriate alt.rnativ. i. cho.en ba.ed on CAT in the input; 
UAVS-LS 1. now call.d r.cur.iv.ly with thi. cattgory 
•• In uav.-l.: . 
(SETQ I '«CAT NNP») 
(SETQ LOOSE '«N «LEX DIAPHRAGW»») 
(SETQ G 
'«ALT (C!ADJ NONE) CPP NONE) (TAIL NONE) (PATTERN (N POUND» 
N «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»» 
( ALT « !ADJ AMY) (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX AllY») 
PATI'ERM (AOJ MHP») 
(SETQ GA 'ALT) 
•• In uav.-l.: 
( PP ANY) (PP «CAT PP») (PATTERN (NHP PP»») 
COP «CAT IIIIP»»»» 
(SETQ I '«CAT NHP») 
(SETQ LOOSE '«M «LEX DIAPHRAGW»») 
(SETQ G 
, «ADJ NOl,E) (PP NONE) (TAIL NorlE) (PA'IT""clUI (N POUND)) 
(N «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»)))) 
(SETQ GA 'ADJ) 
Calling av-h-ll 
... In av-h-l • 
••••••• Attribute-valu. pair fro. the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(AOJ NONE» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input with the attribute-value paIr from the grammar 
In part 2 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with same PATH was found in the input 
Looks into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uav.-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 value. 
.. In uav.-l.: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE '«N «LEX DIAPHRAGM»») 
(SETQ G 'NONE) 
Out ot uavs-ls 
Success: will enrich the in~ with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«NONE «N « DIAPHRAGW»»») 
(SETQ PATH 'ADJ) 
returning the re.ult of a call to uav.-many-l • 
.. In uaT.-l.: 
(SETQ I '( (AJ)J NOME) (CAT NHP») 
(SETQ LOOSE '«N «LEX OIAPHRAGW»») 
(SETQ G 
'CCPP NONE) (TAIL NONE) (PATTERN (N POUND» 
(N «CAT NOUN) (LEX AJIY»») 
(SETQ GA ;"PP) 
Calling av-h-ls 
... In av-h-ls 
••••••• Attribute-valu. pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(PP NONE» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 2 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair .ith~sa=e P~TH was found in the input 
Looxs Into l .. OSE for It ... 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uav.-ls from cntrl-av-h-ll to unify the 2 valuel 
•• In uava-18: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE '«H «LEX DIAPHRAGU»») 
(SETQ G 'HONE) 
Out of uavi-ll 
SUCCI.I: will enrich the inp~t with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«NONE «N «LEX DIAPHRAGU»»») 
(SETQ PATIi 'PP) 
returning the result of a call to uavi-many-li 
•• In uavs-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (PP NONE) (ADJ NONE) (CAT NHP») 
(SETQ LOOSE '«N «LEX DIAPHRAGM»») 
(SETQ G '( (TAIL NONE) (PA'ITERN (N POlOO)) (N «CAT NOUlO (LEX ANY»») 
(SETQ GA 'TAIL) 
Calling av-h-ll 
••• In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-valut pair fro. the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(TAIL NONE» 
••• Calli~ cntrl-&v-h-l. to unif! the 
input with tht attributt-valut pa r fro. the Ir..aar 
In part 2 of the condition It&te •• nt in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with lame PATH ... found in tht input 
Lookl into LOOSE for it .. . 
(SETQ IVll 'NIL) 
•• Calling uavl-11 fro. cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 2 values 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE '«N «LEX DIAPHRAGM»))) 
(SETQ G 'NONE) 
Out of uavs-ls 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«NONE «N «LEX DIAPHRAGY»»») 
(SETQ PATH 'TAIL) 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-ls 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (TAIL NarlE) (PP NONE) (ADJ NONE) (CAT NHP») 
(SETQ LOOSE '«N «LEX DIAPHRAGM»») 
(SETQ G '( (PATIERN (N POUND» (N «CAT NOUN) (LEX AMY»») 
(SETQ GA 'PATIERN) 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( CPAITERr~ (N POUND» (TAIL NONE) (PP NONE) (ADJ NONE) 
(CAT NNP») 
(SETQ LOOSE '(CN «LEX DIAPHRAGM»») 
CSETQ G 'C(N CCCAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»») 
(SETQ GA 'N) 
Calling a'l-h-ls 
••• In av-h-ls 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the gr~ar: 
CSETQ GAV '(N «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»» 
••• Calling cntrl-ay-h-ll to unify the 
input with the attribute-value pa1r fro. the grammar 
In part 2 of the condition Itatement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with s~e PATH wa. found in the input 
Looks into LOOSE for it ... 
CSETQ IVAL '(CLEX DIAPHRAGM») 
•• Calling uavs-ll from cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 2 values 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '((LEX DIAPHRAGM))) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(S£TQ G '«CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY») 
(SETQ GA 'CAT) 
Calling &v-h-li 
••• In av-h-li 
J 4 ~ 
••••••• Attribute-valul pair from thl Irammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(CAT NOUN» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unify thl 
input with thl attributl-valul palr froa thl gra.aar 
In part 2 of thl condition .tatlmlnt in CMTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with .aml PATH wa. found in thl input 
Look. into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ IVAI. 'NIL) 
•• Calling uav.-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 valul' 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NOUN) 
Out of uavs-h 
Success: will enr:ch the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( (NOUN NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'CAT) 
returning the re.ult of a call to aav.-a&Dy-l • 
•• In uaT.-l.: 
(SETQ I '«CAT NOUN) (LEX DIAPHRAGM)) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '«LEX ANY») 
(SETQ GA • LEX) 
Calling av-h-li 
••• In av-h-l • 
••••••• Attribute-valul pair from the gr~r: 
(SETQ GAV '(LEX AN'Y» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr fro. the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition .tatement in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH wa. found in the input 
Value part of the_pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IV AL 'DIAPHRAGM) 
•• Calling uav.-l. fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 value • 
•• In uav.-l.: 
(SETQ I 'DIAPHRAGW) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G • Atff) 
Out of uav.-l1 
Success: will enrich the inp~t with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( (DIAPHRAGW NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'LEX) 
returning the re.ult of a call to uav.-many-l • 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I ' «LEX DIAPHRAGM) (CAT NOUN») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
Out of uavs-ll 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«(CLEX DIAPHRAGW) (CAT NOUN» NIL») 
(SETQ PATH tN) 
returning the re.ult of a call to uav.-many-l • 
.. In uav.-ls: 
(SETQ I 
, «N «LEX DIAPHRAGY) (CAT NOUN») (PATTERN (N POUND» 
(TAIL NONE) 
(PP NONE) (ADJ NONE) (CAT NNP») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 




'««N «LEX DIAPHRAGY) (CAT NOUN») 
CPP NOME) (ADJ NONE) (CAT HHP» 
NIL» ) 
about to quit alt-h-l • 
•• In uav.-l.: 
(SETQ I • «LEX DIAPHRAGM) (CAT NOUl») 
(PATTERN (N POUND» 
(TAIL NONE) 
(SETQ LOOSE • «TAIL NONE) (PP NOlIE) (ADJ NOIlE)) 
G == thl wholl gr...ar 
(SETQ GA 'ALT) 
Thl appropriatl altlrnatiTI i. cho.l. ~Id oa CAT i. thl input; 
UAVS-LS 1. now callid rlcur.iTll, with thi. catlCory 
•• In uaT.-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX DIAPHRAGM) (CAT lOUI») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (TAIL NONE) (PP NOlIE) (ADJ IOIlE)) 
(SETQ G 
, «ALT «!LEX TELEPHONE» ! (LEX RECEIVER» «LEX KIlft)) 
( LEX DIAPHRAGM» (LEX GRAHULE» «LEX I1fI'EHSITY» 
( LEX MOLECULE» ( LEX PERSON» «LEX POLE» 
«LEX RESISTANCE» «LEX TIWlSMITTER» «LEX lAVE»»» 
(SETQ GA 'AL T) 
le%ical level 
(SETQ I '( (LEX DIAPHRAGW) (CAT NOUM») 
(SETQ I -LEX • (LEX DIAPHRAGW» 
(SETQ G-LEX '( (LEX DIAPHRAGM») 
•• In uaya-l.: 
(SETQ I • CG;.8 DIAPfLUG:') (CAT NOUM») 
(SETQ Loo8ic~ «(TAIL IOIE) (PP NONE) (ADJ NONE») 
(SETQ G '( (LEX DIAPHRAGW») 
(SETQ GA '1.'£)O 
Calling av-h-li 
••• In aT-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-valul pair from thl grammar: 
lSI 
(SETQ GAV '(LEX DIAPHRAGY» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 
input with the attribut.-valu. palr froa the gramaar 
In part 1 of the condition .tatem.nt in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH wa. found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL 'DIAPHRAGW) 
•• Calling uav.-l. fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 valu •• 
.. In uav.-h: 
(SETQ I 'DIAPHRAGW) 
(SETQ LOOSE '( {rAIL NONE) (PP NONE) (ADJ NOIlE)) 
(SETQ G 'DIAPHRAGW) 
Out of uaT.-l. 
SUCCI": w1ll .nrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( (DIAPHRAGM ("{TAIL NOlIE) (PP 1I01E) (ADJ lONE»») 
(SETQ PATH 'LEX) 
returning the rl.ult of a call to uaT.-B&Dy-l • 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I '«LEX DIAPHRAGW) (CAT NOUM») 
(SETQ LOOSE '«TAIL NONE) (PP NONE) (ADJ NONE») 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I 
, «NUIIIB£R NONE) (CAT VERB-GROUP) (VOICE ACTIVE) 
(V «LEX COWPRESS»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
G == the whole Ira.aar 
(SETQ GA 'ALT) 
The appropriatl alternative i. cho.en ba.ed on CAT in the input; 
UAVS-LS 1. now called rlcur.ivll, with thi. cat.gory 
•• In uavl-lI: 
(SETQ I 
'«KUWBER NONE) (CAT VERB-GROUP) (VOICE ACTIVE) 
(V «LEX COUPRESS»») 
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(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 
'«ALT «!VOICE ACTIVE) (PATTERH (V DOTS» 
V ((CAT VERB) (LEX AMY»» 
( VOICE PASSIVE) (PATTERH (VI V DOTS» 
VI «CAT VERB) (LEX BE») 
V «CAT VERB) (LEX AIff) (TENSE PASTP»»» 
(ALT « (PP NONE» «PP AHY) (PP «CAT PP») 
(PATTERI (DOTS PP»»») 
(SETQ GA 'Al. T) 
(SETQ I 
'( (NUWBER NOME) (CAT VERB-GROUP) (VOICE ACTIVE) 
(V «(L£X COMPRESS»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 
, «VOICE ACTIVE) (PA'M"ERN (V DOTS» (V «CAT VERB) (LEX AlIY)) 
(ALT « (PP NONE) «PP AllY) (PP «CAT PP») 
(SETQ GA 'VOICE) 
Calling av-h-li 
... In av-h-li 
(PATTERN (DOTS PP»»») 
••••••• Attributl-valu. pair fro. the gra.aar: 
(SETQ GAV '(VOICE ACTIVE» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to Unif{ the 
input with thl attribut.-valu. pa r fro. the gra.aar 
In part 1 of the condition .tat ••• nt in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with .aml PATH... found in the input 
Valul part of th~_pair found in thl input: 
(SEiQ IVAL • ACTIVE) 
•• Call1na laT.-I. fro. cntrl-ay-h-l. to unify the 2 valul' 
u In aavI-I.: 
(SETQ I 'ACTIVE) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ Ci • ACTIVE) 
Out of uav.-l1 
Succe.s: will enrich thl input .ith 
(SETQ RESULTS • «ACTIVE NIL)}) 
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(SETQ PATH 'VOlCE) 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-ls 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
'«VOICE ACTIVE) (NUWBER NONE) (CAT VERB-GROUP) 
(V «LEX COJ.{PRESS»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G " 
, «PATTERN tv DOTS» (V «C}J: VERB) (LEX AMY») 
(AL T « (PP: NONE» «PP ANY) (PP «CAT PP») 
(PA'I'TERJI (OOTS PP»»») 
(SETQ GA 'PATTERH) 
.. In uavl-lI: 
(SETQ I 
, «PATTERN (V DOTS» (VOICE ACTIVE) (NUWBER NONE) (CAT VERB-GROUP) 
(V «LEX COWPRESS»») 
(SETQ LOOSE • NIL) 
(SETQ G 
'«V «CAT VERB) (LEX ANY») 
CALT « CPP NONE» «PP ANY) (PP «CAT PP») 
(PATTERN (DOTS PP»»») 
(SETQ GA 'V) 
Calling av-h-li 
... In av-h-ll 
••••••• Attributl-valul pair fro. thl Ir .... r: 
(SETQ GAV '(V «CAT VERB) (LEX AllY»» 
••• Callina cntrl-av-h-ll to unify the 
input with thl attributl-valul paIr fro. thl grammar 
In part 1 of thl condition Itatemlnt in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with .&al PATH wal found in the input 
Valul part of thl pair found 1~th. input: 
(SETQ IVAL • «LEX COWPRESS») 
•• Calling uavi-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 valul' 
•• In uav.-lt: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX COWPRESS») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '( (CAT VERB) (LEX ANY») 
(SETQ GA 'CAT) 
Calling av-h-ll 
... In av-h-ll 
••••••• Attributl-valut pair from thl grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(CAT VERB» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify tht 
input with tht attributt-valul palr from the grammar 
In part 2 of tht condition .tate.tnt in CNTRL-AV-H-~: 
no pair with laml PATH .a. found in thl input 
Look. into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uaT.-l. fro. cntrl-aT-h-l. to unify the 2 Talul • 
•• In uav.-l.: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'VERB) 
Out of uan-li 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«VERB NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'CAT) 
returning tht rl.ult of a call to uaT.-aany-l • 
.. In uavl-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (CAT VERB) (LEX COMPRESS») 
(SETQ LOOS! • In.) 
(SETQ G • «([II An») 
(SETQ GA 'LEX) 
Calling av-h-li 
••• In aT-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-valul pair fro. the Ir...ar: 
(SETQ GAV ' (LEX AllY» 
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••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to u~ifl the 
input with the attribute-value pa1r from the grammar 
In part 1 ot the condition statem~nt in ~NTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with s~. PA~ was to~nd 1n ~ha 1nput . 
Value ~art of the Qalr found 1n the lnput: 
(SETQ IVAi 'COMPRESS) 
•• Calling uavs-ls fro. cntrl-av-h-ll to unify the 2 values 
.. In uan-li: 
(SETQ I 'COMPRESS) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'ANY) 
Out ot uavs-li 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( (COYFRESS NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'LEX) 
returning the re.ult of a call to uav.-aany-l • 
•• In uavI-l.: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX COMPRESS') (CAT VERB)) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G • NIL) 
Out at uavs-ll 
Success: will enrich the i~~ut with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( « (LEX COWPRESS) (CAT VERB» NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'V) 
returning the r •• ult of a call to uav.-aany-l • 
.. In uan-lI: 
(SETQ I 
, «V «LEX COWPRESS) (CAT VERB») (PAliERN (V DOTS» 
(VOICE ACI'IVE) 
OruWBER lONE) (CAT VERB-<iROUP») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 
• «AL T « (PP NONE» «PP AlfY) (PP «CAT PP») 
(PATTERN (DOTS PP»»») 
(SETQ GA 'ALT) 
IS 6 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
, «V «LEX COMPRESS) (CAT VERB») (PATI'ERH (V DOTS» 
(VOICE ACTIVE) 
(NUMBER HONE) (CAT VERB-GROUP») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'HIL) 
(SETQ G '«PP NONE») 
(SETQ GA 'PP) 
Calling av-h-h 
••• In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribut.-value pair from the gra.aar: 
(SETQ GAV '(PP NONE» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr fro. the gramaar 
In part 2 of the condition stat~ent in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
no pair with same PATH was found in the input 
Looks into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 values 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I ' NIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NONE) 
Out of uavs-l. 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS • «NONE NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'PP) 
returning the r •• ult of a call to uay.-aany-l • 
•• In uavl-h: 
(SETQ I 
• «PP NOllE) (V «LEX COMPRESS) (CAT VERB») (PAiI'ERH (V DOTS» 
(VOICE ACTIVE) (HUYBER NONE) (CAT VERB-GROUP») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
Alternative succeeded 
(SETQ RESULT-O 
, « «PP NONE) (V «LEX COMPRESS) (CAT VERB») (PATTERH (V DOTS» 
(VOICE ACTIVE) (NUMBER NONE) (CAT VERB-GROUP» 
NIL») 
about to quit alt-h-l. 
Alternative succeeded 
(SETQ RESUL T-O 
, « «PP NONE) (V «LEX COMPRESS) (CAT VERB») (PA11'ERH (V DOTS» 
(VOICE ACTIVE) (NUMBER NONE) (CAT VERB-GROUP» 
NIL») 
about to quit alt-h-l • 
•• In uavl-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX CQf.'{pRESS) (CAT VERB») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (PP NONE) (HUMBER HONE») 
G == the whole grammar 
(SETQ GA 'ALT) 
The appropriate alternative is chosen baltd on CAT in tht input; 
UAVS-LS 1S now called recursively with this category 
•• In ua7s-1s: 
(SETQ I '«LEX COMPRESS) (CAT VERB») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (PP NONE) (NUMBER NONE») 
(SETQ G 
• ( (AL T « (LEX A ITRACT» «LEX CAUSE» «LEX COMPRESS» 
«LEX HIT» 
«LEX INCREASE» «LEX MOVE» «LEX SPEAK»· 
«LEX VIBRATE» 
• ((LEX VARY) 
(SETQ GA 'AL T) 
(PRESENT (SING (FIRST VARY) (SECOND VARY) 
(THIRD VARIES» 
(PLUR (FIRST VARY) (SECOND VARY) 
(THIRD VARY») 
(PASTP (SING (FIRST VARIED) (SECOND VARIED) 
(THIRD VARIE!:>)) 
(PUJR (FE::;T VA~IED) (sr:cGrm VARIED) 
(THIrrD VARIED»» 
((U~:~ :: ~.':z) 
(rril:':_:;T (SIi:~ (FIr:T HA\"7'::) (S:::::::D HAVE) 
(T;!~i'.D H.\:J) 
«LEX 8E) 
(PLUR (FInST HAVS) (SECOUD HAVE) 
(THIRD HAVE»» 
(PRESEUT (SnJG (FIRST AM) (SECOND ARE) (THIRD IS» 




(SETQ I '( (LEX COMPRESS) (CAT VERB») 
(SETQ I -LEX '(LEX COMPRESS~) 
(SETQ G-LEX '( (LEX COMPRESS») 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX COMPRESS) (CAT VERB») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (PP NONE) (NUMBER NONE») 
(SETQ G '( (LEX COMPRESS») 
(SETQ GA 'LEX) 
Calling av-h-ll 
••• In av-h-ll 
••••••• Attribut.-valu. pair fro. the gra.aar: 
(SETQ GAV '(LEX COJ.fPRESS» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the gr&mm&r 
I~ part 1 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH was found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL 'COMPRESS) 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-l. to unity the 2 value • 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 'COMPRESS) 
(SETQ LOOSE '«PP NONE) (NUMBER NONE») 
(SETQ G 'COMPRESS) 
Out of uaT.-lI 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( (COWPRESS «PP NONE) (NUMBER NONE»») 
(SETQ PATH 'LEX) 
returning the result of a call to uaT.-many-l • 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX COl.rPRESS) (CAT VERB») 
(SZTQ LeaSE • «PP Nm~E) (NU'JDER NONE») 
(SETQ G · NIL) 
•• In uav.-ls: 
(SETQ I 
. «CAT NP) (NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (ADJ «LEX SlW,lJ» 
eN «LEX GRAHULE»») 
(SETQ LOOSE ' NIL) 
G == the whole grammar 
(SETQ GA 'At T) 
Thl acpropriatl altirnativi i. cho'ln b .. ld CAT in thl input; 
UAVS~LS 1. now caliid rlcur.ivily with thl., ;atlgory 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I 
, «CAT NF) (NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (ADJ «LEX S1W..L») 
(N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 
· «ALT « !ARTICLE NONE) (PA'ITERN (DOTS NJIP DOTS») 
( ARTICLE ANY) (ARTICLE «CAT ARTICLE) (LEX ANY») 
PATTERN (DOTS ARTICLE NMP DOTS»») 
(NNP «CAT NNP»») 
eSETQ . GA . AL T) 
•• In uavs-lI: 
(SETQ I 
, «CAT NPl (NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (ADJ «LEX SMAll») 
(N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '( (ARTICLE NONE) (PATTERN (DOTS NHP DOTS» (NMP «CAT NMP»») 
(SETQ GA 'ARTICLE) 
Calling av-h-l • 
••• In av-h-l • 
••••••• Attribute-valul pair fro. thl gra.aar: 
(SETQ GAV '(ARTICLE NONE» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unifr the 
input with the attribute-value pa r from thl grammar 
In part 1 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
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a pair ~ith same PATH was found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAi I «LEX DEF») 
•• Calling uavI-l. tram cntrl-av-n-l. to unify tht 2 value • 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX DEF») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NONE) 
Out of uav.-l1 
Unifying the 2 value. failed 
returning tht re.ult of a call to uav.-aany-l. 
Alternative hal failtd ... 
•• In aav.-l.: 
(SETQ I 
, «CAT NP) (NUMBER PLUR) (ARTICLE «LEX OEF») (ADJ «LEX SWAll») 
(N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 
, «ARTICLE ANY) (ARTICLE «CAT ARTICLE) (LEX AlfY») 
(PATIERN (DOTS ARTICLE NNP DOTS» (NNP «CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ GA • ARTICLE) 
Calling av-n-lt 
... In av-n-la 
••••••• Attributt-valut pair fro. tht gra.aar: 
(SETQ GAV '(ARTICLE ANY» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unifl tht 
input with tht attributt-valat pa r from tht grammar 
In part 1 of the condition .tatement in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with .amt PATH wa. found in tht input 
Value part of the pair found in tht input: 
(SETQ IVAL '«LEX OEF») 
•• Calling aav.-I. froa cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 valut • 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX DEY») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'ANY) 
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Out of uavs-ls 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(ScTQ RESULTS '««LEX DEF» NIL») 
(SETQ PATIf ' ARTICLE) 
returning the result of a call to uavi-many-li 
•• In uavs-lI: 
(SETQ I 
, «ARTICLE «LEX DEF») (CAT NP) (NUMBER PLUR) (ADJ «LEX SWALL») 
(N «LEX GRAHULE»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 
, «ARTICLE «CAT ARTICLE) (LEX AlfY») 
(PATIERN (DOTS ARTICLE NNP DOTS» (NJIP «CAT NHP»») 
(SETQ GA ' ARTICLE) 
Calling av-h-lt 
••• In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-valu. pair tram the gr~: 
(SETQ GAV • (ARTICLE «CAT ARTICLE) (LEX AlfY»» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input with th~ attribute-value pair from the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition statement in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH was found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL '«LEX DEF») 
•• Calling uavi-li fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 valu •• 
•• In uavl-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX OEF») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G ' «CAT ARTICLE) (LEX AlfY») 
(SETQ GA 'CAT) 
Calling av-h-lt 
••• In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(CAT ARTICLE» 
-
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••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unlty the 
input Inth the attribute-value P,Uf tram the grar'::!ar 
In part 2 of the condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: no pair with same 
PATH was found in the input 
Looks into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-ll to unity the 2 values 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'ARTICLE) 
Out of uaVi-lI 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( (ARTICLE NIL)) 
(SETQ PAm 'CAT) 
returning the r.sult of a call to uav.-many-ll 
•• In uavl-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (CAT ARTICLE) (LEX OEF») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '«LEX ANY») 
(SETQ GA · LEX) 
Calling av-h-h 
... In av-h-ll 
••••••• Attribut.-valu. pair tro. tht grammar: 
(SETQ GAV ' (LEX AKY» 
••• Calling cDtrl-av-h-l. to unitl the 
input with tht attributt-valut pa r from tht gramaar 
In part 1 of the condition .tat ••• nt in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with lamt PATH w.. found 1n the input 
Valut part ot the pair tound in tht input: 
(SETQ !VAL 'OEF) 
•• Calling uav.-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify tht 2 valut • 
•• In uavl-lI: 
(SETQ I 'DEF) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'ANY) 
Out of uavs-l. 
Success: will enrich the input .ith 
(SETQ RESULTS '«(DEF NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'LEX) 
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returning the result of a call to uav.-many-ls 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '((LEX DEF) (CAT ARTICLE») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
Out of uavs- 11 
Success: .ill enrich the in~ut with 
(SETQ RESULTS '««LEX DEF) 1CAT ARTICLE» NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'ARTICLE) 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-ls 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
'«ARTICLE «LEX DEF) (CAT ARTICLE») (CAT HP) (NUMBER PLUR) 
(ADJ «LEX SMALL») (N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '«PATTERN (DOTS ARTICLE NNP DOTS» (NNP «CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ GA 'PATTERN) 
•• In uavl-lI: 
(SETQ I '(1PATTERH (DOTS ARTICLE NNP D0tri~ ARTICLE «LEX DEF) (CAT ARTI » (CAT IP) (JMmER PLUR) 
ADJ «LEX SlW.L») (N «(LEX GIWM..E»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '«NNP «CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ GA 'NNP) 
Calling av-n-ls 
... In av-h-ls 
I b4 
••••••• Attribute-value pair tro~ the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(NHP «CAT NNP»» 
*** Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input wlth the attribute-value palr fro. the grammar 
In part 2 of the condition .tat •• ent in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: no pair with same 
PATH wa. found in the input 
Look. into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uav.-ls from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 value • 
.. In uan-It: 
(SETQ I 'HIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G '«CAT NHP») 
Out of uavs-It 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( « (~AT NNP» NIL») 
(SETQ PATH 'NNP) 
returning the result of a call to uav.-many-l • 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
'(~NNP «CAT NNP») (PATTERN (DOTS ARTICLE HHP DOTS» 
ARTICLE «LEX OEF) (CAT ARTICLE») (CAT HP) (NUMBER PLUR) 
ADJ «LEX SUAll») (N «LEX GRA1M.E»») 
(SETQ LOOSE 'NIL) 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
Alternative .ucc •• ded 
(SETQ RESUlT-O 
'«(1NNP «CAT NHP») (PATTERN (DOTS ARTICLE NNP DOTS» 
ARTICLE «LEX OEF) (CAT ARTICLE») (CAT lIP) (NUllBER PLUR) 
ADJ «LEX SKAll») 'I '(LEX GIWIULE)) 
HIL» ) 
about to quit alt-h-l • 
.. In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I • «LEX OEF) (CAT ARTICLE») 
(SETQ LOOSE • «NUliBER PLUR) (ADJ «LEX SllAU.») (N «LEX GIWIULE»») 
G == the whole grammar 
(SETQ GA ' AL T) 
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The appropriate alternative is chosen baled on CAT in the input; 
UAVS-LS 18 now called recursively with thil category 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '((LEX OEF) (CAT ARTICLE») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (NUWBER PLUR) (ADJ «LEX SlWJ.») (N «LEX GRAHULE»») 
(SETQ G '( (AL T « (LEX INOEF» «LEX OEF»»» 
(SETQ GA 'AL T) 
lexical level 
(SETQ I • «LEX OEF) (CAT ARTICLE») 
(SETQ I-LEX '(LEX OEF» 
(SETQ G-LEX '( (LEX OEF») 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX OEF) (CAT ARTICLE») 
(SETQ LGOSE • «NUMBER PLUR) (ADJ (LEX SMALL»} eN «LEX GRANULE»») 
(ScTQ G '«LEX DEi») 
(ScTQ GA 'LEX) 
Calling av-h-ls 
... In av-n-18 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(LEX DEF» 
.*. Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 1 of the condition .tatement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with lam. PATH wal found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL 'OEF) 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-ll to unify the 2 values 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 'OEF) 
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(SETQ LOOSE '( (NUMBER PLUR) (ADJ «LEX SllALL») (N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ G 'OEF) 
Out of uav.-l1 
Succes.: will enrich thl input with 
(SETQ RESULTS 
, (CDEF «HUWBER PLUR) (ADJ «LEX SlWl.») (N «LEX GRAXUtE»»») 
(SETQ PATH 'LEX) 
returning the rl.ult of a call to uaT.-many-l • 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I ' «LEX OEF) (CAT ARTICLE)) 
(SETQ LOOSE ' «HUWBER PLUR) (ADJ «LEX SWALL») (I «LEX CRAJIULE»») 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
•• In uaT.-lI: 
(SETQ I '«CAT NHP») 
(SETQ LOOSE ' «PMiBER PLUR) (ADJ «LEX SlWl.») Of (CLEX GJWIUl.E»») 
G == the whole grammar 
(SETQ GA 'ALT) 
The appropriate alternative i. cholen ba.ed on CAT in the input; 
UAVS-LS l8 now called rlcur.ivtly with thi. catlgory 
•• In uavl-lI: 
(SETQ I '«CAT NHP») 
(SETQ LOOSE '«HUWBER PLUR) (ADJ «LEX SlW.L») (N «LEX GRA1M.E»») 
(SETQ G .. 
'«ALT '(!ADJ NONE) (PP NONE) (TAIL NONE) (PATTERN (N POUND» 
N «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»» 
( ALT «!ADJ ANY) (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX AMY») 
PATTERN (ADJ NHP») 
(SETQ GA 'ALT) 
•• In uavs-ls: 
, PP AJff) (PP «CAT PP») (PA'ITERN (NMP PP»») 
(IMP «CAT NNP»»»» 
(SETQ I '«CAT NNF») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (NUWBER PLUR) (ADJ «LEX SlW.L») (N «LEX GRA1M.E»») 
(SETQ G 
, «ADJ NONE) (PP NONE) (TAIL NONE) (PATIERN (N POUND» 
(N «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»») 
(SETQ GA 'ADJ) 
Calling av-}t-l • 
... In av-h-ls 
••••••• Attribut.-valu. pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(ADJ NONE» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 
input with the attribut.-valu. palr from the grammar 
In part 2 of the condition .tat.m.nt in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: no pair with lame 
PATH was found in the input 
Looks into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ IVAL • «LEX SMAll») 
•• Calling uav.-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 valu •• 
•• In uavl-lI: 
(SETQ I • «LEX SlLW.») 
(SETQ LOOSE • (OMlBER PLUR) (N «LEX GIWIlJl....E»») 
(SETQ G . NONE) 
Out of uavs-ls 
UnifYIng the 2 values failed 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-ls 
Alternative has failed ... 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '«CAT NNP») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (NUMBER PLUR) (ADJ «LEX SlLW.») (N «LEX GlWlUlE»») 
(SETQ G 
'«ALT (!(ADJ Alff) (.\OJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX ANY») (PATIERN (ADJ NNP») 
(PP ANY) (PP «CAT PP») (PAnERN (NNP PP»») 
(NNP ( CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ GA 'ALT) 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '«CAT NNP») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (NU'.dBER PLUR) (ADJ «LEX SUALL») (N «LEX GRAHULE»») 
(SETQ G 
)6 '8 
• «ADJ ANY) (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX ANY») (PA'ITERN (ADJ NNP» 
(NNP «CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ GA • ADJ) 
Calling av-h-li 
••• In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-value pair tram the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV • (ADJ ANY» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unif1 the 
input with the attribute-value palr fro. the gra.aar 
In Q~rt 2 of the condition .tate •• nt in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: no pair with lame 
PATH wa. found in the input 
Look. into LOOSE tor it ... 
(SETQ IVAL • «LEX Sl.Wl.») 
•• Calling uav.-l. tram cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 valu •• 
.. In uaT.-lI: 
(SETQ I • «LEX SWAll») 
(SETQ LOOSE • «NUWBER PLUR) (N «LEX GJWfU1.E»») 
(SETQ G • ANY) 
Out ot uav.-l1 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS • ( ( «LEX SWALLJ) (OMlBER PLUR) (N «L£X GR.OOJLE»)}») 
(SETQ PATH • ADJ) 
returning the re.ult of a call to uav.-aany-l • 
•• In uavl-ls: 
(SETQ I • «ADJ «LEX SWAll») (CAT NHP») 
(SETQ LOOSE • «NUMBER PLUR) (N «LEX GRAHULE»») 
(SETQ G 
• «ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX ANY») (PATIERN (ADJ NNP» (NNP «CAT NNP»» 
(SETQ GA • ADJ) 
Calling av-h-l • 
... In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the gra.aar: 
(SETQ GAV • (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX AllY»» 
I 6~ 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 1 ot the condition statem~nt in ~NTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH was found 1n the 1nput 
Value part ot the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL '( (LEX SMAll») 
•• Calling uavs-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 values 
•• In uavs-lI: 
(SETQ I '«LEX SWALL») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (NmlBER PLUR) (N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ G '( (CAT ADJ) (L£)( ANY») 
(SETQ GA 'CAT) 
Calling av-h-h 
... In av-h-l • 
••••••• Attribute-valul pair fro. th, Ir...ar: 
(SETQ GAV '(CAT ADJ» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unity the 
input with the attribute-value palr fro. the grammar 
In part 2 of the condition statement in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: no pair with same 
PATH was found in the input 
Looks into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uav.-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 value • 
.. In uavs-lI: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE • «NUWBER PLUR) (N «LEX GRAMUL.E»») 
(SETQ G 'ADJ) 
Out of ual'.-l. 
Succes.: will enrich th~ l~put with 
(SETQ RESULTS • «ADJ «NUWBER PLUR) (N «LEX GRAIULE»»») 
(SETQ PATIi 'CAT) 
returning the result of a call to uavl-sany-l • 
.. In uav.-lJ: 
(SETQ I '( (CAT ADJ) (LEX SlLAll») 
Ii 0 
(SETQ LOOSE' «NU1IDER PLUR) (N «(LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ G '( (LEX ANY») 
(SETQ GA 'LEX) 
Calling a.7-b-h 
... In av-b-ls 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV . (LEX ANY» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 
input with tht attributt-valut paIr fro. tht gra.aar 
In part 1 of tht condition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with lame PATH wal found in the input 
Value part of tht pair found in tht input: 
(SETQ IVAL 'SWALL) 
•• Calling uaT.-l. fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to unify tht 2 Talue • 
•• In uav.-l.: 
(SETQ I ' S1W.L) 
(SETQ LOOSE '( OMlBER PLUR) (N «LEX GRAJruLE»») 
(SETQ G 'ANY) 
Out of uava-li 
Success: will enrich the ~~ with 
(SETQ RESULTS '«SMALL «N PLUR) (N «LEX GRAHULE»»») 
(SETQ PATH 'LEX) 
returning tht re.ult of a call to uav.-aany-l • 
•• In U&VI-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX SMALL) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (NUWBER PLUR) 01 «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ G 'Ha) 
Out of uav.-l1 
Succe.l: will enrich tht input with 
(SETQ RESULTS 
, « «LEX SMAll) (CAT ADJ» «NUMBER PLUB) (I «LEX GJW'1JLE»»») 
(SETQ PATH 'ADJ) 
returning the re.ult of a call to uavl-many-l. 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (ADJ «LEX SMAll) (CAT ADJ») (CAT NNP») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (NU'..mER PLUR) (N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ G . «PAITERN (ADJ NNP» (NNP «CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ GA 'PATTERN) 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '«PATTERN (ADJ NNP» (ADJ «LEX SMALL) (CAT ADJ») (CAT NNP») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (NUMBER PLUR) (N «LEX GRAHULE»») 
(SETQ G '«NNP «CAT NNP»») 
(SETQ GA 'NNP) 
Calling av-h-li 
... In av-h-l • 
••••••• Attribute-valu. pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(NNP «CAT NNP»» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input wlth the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In 2art 2 of the condition statement in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: no pair with same 
PATH was found in the input 
Looks into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uavi-Is fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 valu •• 
.. In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE ' «NUWBER PLUR) (N «L£)( GIWIULE»») 
(SETQ G '«CAT NHP») 
Out of uav.-l1 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS '« «CAT NNP» «NUWBER PLUR) (N «LEX GIWIULE»»») 
(SETQ PATH 'INP) 
returning the r.sult of a call to uav.-many-ls 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I 
'«NNP «CAT NNP») (PATTERN (ADJ NNP» 
(}.pJ «LEX SMALL) (CAT ADJ») (CAT NHP») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (lMlBER PLUR) (N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ G 'NIL) 
Alternative succeeded 
(SETQ RESULT-O , « «Nfl? «CAT NtlP») (PA1iERN (ADJ NHP» 
(ADJ «LEX S~) (CAT ADJ») (CAT NHP» 
«Ntr..:BER PLUR) (N «LEX GIWlUlE»»») 
about to quit alt-h-l. 
Alternative succeeded 
(SETQ RESUL T-O 
, « (WNP «CAT NHP») (PATIERN (ADJ NHP» 
(ADJ «LEX SMALL) (CAT ADJ») (CAT NHP» 
«NUMBER PLUR) (N «LEX GIWn1LE»»») 
about to quit alt-h-l • 
•• In uava-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX SMAll) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ LOOSE • «NUMBER PLUR) (N «LEX GIWfUI..E»») 
G == the whole gr~r 
(SETQ GA 'Ai T) 
The appropriate alternative is chaSin baled on CAT in the input; 
UAVS-LS 15 no. called recur.ivelywith this category 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX . Sl.LALL) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ LOOSE • «NUllB£R PLUR) (N «LEX GIWItJLE))) 
(SETQ GA • ALn 
lexical level 
(SETQ I • «LEX SWALL) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ I - LEX • (LEX SlWl.» 
(SETQ G-LEX • «LEX SlWl.») 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I ' «L£X SMALL) (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ LOOSE" • «NUMBER PLUR) (N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ G ' «LEX S!tAll») 
(SETQ GA 'LEX) 
Calling av-h-ls 
... In av-h-ls 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV ' (LEX SYAll» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-Is to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr tro. the grammar 
In part 1 ot the condition statement in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH wa. found in the input 
Value part of the pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL 'St.W.!.) 
•• Calling uav.-ls from cntrl-av-h-l. to unity the 2 values 
.. In uavs-Is: 
(SET~ I ' SMALL) 
(SETQ LeaSE '( (SU:.!I:ZR PLUR) (N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ G 'SMALL) 
Out of uavs-ls 
Success: .. ill enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS ' «SMAll «t.1JMBER PLUR) (N «LEX GRANULE»»») 
(SETQ PATH 'LEX) 
returning the r •• ult ot a call to uav.-aany-l • 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX SWALlJ (CAT ADJ») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (NUMBER PLUR) (N tru:x GRANULE»») 
(SETQ G ' NIL) 
•• In uavs-Is: 
(SETQ I '«CAT HHP») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( OMlBER PLUR) (N «LEX GRANULE»») 
G == the whole grammar 
(SETQ GA 'AL T) 
J, Y 
The appropriate alternative is cho.en ba'ld on CAT in the input; 
UAVS-LS 1. now called rlcursively with this category 
•• In uavl-ls: 
(SETQ I '«CAT NNP») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (NUWBER PLUR) (N «LEX CJWM.E.»») 
(SETQ C 
'«ALT «~ADJ NONE) (PP NONE) (TAIL NORE) (PATTERN (N POUND» 
N «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»» 
( ALT « (ADJ ANY) (ADJ «CAT ADJ) (LEX All») 
(PAITERN (ADJ NNP») 
(SETQ CA 'ALT) 
•• In ual'.-lI: 
«PP ANY) (PP «CAT PP») (PATI'ERH (NIP PP»») 
(NNP «CAT NIP»»»» 
(SETQ I '«CAT NNP») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (NUWBER PLUR) (N «LEX CR.AIlUl.E»») 
(SETQ G 
, «ADJ NONE) (PP Nor-TE) (TAIL NONE) (PAITERN (N POUND» 
(N «CAT NOUN) (LE( ANY»») 
(SETQ GA 'ADJ) 
Calling av-b,-l1 
••• In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-valul pair tram thl grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(ADJ NONE» 
••• Call1ni cntrl-av-b-l. to unity the 
input with the attributl-valu. pa1r from thl grammar 
In Qart 2 of the condition .tatement in CNTRl-AV-H-LS: no pair with same 
PATH wa. found in the input 
Looks into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling ual'.-l. fro. cntrl-aT-b-l. to unify the 2 Talul • 
•• In ual'.-lI: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (NUliBER PLUR) (N «LEX GlWM.E»») 
(SETQ G 'NONE) 
Out of uavi-li 
1"15 
SUCC8S.: will enrich th'Jnp~t with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( (NONE «NUWBER PLUR) (N «LEX GJWM..E»»») 
(SETQ PATH 'ADJ) 
returning the re.ult at a call to uaT'-a&Dy-l. 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I , «ADJ NONE) (CAT NNP») 
(SETQ LOOSE ' «NmlBER PLUR) (N «LEX GIWCULE»») 
(SETQ G . 
'«PP NONE) (TAIL NONE) (PATTERN (N POUND» 
(N «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»») 
(SETQ GA 'PP) 
Calling av-b-lI 
••• In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-valu. pair from the gramaar: 
(SETQ GAV '(PP NONE» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ll to unifl the 
input ~itb the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 2 of the condition statement in CHTRL-AV-H-LS: no pair witb same 
PATH was round in the input 
Looks into LOOSE tor it ... 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uavs-ls frcm cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 2 values 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE • «lMlBER PLUR) (N «LEX GRAHULE»») 
(SETQ G 'NONE) 
Out of uavs-ls 
Success: will p.nrich the inp~t with 
(SETQ RESULTS '( O.Qi,E «NU'I>ffiER PLUR) (N «LEX GRANULE»»») 
(SETQ PATH 'PP) 
returning the result of a call to uavs-many-ls 
•• In uan-lI: 
(SETQ I '( (PP NONE) (ADJ NONE) (CA" NHP») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( CNl1liBER PLUR) (N «LEX GRAHULE»») 
(SETQ G 'CCTAIL NONE) (PATTERN (N POUND» (N «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»») 
(SETQ GA 'TAIL) 
Calling av-h-li 
••• In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribut.-valu. pair fro. the gra.aar: 
(SETQ GAV '(TAIL NOME» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-l. to unifl the 
input with the attribut.-valu. palr fro. the gra.aar 
In part 2 of the condition .tat ••• nt in CITRL-AV-H-LS: no pair with .... 
PATH wa. found in the input 
Look. into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uav.-l. from cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 valu •• 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (NUMBER PLUR) (N «LEX GIWlULE»») 
(SETQ G 'NONE) 
Out of uan-li 
Success: w1ll .nrich th~J~put with 
(SETQ RESULTS J «NONE «NlJlIBER PLUR) (N «LEX GJWlULE»»») 
(SETQ PATH 'TAIL) 
returning the r •• ult of a call to uavl-many-l • 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I '«TAIL NONE) (PP NONE) (ADJ NONE) (CAT NNP») 
(SETQ LOOSE • «NUMBER PLUR) (I «LEX GRAJULE))) 
(SETQ G • «PA11'ERJI (N POUlO» (N «CAT NOUN) (LEX All»») 
(SETQ GA 'PATTERN) 
•• In uavs-h: 
(SETQ I '( (PAITERN (N POUND» (TAIL NONE) (PP NONE) (ADJ NONE) (CAT NNP))) 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (Ntr.dBER PLUR) (N «LEX GRANULE»») 
(SETQ G '«N «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»») 
(SETQ GA 'N) 
Calling av-h-ls 
••• In av-h-ls 
••••••• Attribute-value pair from the gr&mm&r: 
(SETQ GAV '(N «CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY»» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ll to unifl the 
input with the attribute-value pa r from the grammar 
In Qart 2 of the condition .tat •• ent in CITRL-AV-H-LS: no pair w1th .~e 
PATH wal found in the input 
Looks into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ IVAL '( (LEX GRAJM.E») 
•• Calling uavs-ls fro. cntrl-av-h-ll to un1fy the 2 values 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX GRANULE») 
(SETQ LOOSE '«NUMBER PLUR») 
(SETQ G '( (CAT NOUN) (LEX ANY») 
(SETQ GA 'CAT) 
Calling av-h-ls 
••• In av-h-li 
••••••• Attribute-value pair fro. the grammar: 
(SETQ GAV '(CAT NOUN» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ll to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 2 of the condition .tatement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: no pair with same 
PATH was found in the input 
Looks into LOOSE for it ... 
(SETQ IVAL 'NIL) 
•• Calling uavs-ls from cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 2 values 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 'NIL) 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (NUMBER PLUR») 
(SETQ G 'NOUN) 
Out of uavs-ls 
Success: w111 enrich the inEut with 
(SETQ RESULTS '((NOUN ((NUMBER PLUR»») 
(SETQ PATH 'CAT) 
returning thl result of a call to uaT.-many-ll 
•• In uavs-l.: 
(SETQ I '( (CAT NOUN) (LEX GRAHULE») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (HUWBER PLUR») 
(SETQ G '( (LEX ANY») 
(SETQ GA 'LEX) 
Calling aT-h-li 
... In av-h-la 
••••••• Attributl-valul pair from thl gr~r: 
(SETQ GAV '(LEX ANY» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-la to unify tho 
input with the attributl-value palr from thl grammar 
In part 1 of the cocdition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH was found in the input 
Value part of th~ pair found in tbl input: 
(SETQ IVAL 'GRANULE) 
•• Calling uavi-l. fro. cntrl-aT-h-l. to unify tht 2 valut • 
•• In uan-11: 
(SETQ I 'GRAJruLE) 
(SEn LOOSE • «(NUYBER PLUR») 
(SETQ G • AIY) 
Out of uaT.-l. 
SUCCI •• : will Inrich tht in~u~~itb 
(SETQ RESUL. TS • ((GRAlM..E «NUMBER PLUR»») 
(SETQ P A 1lf • LEX) 
rlturning the rt.ult of a call to uaT'-a&Dy-l • 
•• In uavl-1I: 
(SETQ I ' «LEX GRAUULE) (CAT ~lOUN») 
(SETQ LOOSE '«NUMBER PLUR») 
(SETQ G . NIL) 
Out of uaVi-ls 
Success: will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESULTS • « «LEX GRANULE) (CAT NOUX» «lMIBER PLUR»») 
(SETQ PATH 'N) 
returning the result of a call to uav.-many-l • 
.. In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I 
'«N «LEX GRANULE) (CAT NOUN») (PATTERN (N POUND» (TAIL NONE) 
(PP NONE) (ADJ NONE) (CAT NNP») 
(SETQ LOOSE '( (NUWER PLUR») 
(SETQ G ' NIL) 
Alternative succeeded 
(SETQ RESut.T-O '«(eN «LEX GRANULE) (CAT NOUX») (PATTERN (N POUXD» (TAIL HONE) 
(PP NONE) (ADJ NONE) (CAT NNP» 
«HUMBER PLUR»») 
about to quit alt-h-l • 
•• In uavs-ls: 
(SETQ I '( (LEX GRANULE) (CAT HOUN») 
(SETQ LOOSE ' «TAIL NONE) (PP NONE) (ADJ HONE) OMfBER PLUR») 
G == the whole gr&mm&r 
(SETQ GA ' AL T) 
The appropriate alternative 11 cholen baled on CAT in the input; 
UAVS-LS 1. now called recur.ively with thi. category 
.. In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I • «LEX GR.AHUI..E) (CAT NOUM») 
(SETQ LOOSE • «TAIL HONE) (PP NONE) (ADJ MOlE) (NUWBER PLUR») 
(SETQ G 
• «ALT (j jLEX TELEPHONE~) ! (LEX RECEIVER» «LEX KIND» LEX DIAPHRAGM) (LEX GRANULE» «LEX INTENSITY» 
LEX MOLECULE) (LEX PERSON» «LEX POLE» 
LEX RESISTANCE» «LEX TRAHSWITIER» «LEX lAVE»»» 
(SETQ GA 'At T) 
lexical levil 
(SETQ I • ((LEX GRAliULE) (CAT NOUN») 
(SETQ I-LEX • (L£X G:;~\!:ULE» 
(SETQ G-LEX '( (LEX GRA1lUl.E») 
•• In uav.-ls: 
(SETQ I '«LEX GRANULE) (CAT NOUN») 
(SETQ LOOSE '«TAIL NONE) (PP NONE) (ADJ NONE) (HUWBER PLUR») 
(SETQ G '( (LEX GRAllULE») 
(SETQ GA 'LEX) 
Calling av-h-lt 
••• In av-h-lt 
••••••• Attribut.-valu. pair froa the gr&maar: 
(SETQ GAV '(LEX GRAHULE» 
••• Calling cntrl-av-h-ls to unify the 
input with the attribute-value palr from the grammar 
In part 1 of the co~dition statement in CNTRL-AV-H-LS: 
a pair with same PATH wal found in thl input 
Value part of th~pair found in the input: 
(SETQ IVAL 'GRANULE) 
•• Calling uav.-l. fro. cntrl-av-h-l. to unify the 2 value • 
•• In uav.-lI: 
(SETQ I 'GRAIM.E) 
(SETQ LOOSE • «TAIL NONE) (PP NONE) (ADJ NONE) (NlnlBER PLUR») 
(SETQ G 'GIAIUl..£) 
Out of ua,.-I1 
Succ ••• : will enrich the input with 
(SETQ RESUI.. TS 
• «GRAHUL£ «TAn. 101E) (PP NONE) (ADJ )fOlIE) (IIUWBER PLUR»») 
(SETQ PATH 'LEX) 
returning the r •• ult of a call to uav.-aany-l. 
•• In uav.-lI: 
181 
(SETQ I . «LEX GRANULE) (CAT NOUN») 
(SET~ LOOSE • «TAIL NONE) (PP NONE) (ADJ NONE) (NUMBER PLUR») 
(SETQ G • NIL) 
(THE DIAPHRAG~ COMPRESSES mE SMALL GIWM.ES!.) 
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